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ABSTRACT 
 
Text analysis has become an important research activity in the Department of Veterans Affairs 
(VA).  Statistical text mining and natural language processing have been shown to be very 
effective for extracting useful information from medical documents.  However, neither of these 
techniques is effective at extracting the information stored in semi-structure text elements.  A 
prototype system (TagLine) was developed as a method for extracting information from the semi-
structured portions of text using machine learning.  Features for the learning machine were 
suggested by prior work, as well as by examining the text, and selecting those attributes that help 
distinguish the various classes of text lines.  The classes were derived empirically from the text 
and guided by an ontology developed by the Consortium for Health Informatics Research 
(CHIR), a nationwide research initiative focused on medical informatics.  Decision trees and 
Levenshtein approximate string matching techniques were tested and compared on 5,055 unseen 
lines of text.  The performance of the decision tree method was found to be superior to the fuzzy 
string match method on this task.  Decision trees achieved an overall accuracy of 98.5 percent, 
while the string match method only achieved an accuracy of 87 percent.  Overall, the results for 
line classification were very encouraging.  The labels applied to the lines were used to evaluate 
TagLines' performance for identifying the semi-structures text elements, including tables, slots 
and fillers.  Results for slots and fillers were impressive while the results for tables were also 
acceptable.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Textual data has become an important source of non-trivial actionable information and has 
become a very active area for research.  Text analysis methods like information extraction and 
information retrieval have been used to extract and retrieve relevant actionable information from 
electronic text data.  For instance, in the business domain, text mining techniques are used to 
automatically route incoming messages to their proper departments [1], clustering is used to filter 
spam from emails [2], sentiment mining is used to uncover the attitudes and opinions expressed 
about products, people or businesses [3] and  topic modeling tracks subject matters of interest in 
Twitter, blogs and on social media websites [4].  In the biomedical domain, natural language 
processing (NLP) and text mining have been used to discover novel genes [5], predict cancer 
interaction networks [6],  and extract protein interaction relations [7]. 
 
Mining textual data is a particularly active area in the medical domain.  Mining patient electronic 
medical records can be useful for detecting patterns in patient care [8], patient treatment habits [9] 
and their results.  Statistical text mining has been used to determine if patients suffer from co-
morbidities related to obesity [10] and smoking [11], as well as detecting fall-related injuries [12].  
Regular expressions have been used to extract blood pressure values from progress notes [13].  
NLP has been useful for extracting medical information such as principal diagnosis [11] and 
medication use [14] from clinical narratives.  This has led to a better understanding of the 
conditions patients face and how to treat them [15].  Systems have been developed to assist 
physicians in the clinics when making decisions [16] or conducting screenings [17].   
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The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) has had an electronic health record in use since the 
1970s called VistA.  The information system in the VHA is based on the Massachusetts General 
Hospital Utility Multiprogramming System [18] (Mumps), which records important data 
regarding a patient’s encounter with each clinician, in both structured data tables and text.  Text 
information is stored in 80 characters strings in an indexed list.  Each line is associated with the 
note that was created when a clinician recorded the data.  In the VHA, vast amounts of 
information are locked away in electronic medical records in the form of progress notes.  As of 
2007 there were over 750 Million progress notes in the VHA [19].  Many aspects of a patient’s 
condition from diagnosis to treatment and results are recorded in progress notes.  It is estimated 
that the VA currently has over one billion progress notes stored as text.  This provides an 
unusually rich source of medical data, possibly the largest of its kind in the world.  The 
information in these data could provide valuable insights into new treatments or new methods of 
diagnosing medical conditions in veterans.  
 
1.1  Challenges Analyzing Electronic Health Records 
There are some challenges to analyzing textual data in the electronic health record (EHR).   As 
with any data, textual data in the EHR can be noisy [20].  Raw medical text passages are 
voluminous and heterogeneous as is their structure [21].  Some of the information is in free-text 
form, written as full sentences or phrases, but much of it is also in the form of semi-structured 
data, or templates.  Semi-structured data is defined as data that has some structure but is 
inconsistent or does not adhere to any rigorous format [22].  The overall objectives of this 
dissertation are focused on identifying and extracting information from semi-structured text 
elements, such as templates, tables, and lists. 
 
An important and frequently occurring example of semi-structured data in the EHR is templates. 
Templates are predesigned forms that prompt and guide the clinician through the note writing 
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process, usually for a specific type of activity that is repetitive.  Progress note templates were 
designed to save time entering data, but have been shown to reduce the quality of the note [23].  
Medical information systems are more useful for research when they support ad-hoc queries and 
there is no simple query language for extracting information from text [24].  Clinicians often 
write their notes in bulleted lists and make use of abbreviations where possible to save time.   
Methods for analyzing structured data are well developed and there are methods for extracting 
some information from free text data.  However, current methods for extracting and analyzing 
data in a semi-structured form are not adequate, especially when the data include a mixture of 
unstructured and semi-structured elements [25].   
 
1.2  Information Extraction 
Methods for extracting useful information from unstructured text for analysis are an ongoing and 
fertile area of research [26].  The two primary activities in text analysis are information retrieval 
and information extraction.  The primary distinguishing factor between these two activities is 
the unit of analysis.  Information retrieval is performed at the document level while information 
extraction is performed at the concept level.  Information retrieval is primarily concerned with 
retrieving relevant documents.   Common examples of retrieval systems include search engines 
like Google or Bing.  Information extraction is the targeted extraction of predefined information 
from text.  Both information retrieval and information extraction may employ a number of 
techniques for accomplishing their tasks.   Currently, they include manual chart review by domain 
experts, statistical text mining, natural language processing, machine learning and ad-hoc 
methods like handcrafted rules or regular expressions.  Each of these methods has their own 
particular strengths and weaknesses.   
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1.2.1  Document annotation 
In document annotation, subject matter experts review the documents and code strings of text that 
represent the targeted concepts and the relationships between the concepts.   In the medical 
domain we do “chart review” to annotate the concepts in progress notes.  Doing manual chart 
review for annotation has been used extensively and when appropriate rigor is applied, the 
information extracted is very reliable and is often used as the “gold standard” to evaluate machine 
methods.  However, it is a very expensive and time-consuming effort.  Clinicians are recruited 
and paid full salaries to read each and every progress note.  There are also concerns that over time 
mental fatigue will cause human error in the coding.  To minimize such issues, multiple 
annotators can review the same documents, but this further raising the cost and time commitment. 
 
1.2.2  Regular expressions 
Regular expressions are effective when the structure of the text and the terms of interest are 
consistent, but these are essentially one-off methods that must be tailored to the extraction task.   
Regular expressions are bits of code containing characters that represent patterns in the way a 
concept is found in the text.   A combination of wild cards, character classes and specific or literal 
text characters are used in a specified order.  They can be compiled and used in a computer 
programs so they do have the advantage of speed.  They are usually hand coded by a human 
being and can involve a complex and time consuming development effort, because in order to be 
inclusive, we must know a priori all of the possible patterns that represent the concept in the text. 
 
1.2.3  Natural language processing 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been effective at identifying concepts in written text, but 
requires that the text must be written in complete grammatically correct sentences.  In NLP, the 
text is tokenized and parsed for sentence boundaries and parts of speech are identified.  The noun 
phrases or verb phrases are then used to look up concepts in a domain specific controlled 
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vocabulary or ontology to find one or more concepts represented in the text.  A substantial 
amount of the text in medical progress notes is found in template form.  The text parts of 
templates are anything but complete or grammatically correct, so there are problems with part-of-
speech tagging, negation, and word sense disambiguation.   
 
Medical progress notes are categorized by type according to their purpose.  Currently there are 
hundreds of note types in use in the VA.  Within the note there is a coarse order in which 
information is recorded according to the SOAP (Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan) format.  
Each section of SOAP can be further divided into sections based on content and structural 
features.  The detailed structure of the text of each note type can vary greatly, limiting the 
effectiveness of approaches like rules or regular expressions.   
 
While some work has been done for information extraction from semi-structured data, most of 
that research focuses on extracting data from web pages or from research articles and is not easily 
adapted to the medical domain [27-30].   
 
Methods of information extraction as applied to medical progress notes could be improved if we 
had better methods of identifying the semi-structured data in the notes.  New machine-assisted 
methods need to be developed to identify the semi-structured information in medical progress 
notes.  If these automated methods were developed and found to be effective, then advances in 
diagnosis and treatment based on text analysis could come significantly sooner and at less cost.   
 
1.3  Current Efforts in the Veterans Administration 
The VA has recognized the value in their immense repository of text data and has funded the 
establishment of a body of researchers dedicated to improving the methods used to extract 
information from medical text documents called the Consortium for Health Informatics Research 
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(CHIR).  One of the specific goals of the CHIR is to improve the extraction of information from 
semi-structured text in medical progress notes.  The work in this study was funded in part by the 
CHIR and it is the intention of this study to address some of the challenges that semi-structured 
data pose.   
 
1.3.1  The CHIR text element ontology 
The CHIR has developed an ontology, which identifies and defines the nature of each of the 
different types of text elements used in medical documents.   Examples of semi-structured text 
elements are items that appear in a list, a table, or most importantly a pre-defined clinical 
template.  Items may also appear as a key-value pair, where a colon separates a label from the 
value of the item, such as “BP: 140/30” that describes a patients' blood pressure.  Questions can 
also pose challenges to information extraction since NLP typically looks for the concept within 
the boundaries of a sentence.  The information in both the question and the answer are needed to 
complete the information in the pair.  Information may also be in an abbreviated form where only 
a phrase or a word appears as the question and a short phrase follows as the answer.  It is possible 
that a relationship exists between the types of text structure and types of information.  If that is so, 
using structural features could improve the performance of information retrieval and information 
extraction.    
 
1.3.2  Machine learning-based text element classification 
Using a single tool to identify such heterogeneous textual components presents a very complex 
problem, especially in light of the amount of variance in structure even within a single text 
element. Often the best way to approach a complex problem is to break it down into smaller 
steps.  If machine learning is to be used to help solve the problem, a unit of analysis needs to be 
determined.  Since, no single textual unit can be used because the variance in size across targeted 
structures, this task was broken down in to two major phases, using the line of text as the unit of 
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analysis.  First, machine learning was used to assign a label to the lines that provides information 
to the next phase - annotation.  The labels are derived from the set of text elements targeted for 
identification.  Some text elements consist of multiple lines, some consist of a single line and 
some are found within a line.  The machine learning phase required lines  be grouped into classes 
consistent with the semi-structured text elements and a set of features that would reliably describe 
each of the classes.  A set of appropriate features were identified that represented each of the 
types of text elements in the ontology, then machine learning was be employed to classify each 
line of text in a progress note.  For instance, a line of text that is an item in a table usually has 
gaps made up of white space for formatting the columns.  There may also be numbers at the 
beginning of the line to delineate each item or row in the table.  We could create features that 
characterize the gaps, numbers and other structural aspects for use in a machine-learning 
algorithm that should be able to classify each line of text.  The labels on the note could then be 
used to determine if it belonged to a larger structure such as a table or a list.  The next phase, the 
identification of the semi-structured text elements and marking them in the text, is accomplished 
by a separate set of rules for each element.  A call to TagLine for a specific type of text structure 
determines the set of rules used.  This approach to solving the semi-structured data problems can 
be expressed simply as; (1) determine the labels that describe the structure and the role a line of 
text plays in one of the text elements in the ontology, (2) develop a set of attributers that uniquely 
describe each line class, and (3) finally, develop a set of rules and a parsing routine that use the 
labels to find targeted structures and identify the boundaries in the text for annotation.  This 
study's goal and objectives in the next section are guided by these steps. 
 
1.4  Study Goals and Objectives 
The overall goal of this dissertation was to develop a method of extracting information from the 
semi-structured text elements in medical progress notes.  A prototype system called TagLine was 
developed and evaluated, exploiting the features derived from the structure of text elements in 
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progress notes for information extraction.  The system combines methods already familiar in 
information extraction with new techniques and features extracted from the text to accurately 
identify information contained in semi-structured text elements.   
 
To establish a baseline for evaluating the machine learning approach, this study first explores 
another approach using string edit distance, which compares coded lines of text to stored 
reference lines for classification.  This method is similar to using regular expressions, but does 
not require knowing all of the possible patterns a priori and would not require a human to write 
the regular expressions.  A machine applies a coding algorithm to every character in each line.  A 
set of class examples, coded from training data is used as a reference, and a similarity score is 
computed based on the edit distance.  If the similarity score is above a predetermined threshold, it 
is assign the label of that reference example.   
 
 Objective One: Develop a method using a string edit distance to classify lines 
 of text and to accurately identify those lines that belong to semi-structured  text 
 elements. 
 
A module has been developed to code the lines of text and perform the comparisons.  By coding 
the lines of text so that the specific characters and numbers are abstracted out, patterns are 
revealed that may be found by matching those patterns to the representative classes of semi-
structured text elements.  This method is evaluated and compared to the method using machine 
learning in the next section. 
In the second task of this study, structural features, formatting features and some content features 
are used for classification of text at the line level using machine learning.  For instance, length of 
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the line, the line title case, the amount of leading white space, and many other features are found 
to be useful.   
 
 Objective Two: Develop a method combining structural features and 
 conceptual features extracted from the text in medical progress notes to 
 identify lines that belong to semi-structured text elements. 
 
A system based on machine learning has been developed to identify semi-structured data in 
medical documents.  Each text element may need some adjustment in the approach to be 
effective.  Features to be used in the machine learning approaches were identified and extracted 
for each line of text.   
 
Since the overall goal is information extraction from semi-structured text elements, the results of 
the classification effort at the line-of-text level is used to test a parsing and annotation system.  
The system must be able to identify text elements that are both macrostructures and 
microstructures.  That is, some structures consist of multiple lines while others are contained 
within a line of text.  Text elements can often be identified by determining their start and stop 
offsets in the text, as measured by character count.  The annotator identifies these offsets and 
returns the proper label indicating which structure was found.  This should allow the targeted 
extraction of all lists, tables or key-value pairs as defined by the CHIR's text element ontology.   
 
 Objective Three: Develop a rule-based method to parse and an annotate semi-
 structured text elements, using the line classes as input. 
 
An annotation module has been developed that uses the results of line classifications based on 
machine learning.  This module takes the options identifying the structures to be annotated with 
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the lines of text and their classes and returns a text string with a label for the structure type and 
the start and stop offsets.  Two specific examples of  text elements from the CHIR ontology, 
tables and slot-filler pairs, are used for testing purposes.  The performance of the annotation 
module was evaluated for both exact and partial matching criteria. 
 
The output of this module could useful in studies interested in either a single value, such as a 
person’s body mass index, which is usually found in the note as a part of the vitals taken at the 
beginning of a visit, or for extraction of all data elements for storage in a database system.   
 
For the above research questions, the workflow followed the Research Activity Overview found 
in figure 1.1 below. 
 
Figure 1.1  Research Activity Overview 
  
1.5  TagLine Design and I
To accomplish the goal of this study,
implemented.  TagLine co
Some modules are automatically generated
with creating executable machine learning models
the system. 
Figure 1.2  TagLine System Overview
 
The paths in green shows the flow sequence for
sequence for document annotation.
the machine learning method.
 
1.5.1 Extraction module 
The extraction module takes progress notes and completes the preprocessing steps required for 
analysis.  Notes are converted to a list of text lines and each text line is subjected to a series of 
functions that extract values for the features to be used in machine lea
is trained, all features are selected for extraction and the new model determines which features 
predictive value will be extracted when using the system for annotation.  
11 
mplementation 
 the prototype TagLine system was designed and 
nsists of a series of interacting software modules writt
 by other modules, including the modules involved 
.  Figure 1.2 below presents a global view of 
 
 training a new model and the blue 
   It includes sequences for both the string distance method and 
 
rning.  When a new model 
The new dataset is sent 
en in Python.  
 
paths show the 
of 
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to the C5.0 module when training a new model or to the next stage for use in classification by the 
tree classifier or the Levenshtein module.   The code for the extraction module can be found in 
Appendix 1. 
 
1.5.2  C5.0 module 
The C5.0 module is a Python wrapper for a console application.  The C5.0 application was 
compiled from the GPL C code distributed freely by Ross Quinlan (the inventor of this decision 
tree inducton algorithm).  Some code was modified to port it to windows but it is the original 
code as designed.  The C5.0 module develops a decision tree model based on the features 
provided by the extraction module and the class labels applied to the each line.  The C5.0 
algorithm performs winnowing of the attributes before building a tree and error-based pruning is 
performed to cut back on branches that are not needed.  Finally, this module writes a tree model 
file out to disk for use later.  The code for the C5.0 module can be found in Appendix 2. 
 
1.5.3  Tree converter module 
The tree converter reads the original tree model file written by the C5.0 module and writes two 
new files used by TagLine.  The tree model file can be used by the C5.0 module, but in order to 
avoid having to read the model file every time a classification task is required, it is converted to 
executable code.  This code is added to some prewritten code designed to assign values to 
attributes from the incoming dataset.  The converter module also writes a small text file out for 
use by the extractor module during annotation tasks.  This file is a list of only the relevant 
attributes as determined by the C5.0 module so the extractor will only call on those extraction 
functions that are needed.  The code for the tree converter module can be found in Appendix 3. 
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1.5.4  Tree classification module 
The tree classification module is automatically written by the tree converter module.  For each 
line assigned the recorded values to the appropriate attribute and subjects them to the 
classification tree.  The module returns the results of classification along with the confidence of 
the classification.  The results are sent to the annotation module along with the note lines.  The 
code for the final version of the tree classification module can be found in Appendix 4. 
 
1.5.5  Lenvenshtein module 
The Levenshtein module performs all tasks associated with using the Levenshtein string matching 
algorithm in TagLine, including coding functions, comparison functions and functions for 
calculating similarity scores and building the testing the pattern dictionary.  This module receives 
the note lines from the extraction module for processing.  When training a new model, this 
module first creates a pattern dictionary using a specified percentage of the note lines.  The 
remaining lines are used for testing the prediction accuracy and the results are written out for 
review.  When TagLine is used for annotation the Lenvenshtein module first reads the pattern 
dictionary from disk into memory for use and codes each line of text and compares it to each 
pattern in the pattern dictionary.  The comparison that produces the highest similarity score 
determines the class of the line of text.  The classifications along with the note lines are then sent 
to the annotation module for use in extracting the text elements.  The code for the annotation 
module can be found in Appendix 5 
 
1.5.6  Annotation module 
The annotation module takes the classification results from either the tree classification module or 
the Levenshtein module with the lines of text.  Also provided to the annotation module is a list of 
options that represent the types of semi-structured text elements to annotate.  For each type of 
semi-structured data, the module traverses the lines of text and (using the classification labels 
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applied in the previous step) selects the appropriate lines to parse and annotate.  The annotations 
are sent as output from the TagLine system to any one of several destinations.  The annotations 
can be written to a file for review, recorded in a database for storage and use later as structured 
data, used as features in another classification task downstream, or sent to an NLP pipeline where 
annotations can be used for extracting concepts from the text elements using a structured 
vocabulary.  TagLine can also extract the elements and record the notes with the annotated 
structures removed as a text reduction method.  The code for the annotation module can be found 
in Appendix 6. 
 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:  In the next chapter, a more thorough 
discussion of the medical domain is presented, including some specific aspects of the VA 
electronic health record.  In Chapter 3, some background information is presented on the methods 
used and prior work in this area.  Chapter 4 explains the data collection and preparation for this 
dissertation and the two classification methods.  Chapter 5 addresses research question one on 
approximate string matching and presents the results for line-level classification.  Chapter 6 
presents the work on research question two on using machine learning to predict the line class of 
the text.  Chapter 7 covers the final test of the annotation module for identifying the text for semi-
structured text elements on tables and slot-filler pairs.  Finally, concluding remarks are presented 
in Chapter 8, outlining the study's contributions, limitations and recommendations for future 
work. 
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2. THE DOMAIN 
 
Textual structure is both the cause and in part the solution for much of the difficulty in extracting 
information from medical progress notes.  In this chapter, context will be provided by examining 
the nature of the electronic health record in the VA.  Note types, document structure, and the use 
of templates are discussed.  Then some of the specific challenges to information extraction will be 
examined, such as variation in templates and the use of abbreviations.  Finally, I look at how they 
have been addressed in the past and how this study adds to those efforts. 
 
2.1 The Electronic Health Record at the VA 
VistA (Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture) is the health 
information system used by the Veterans Administration for maintaining patient health records 
[31].  The text in the Electronic Health record (HER) can be thought of as the medical 
documentation of the patient and the patient’s healthcare services [32].  The EHR is stored in 
VistA in two primary forms, structured data and in textual documents, although even the textual 
documents are stored in a structured manner.  Each line of 80 characters or less is stored as a 
string associated with a specific document, such as a medical progress note.  When a user 
retrieves the document, each string is retrieved and put in the proper order.  When progress notes 
are extracted and stored in text files, each line of text ends with a newline (\n) character as a result 
of the process.  This preserves the formatting of the document to make it easier to read in the 
Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS) [33], the user interface for VistA.  It also provides 
an artifact useful in text processing.   
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2.2  Note Types 
While medical progress notes were conceived with structure and organization in mind, they are 
still very idiosyncratic.  The structure and content can vary greatly even within specific note 
types.  While templates are heavily used to assist the clinician, the options the clinician decides to 
select, the text they enter and the cutting and pasting of these structures introduces a wide variety 
of variances in the text [23].   
 
Because progress notes are written in a variety of clinic types and for a variety of purposes, notes 
are assigned a type name. For instance, a note written in the emergency room for purposes of 
documenting the triage process, might be called 'EMERGENCY ROOM TRIAGE NOTE."  
Initially, each hospital assigns their own titles to the type categories, but if these note titles are to 
be useful in analysis across hospitals, a common title is needed for each type.  To this end, the 
VA implemented a mapping between the local note title and a standard national title.  As a 
consequence, there are over 2400 different note titles in the VA.   Users can create their own 
custom designed notes using the Progress Notes Construction Set [34].  The note title can often 
be found at the top of the note, but not always.  Below in table 2.1 are a few examples of note 
types.  
Table 2.1  Note Type Examples. 
NEUROSURGERY CLINIC NOTE 
NURSING TRANSFER NOTE 
1010M EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT NURSING ASSESSMENT/REASSESSMENT: 
1010M DISCHARGE DISPOSITION/INSTRUCTIONS 
PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSESSMENT 
 
This standardization of note type titles is helpful, but not perfect.  There is still much variation 
within note type in the way they are formatted and in the content.  This introduces noise in any 
analysis that depends on grouping notes by their type.   Different note types tend to use their own 
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sublanguages [35] since their clinical specialties and their purposes differ.  This can be useful for 
identifying specific note types for research projects. 
 
2.3 Document Structure 
There is a structural hierarchy that exists in progress notes where the structures become far more 
and less granular than the line of text and each of them are useful in analysis.  This hierarchy is 
illustrated in figure 2.1.  As with many types of documents, medical progress notes are designed 
to follow a specific format.  This format is called SOAP, which stands for Subjective, Objective, 
Assessment and Plan [36].  This is the order of the steps clinicians follow in typical office visits.    
First, the patient reveals the symptoms, or the reason for the visit to the clinician.  There may be 
follow up questions to elicit adequate details or to get a family history, which may be relevant.  
All information provided from the patient is considered the “Subjective” methods.   
Progress Note
S::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
O:::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
A:::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
P:::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:
Subjective
Objective
Assessment
Plan
Chief Complaint
History Present 
Illness
Diagnosis
Family History
Treatment
Patient Education
Laboratory Data
Examinations
Vital Signs
Disposition
Dizzy
Tired
How Long?
First Symptoms?
Blood Pressure
Heart Rate
Type II Diabetes
Don’t eat sugar
Exercise
Blood Glucose
Cholesterol
Progress Note 
Structural 
Hierarchy
Document S.O.A.P. Section
Specific 
Information
 
Figure 2.1  Progress Note Structural Hierarchy. 
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The clinician may conduct a direct examination of the patient, based on the patient’s complaint, 
to gather additional information on the patients' condition to aid in diagnosis.  In addition, lab 
tests may be ordered, vital signs taken, ex-rays may be taken.  This type of information collected 
by making direct observation is part of the “Objective” methods.  Once all necessary information 
on the patient’s complaint has been collected by Subjective and Objective methods, the clinician 
makes an “Assessment”, also known as a diagnosis.  The clinician’s findings are then recorded.  
Finally, a “Plan” is created to address the patient’s needs, which includes medications, physical 
therapy or some other type of treatment.  Because each of these three phases of a clinical visit 
focuses on different information and activities, the language and the terms tend to be different.  
They also tend to appear in different places in the note from top to bottom.  These characteristics 
can be used to identify these areas in progress notes.   If we knew what area from top to bottom a 
line of text appeared in the note, we may begin to make some predictions about what section it is 
likely in.    
 
2.4  SOAP Section Headers 
Within the four areas of the SOAP format, there can be other discernible sections of text.  For 
instance, if a clinician is performing a physical examination, each area of concern will be written 
separately with very little overlap between them.  The clinician finishes the section pertaining to 
the patient’s neck before moving on to their chest.  There are usually labels for each of these 
sections, which allow a reader to quickly find information on a specific area.  These areas have 
been informally referred to as “sections” in the note.  A leading header often identifies particular 
sections.  This is known as the “section header” and is one of the classes defined in the text 
element ontology.  Some actual examples of section headers are found below in table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2  Section Header Examples 1 
PHYSICAL EXAM: 
Chief Complaint: 
PURPOSE OF VISIT: 
HPI:  (History of Present Illness) 
S:   
- PAIN ASSESSMENT - 
PERTINENT PAST HISTORY: 
 
 
Section headers tend to have some formatting features that help to distinguish them from other 
text.  They may appear in ALL CAPS or in Title Case (Each Word Capitalized), however this is 
not always the case.  Some section headers may even be in all lower case or it may be missing 
completely, especially in sections written in free text without the assistance of a template.  They 
also may or may not have a colon at the end of the line. 
 
2.5  Note Sections 
Other sections found within the SOAP structure in progress notes include current medication, 
problem lists, family history, lab results, patient education and a patient’s vital signs.  The 
language of these sections also tends to differ [37].  This feature is often used in NLP systems to 
determine the meaning of terms where multiple meanings are possible.  This is referred to as 
“word sense disambiguation,” and is a fertile area for research [35].  Researchers who do 
secondary data analysis on the EMR often target specific sections of information [8].  If a 
researcher is only interested in a patients' blood pressure over time, they need only retrieve the 
section “Vital Signs” from each note.  For both of these reasons, one of the modules employed in 
an NLP pipeline is a “sectionizer.”  This is also an active area of research.  There is a need to 
improve section identification or section header identification [38, 39].   This may be possible by 
utilizing features extracted from the format and structure of the text.  I will likely move in that 
direction with my future work. 
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2.6  Templates in CPRS 
CPRS in the VHA employs some predefined clinical encounter forms, commonly called 
templates, designed to assist in supporting the use of clinical guidelines [40] and to save time 
entering information into the HER [23].  Use of template-assisted documentation in the EMR has 
been associated with higher gross billing and physician satisfaction but no significant decrease in 
emergency physician total evaluation time [41].  The note templates and encounter forms possess 
a structure that can serve as a prompt for data. Both also permit the use of predefined, 
“boilerplate” text, as well as automatic entry of certain data from prior visits [42].  They provide a 
means of guiding the information solicitation process with the patient and provide clinical 
reminders to aid in completeness of clinical protocols.  Some templates are interactive and change 
the information requested based on prior answers.  Data can be entered in a number of ways using 
check boxes, fill-in-the-blank text entry and free text narrative text.  Figure 2.2 below is an 
example of a template interface for entering data.   
 
The results, which will vary according to the data entered, are saved into the EHR as text in the 
progress note.  Some templates are designed locally by clinicians and programmers at the hospital 
level, while others are designed and implemented at the national level and can be altered locally 
before implementing.  This can cause variations in the template design and in the resultant 
structure of the text data recorded in the progress note.  Templates are used for assisting the 
clinician in recording the results of screenings, assessments, and other processes.  
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Figure  2.2  Example GUI for CPRS 
 
2.6.1  Learning from templates 
Several characteristics are noticeable when examining templates.  First, many templates are single 
units that are composed of several lines of text.  These units within a note can also be consider 
sections, or areas of the note where the lines of text all pertain to a specific topic, such as pain or 
alcohol screening.  Templates also have a line at the beginning that labels the template and tells 
the reader what that section is about.  For the purposes of this study, these labels are called 
“section headers” from the text element ontology.  Templates also make use of white space for 
formatting.  Some lines are indented at varying levels and some are not.  Each of the examples 
has its own formatting scheme making it difficult to rely on formatting for the creation of regular 
expressions.  One specific template example called PAIN SCREEN is an example of another 
class of text element defined in the ontology - a numbered list.  Lists also have labels at the top to 
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tell the reader what the items in the list should be.  Not all lists are numbered; some use alpha 
characters to enumerate the items and some may not use numbers or alpha characters.  The text 
entries in templates are often short telegraphic phrases rather than complete sentences.  They 
make use of the slot-filler, or key-value format for recording information.  Slot-fillers are also one 
of the text elements defined by the ontology.  They consist of a label or prompt that names the 
subject and the value assigned to the item, usually separated by a colon, although a hyphen could 
be used or it may be separated by a space.  It is not known how many types of templates are in 
use in the VA but given the 2,400 note types in use and the fact that templates can be designed 
and implemented locally, there are probably thousands in use.  For this reason, using regular 
expressions to extract information from them is not a feasible solution.  Our approach is to break 
templates down into their textual components, and use some of the features we have described 
here in an automated, machine learning-based algorithm for identifying templates. 
 
2.6.2  Motivating examples 
Below are examples of the resultant text these templates leave in progress notes.  While these 
examples show the diversity in the way they can be formatted, each template also exibits features 
that may be useful for use in a machine learning algorithm,.   
 
The template for the Glasgow Scale in figure 2.3 below show a lot of formatting which vertically  
aligns the labels and items that belong to them.   
 
GLASGOW SCALE: 
    Verbal: Conversant, Oriented X 3             5 
      Eyes: Spontaneous                          4 
     Motor: Obeys Commands                       6 
                                               ______ 
     TOTAL:                                      15 
  Motor Strength Scale: 
       RUE: Full Strength         5 
       LUE: Full Strength         5 
       RLE: Lifts and Assist      4 
       LLE: Lifts and Assist      4 
Figure 2.3  Glasgow Scale Template 
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In the Pressure Ulcer Risk template below in figure 2.4 there isn't as much formatting for 
columns.  There appears to be more labeled sections of free text.  The individual scores are found 
throughout the text, but not is a column that would have made easier to read and detect. 
 
                  PRESSURE SORE RISK - EVALUATION 
(Braden Scale- A score of 18 or less indicates HIGH RISK for skin breakdown. 
SENSORY PERCEPTION - Able to respond meaningfully to pressure-related 
discomfort. SCORE: 4. No Impairment: Responds to verbal commands. Has no 
sensory deficit which would limit ability to feel or voice pain or discomfort 
MOISTURE - Degree to which skin is exposed to moisture. SCORE:4. Rarely Moist: 
Skin is usually dry, Linen only requires changing at routine 
intervals. 
ACTIVITY - Degrees of Physical Activity. SCORE: 4. Walk Frequently: Walks 
outside the room at least twice a day and inside the room at least once q2H 
during waking hours. 
MOBILIY - Ability to change and control body position.  SCORE: 4. No 
Limitation: Makes major and frequent changes in position without 
assistance. 
NUTRITION - Usual food intake pattern. SCORE: 4. Excellent: Eats most of q 
meal. Never refuses a meal. Usually eats 4 or more servings of protein. Occas 
eats between meals. Does not require supplements. 
FRICTION AND SHEAR:  SCORE: 3. No Apparent Problem: Moves in bed and in chair 
independ and has sufficient muscle strength to lift up completely during move. 
Maintains good position in bed or chair at all times. 
TOTAL SCORE:  23 
Figure 2.4  Pressure Sore Risk Template 
 
 
Figure 2.5 below shows a Morse Fall Scale template and figure 2.6 is a Fall Risk Level 
template.  Both use a lot of formatting for columns and phases separated by space to label 
scoring items instead of a single word with a colon.  These are all features that may be useful. 
 
 
MORSE FALL SCALE:                             SCORE: 
  History of Falls          YES                                25 
  Secondary Diagnosis       YES                                15 
  Ambulatory Aid            None, Bedrest, W/C, Nurse           0 
  IV Therapy/heparin Lock   YES                                20 
  Gait/Transferring         Weak Gait                          10 
  Mental Status             Oriented to own ability             0 
                  TOTAL of all checked items: 70 
Figure 2.5  Morse Fall Scale Template 
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FALL RISK LEVEL: 
      0-40         Level One    (Low risk for fall) 
     45-75         Level Two    (Moderate risk for fall) 
     80 or above   Level Three  (Serious risk for fall) 
Implement Fall Prevention Care Levels according to risk score. 
Level One and Two Prevention Implemented: Score 45-7 
Figure 2.6  Fall Risk Level Template 
 
The Pain Assessment template in figure 2.7 has line of text indented at two levels.  The un-
indented level serves as a header for the items below it, which could mean that checking for white 
space at the beginning of a line could be a good feature for this template. 
 
- PAIN ASSESSMENT - 
Are you experiencing pain?  YES 
     CURRENT LEVEL OF PAIN: 3 
     USUAL LEVEL OF PAIN: 8 
     LEAST LEVEL OF PAIN: 10 
     ACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF PAIN: 3 
Indicate ONE PAIN LOCATION that MOST INTERFERES with your life: 
     Hip(s) 
     Current LEVEL OF PAIN for that location: 4 
Indicate HOW YOUR PAIN IN THIS AREA FEELS: 
     Throbbing 
     Tight 
     When did this pain BEGIN? 12/14/06 
What is the PATTERN associated with your pain? 
     My pain is always present and never goes away. 
What makes this pain BETTER? 
     Laying down 
     Medications 
What makes this pain WORSE? 
     Changing position 
     Exercise 
     Sitting 
     Standing 
     Walking 
What aspects of your life have changed AS A RESULT OF YOUR PAIN? 
     Mobility 
     Physical activity 
Are you having any SYMPTOMS RELATED TO THE MEDICATION(S) you are taking for 
your pain? 
     No symptoms related to pain medications 
Figure 2.7  Pain Assessment Template 
 
 
The Pain Screen template in figure 2.8 makes use of numbered items for the list.  We could check 
for the existence of a number at the beginning of a line and if we find a series of them, put them 
into a list.  Towards the bottom of this template we can see lines indented at graduating levels.  
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This may or may not be useful since these lines look like free text rather than semi-structured 
items.  They are, however, numbered items that could also be a list. 
 
PAIN SCREEN : Pain level: 10, PAIN EVALUATION: 
1.  PRIMARY PAIN LOCATION: 
2.  QUALITY OF PAIN described by patient as: 
3.  TYPE OF PAIN: 
4.  DURATION OF PAIN: 
5.  USUAL PAIN per patient (0-10 Scale): 
6.  ACCEPTABLE PAIN per patient (0-10 Scale): 
7.  FUNCTIONAL effects of pain on daily activities: 
8.  TRIGGERS of pain: 
9.  RELIEF FACTORS: 
10. Pain education: 
11. Level of understanding: 
12. Pain topic: 
  Depression Screening (2007): 
    DEPRESSION SCREEN (PHQ-2) 
      Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered 
            by any of the following problems? 
             1. Little interest or pleasure in doing things 
                 Not at all (0) 
             2. Feeling down, depressed or hopeless. 
                 Not at all (0) 
        A PHQ-2 screening was performed and the screen was negative. 
          Score:  0 
Figure 2.8  Pain Screen Template 
 
 
The Alcohol Abuse Screen template in figure 2.9 makes use of graduated indentions and 
numbered list items.  The list items are questions.  These should be easy to find by first checking 
to see if there is a question mark in the lines.  A challenge here is determining where the answers 
to the questions stop.  We may or may not be able to use the numbers at the beginning of the next 
question, but with such variation in formatting it may not be reliable. 
 
  Alcohol Abuse Screen (AUDIT-C) 2007: 
    SCREEN FOR ALCOHOL 
          The patient has not consumed any alcohol in the past one year. 
          An alcohol screening test (AUDIT-C) was negative (score=0). 
          1. How often did you have a drink containing alcohol in the 
          past year? Never 
          2. How many drinks containing alcohol did you have on a 
          typical day when you were drinking in the past year? Not asked 
          3. How often did you have six or more drinks on one occasion 
          in the past  year? Not asked 
Figure 2.9  Alcohol Abuse Screen Template 
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The PTSD screen below in figure 2.10 also has questions but they are not numbered and the 
answers are primarily yes or no.  Some questions have no answer at all.  This poses the question 
of how to treat blank questions - if they can be reliably identified.  Should we include them?  If 
so, do we use a default value for the answer?  This one has a final score of zero.  We could just 
use a regular expression and extract the score from the template and leave everything else alone. 
 
  Screen for PTSD (2007): 
    Have you ever had any experience that was so frightening, horrible, or 
        upsetting that, IN THE PAST MONTH, you: 
      Have had any nightmares about it or thought about it when you did 
          not want to?   No 
      Tried hard not to think about it or went out of your way to avoid 
          situations that remind you of it? 
      Were constantly on guard, watchful, or easily startled? 
      Felt numb or detached from others, activities, or your surroundings? 
    A 4 question Primary Care PTSD screen was performed and was negative. 
      Score:  0 
Figure 2.10  PTSD Screen Template 
 
2.7  Cutting and Pasting 
Another time saving device clinicians use is the cutting and pasting of text from one note to 
another [43].  This tends to be from an older note to the current note being written.  For instance, 
a physician may anticipate the need to have the specifics of the patients past medical history 
available when reviewing the current note, or a therapist may want to carry forward the details of 
a trauma their patient experienced as they are working.  Since the pasted text was originally 
recorded on a past date, this practice has caught the attention of researchers in the area of 
document quality [44].  The text carried forward is not always attributed to the original note or 
properly dated and is therefore considered a type of plagiarism, which  
may be and detrimental to overall document quality.  Most copying and duplication is benign, but 
some introduce misleading errors into the record and some seem possibly unethical or potentially 
unsafe [44].  There are also ongoing efforts to automate the process of detecting and quantifying 
the amount of text that has been cut and pasted. 
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2.8  Challenges to Information Extraction 
There are a wide variety of text-base clinical documents included in the VHA EHR.  They vary 
based on the authors (physician, nurse, therapist) and setting (inpatient, outpatient).  This 
tremendous heterogeneity creates a very challenging information extraction target.  For example, 
some clinical texts are not grammatically correct and are sometimes composed of short, 
telegraphic phrases [45].  Other texts, like discharge summaries and consult reports, are often 
dictated and are written deliberately for clear communication, while texts like progress notes are 
written mainly for documentation purposes. 
 
Clinical texts are rife with shorthand (abbreviations, acronyms, and shorthand phrases).  These 
shorthand lexical units are often overloaded (the same set of letters has multiple uses); it has been 
estimated that acronyms are overloaded about 33% of the time and are often highly ambiguous 
even in context [46].  
 
Spelling errors abound in clinical texts, especially in notes without rich-text or spell correction. 
For example, the US Veterans Administration's (VA) EHR system is the largest in the world, but 
offers essentially only simple text support. It is not uncommon in the VA corpus to find 
abbreviations or acronyms themselves misspelled.  
Clinical narratives can contain any characters that can be typed or pasted. A common example in 
the VA corpus is long, pasted sets of problem lists or vital signs.  Such embedded semi-structured 
text elements complicate otherwise routine NLP tasks like sentence segmentation, since they are 
usually filled with periods [25]. 
 
In an attempt to bring some structure and consistency to otherwise unstructured clinical 
narratives, templates and pseudo tables, plain text made to look tabular by the use of white space, 
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are common.  Implicit templates that use structures for a history-and-physical or a discharge 
summary are commonly found across care settings and can be quite useful to NLP.  Explicit 
templates, though, are pre-formatted, highly idiosyncratic, possibly institution-specific, and use 
fields to be filled in by the user.  Often data in these templates are incomplete or missing [47].   
 
All of these issues complicate NLP on clinical text, making it especially challenging [25, 48].  A 
variety of methods have been employed in the general and biomedical literature domains to 
extract facts from free text and fill out template slots but they have not been as successful when 
applied to clinical documents. 
 
2.9  Variation in Templates: An Illustrative Example. 
One of the most common templates in the patients chart is their vital signs, which are taken and 
recorded at the beginning of almost every office visit.  What follows in tables 2.3 through 2.5  are 
23 examples of vital signs that demonstrate the variety of text used in these sections.  These 
examples were selected from a sample of 200 notes consisting of 20 each of 10 different note 
types.  It can be seen in these examples that while the basic information is each of them are 
similar, every example exhibits some variation in formatting and structure.  Differences can be 
seen in the ammount of leading space, length of the header line, item labels, existance of a time 
stamp, units of measure and the items included in the list.  The variaiton in these examples are 
only a sample of what could be encountered across mutiple hospitals throughout the country.  
Hand writing regular expressions to collect the information from these lists on a large scale could 
prove to be infeasable.   
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Table 2.3  Vital Signs Examples 1 
Vital Signs: T:  96.5 F [35.8 C] (11/08/2006 13:27) 
             P:  84 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
             R:  20 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
           B/P:  139/67 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
           WGT:  215.4 lb [97.9 kg] (11/08/2006 13:27) 
           BMI:  33.8 
          PAIN:  0 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
             PULSE OX: 98 
VITAL SIGNS: (Most recent as entered in Vista) 
BP: 157/84 (09/21/2007 10:25) 
Pulse: 53 (09/21/2007 10:26) 
Temp: 98.6 F [37.0 C] (09/21/2007 10:25) 
Pain: 3 (09/21/2007 10:25) (out of ten) 
Pulse Ox: 97 (9/21/2007 10:26)  (Most recent as entered in VISTA) 
PAIN ASSESSMENT: Pain: 3 (09/21/2007 10:25) (Scale 0-10) 
VITALS 
BP: 119/67 
PULSE: 71 
Temperature:  98.1 F [36.7 C] (08/15/2006 11:12) 
Height:     62 in [157.5 cm] (08/15/2006 07:26) 
Weight:      236.8 lb [107.6 kg] (08/15/2006 11:12) 
Pain:   5  teeth/back/knee      (1-10 scale) 
VITALS (Most recent, as listed in VISTA) 
B/P:         109/66 (05/27/2007 18:01) 
Pulse:            71 (05/27/2007 18:01) 
Temperature:   97.6 F [36.4 C] (05/27/2007 16:33) 
Weight:         250 lb [113.6 kg] (02/22/2007 12:44) 
Height          76 in [193.0 cm] (02/15/2002 08:07) 
Pain (out of 10): 0 (05/27/2007 18:01) 
INITIAL VITAL SIGNS: (MOST RECENT AS ENTERED INTO VISTA) 
Height: 76 in [193.0 cm] (02/15/2002 08:07) 
Weight: 250 lb [113.6 kg] (02/22/2007 12:44) 
Temp:   97.6 F [36.4 C] (05/27/2007 16:33) 
Pulse:  72 (05/27/2007 16:33) 
Resp:   16 (05/27/2007 16:33) 
Pain Scale: 2 (05/27/2007 16:33) 
B/P:    112/73 (05/27/2007 16:33) 
O:VS: 
  Blood Pressure:  145/91 (01/20/2007 01:15) 
  Pulse:           77 (01/20/2007 01:15) 
  Respirations:    18 (01/20/2007 01:15) 
  Temperature:     97.4 F [36.3 C] (01/20/2007 01:15) 
  Weight:          260 lb [118.2 kg] (01/19/2007 18:20) 
VITALS today in clinic- 
BP: 164/84 
HR: 57 
PREVIOUS- 
BP: 177/87  repeated @ 10min  158/78 
HR: 56 
O: Vital Signs: 
BP: 123/66 (11/02/2006 15:22) 
Pulse: 77 (11/02/2006 15:22) 
Temp: 97.4 F [36.3 C] (06/15/2006 13:44) 
Ht: 67 in [170.2 cm] (01/31/2006 15:03) 
Wt: 213 lb [96.8 kg] (06/15/2006 13:44) 
Pain: 3 (11/02/2006 15:22) (out of ten) 
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Table 2.4  Vital Signs Examples 2 
VS:   BP: 93/57 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
            repeat BP left arm regular cuff 103/62 
           P: 83 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
           R: 20 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
           T: 97.3 F [36.3 C] (01/09/2007 13:16) 
           Pain: 2 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
           Wt: 215.4 lb [97.9 kg] (11/08/2006 13:27) 
           Ht: 67 in [170.2 cm] (01/31/2006 15:03) 
VITAL SIGNS: 
Sex: Male  Age: 69 
01/19/2007 
19:24 
    T:    97.0 F (36.1 C) 
    P:    82 
19:25 
    Ht:   76 in (193.0 cm) 
    Wt:   260 lb (117.9 kg) 
    BMI:  31.65 
    BSA:  2.5 
    R:    20 
    B/P:  132/74 
    PAIN: 3 
VITALS (Most recent, as listed in VISTA) 
B/P:      135/88 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pulse:        72 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Temperature:  98.7 F [37.1 C] (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Height: 
Weight: 
Pain:          7 (07/20/2007 17:09)      (1-10 scale) 
VITAL SIGNS: (Most recent as entered in Vista) 
BP: 135/88 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pulse: 72 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Temp: 98.7 F [37.1 C] (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pain: 7 (07/20/2007 17:09) (out of ten) 
Vitals: (most recent as entered into VISTA) 
   BP: 172/100 (09/13/2007 09:31) 
Pulse: 60 (09/13/2007 09:31) 
 Resp: 18 (09/13/2007 09:31) 
 Temp: 97.6 F [36.4 C] (09/13/2007 09:31) 
   Ht: 69 in [175.3 cm] (09/05/2007 22:15) 
   Wt: 160 lb [72.7 kg] (09/05/2007 22:15) 
 Pain: 9 (09/13/2007 09:31) (out of ten) 
VITAL SIGNS: (Most recent as entered in VISTA) 
        Temp: 96.4 F [35.8 C] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Pulse: 75 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Resp: 22 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      B/P: 168/100 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Hgt: 71 in [180.3 cm] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Wgt: 152.8 lb [69.5 kg] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        PULSE OXIMETERY: PULSE OXIMETRY - NONE FOUND - 2Y 
O: Gen.: 63 y/o MALE in moderate distress 
         Wgt.:152.8 lb [69.5 kg] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
         Hgt.:71 in [180.3 cm] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
         Temp: 96.4 F [35.8 C] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
         Bp: 168/100 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
         P: 75 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
         RR: 22 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
         Pain: 10 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
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Table 2.5  Vital Signs Examples 3 
VITAL SIGNS: 
        TEMP: 96.4 F [35.8 C] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        RESPIRATION: 22 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        BLOOD PRESSURE: 168/100 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        HR: 75 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        HT: 71 in [180.3 cm] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        WT: 152.8 lb [69.5 kg] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
        BMI: 21.4 
        PULSE OXIMETERY: PULSE OXIMETRY - NONE FOUND - 2Y 
VITAL SIGNS: (most recent, as listed in the electronic record): 
            B/P:  148/84 (09/21/2007 13:11) 
          Pulse:  53 (09/21/2007 13:01) 
    Temperature:  96.4 F [35.8 C] (09/21/2007 13:01) 
         Height:  65.75 in [167.0 cm] (01/22/2007 14:31) 
 Weight History: 
SEP 21, 2007@13:01:30   Weight: 236.5 lbs 
JUL 25, 2007@08:13:18   Weight: 229.8 lbs 
MAY 23, 2007@15:07:16   Weight: 230.1 lbs 
            BMI:  38.5 
           Pain:  3 (09/21/2007 13:01)  (0-10 scale) 
VITAL SIGNS: 
Sex: Male  Age: 78 
12/14/2006 
22:54 
    T:    98.9 F (37.2 C) 
    Wt:   185 lb (83.9 kg) 
    P:    90 
    R:    18 
    PAIN: 3 
22:55 
    B/P:  104/63 
VITAL SIGNS: (Most recent as entered in VISTA) 
       Temp: 97.1 F [36.2 C] (12/14/2006 08:55) 
      Pulse: 89 (12/14/2006 20:11) 
       Resp: 16 (12/14/2006 20:11) 
       Pain: 6 (12/14/2006 20:11) 
        B/P: 93/51 (12/14/2006 20:11) 
        Hgt: 68 in [172.7 cm] (07/27/2005 08:31) 
        Wgt: 177 lb [80.5 kg] (06/26/2006 09:25) 
VITALS: 
98.8 F [37.1 C] (06/10/2007 03:19), 116/80 (06/10/2007 03:19), 90 (06/10/2007 
03:19), 202.1 lb [91.9 kg] (03/13/2007 14:07) 
Vital Signs: T:  97.2 F [36.2 C] (06/18/2007 09:34) 
             P:  76 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
           B/P:  150/77 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
           WGT:  224.5 lb [102.0 kg] (06/18/2007 09:34) 
          PAIN:  0 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
Vital Signs: T:  97.3 F [36.3 C] (01/09/2007 13:16) 
             P:  83 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
             R:  20 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
           B/P:  93/57 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
           WGT:  215.4 lb [97.9 kg] (11/08/2006 13:27) 
           BMI:  33.8 
           PAIN: 2 (01/09/2007 13:16) 
VS:         Temp: 96.5 F [35.8 C] (11/08/2006 13:27) 
            BP: 139/67 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
            P: 84 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
            WT: 215.4 lb [97.9 kg] (11/08/2006 13:27) 
            RESP: 20 (11/08/2006 13:27) 
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These examples are meant to illustrate the variation in formatting and content in one type of 
template.  While there are many features we can identify throughout these examples that would 
appear to be helpful for writing regular expressions, there are also differences in each one that 
increases the complexity of the patterns that regular expressions would have to accommodate.  
There are differences in how leading white space is used, numbering schemes, header formats and 
the number of items actually recorded.   Even if we wanted to use regular expressions, we do not 
know the extent of the variations that are certain to exist in the other 1.65 billion notes. 
 
2.10  Abbreviations 
Much of the data in progress notes is entered by clinicians as free or narrative text.  To save time 
they often employ the use of abbreviations, acronyms or some other shorthand [25, 49].  For 
example, a textual description such as “Diabetes Mellitus” can be shortened by simply using an 
abbreviation like “DM.”  In an effort to standardize abbreviations, the VA maintains a dictionary 
of acronyms and abbreviations used in CPRS with over 1300 entries.  These shorthand entries 
present challenges to NLP systems since they still tend to be idiosyncratic and they are not always 
found in lexical resources like SNOMED.  They can also be a source of ambiguity since some 
abbreviations can have more than one meaning.  For instance the abbreviation “BS” can mean 
“bowel sounds” or “breath sounds.”  When abbreviations are encountered, they may have more 
than one semantic type.  Work is ongoing to improve the ability of NLP to perform abbreviation 
disambiguation [50, 51].   
 
2.11  Addressing the Challenges 
Improvements in information extraction from narrative free text as well as semi-structured text 
have been made through the use of statistical methods and machine learning.  Since the unit of 
analysis for this study is the lines of text in the documents, the goal was to identify features that 
would describe each line in a way that distinguishes one line from other lines, or other classes of 
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text elements.  These features are used in machine learning algorithms.   Features were selected 
that most resembled those a human would use to distinguish one line from another. 
 
If we are to use features derived from the text in machine learning, we are faced with the 
challenge of determining what features from the text should be used.  In this study, we draw on 
prior work as well as direct observation to provide a foundation for feature selection.   
 
Yi and Sundaresan found that document structures contain high-quality semantic clues that purely 
term-based classifiers cannot take advantage of  [52].  They modeled XML documents using 
terms and structure vectors and endorsed the exploration of context-sensitive feature selection.  
Formatting cues and HTML tags were found to be useful when using finite state machines to 
capture character sequences that represent specific objects in web pages [53, 54].  It has been 
found that in addition to HTML tags, other features that were not content related were helpful in 
classification.  Some of the syntactic features used were: whether a line or phrase was in all upper 
case, whether words were capitalized, specific text strings like “Prof,” a lowercase letter followed 
by a space followed by a series of numbers, numeric strings, punctuation symbols and the length 
of control characters and length of white space.  Headings, terms just prior to a colon, and time 
expressions were found to be useful for extracting information from faculty web pages [55].  
Pakhomov et al. classified a patient’s medication status by using maximum entropy on feature 
sets consisting of two words preceding and following the mention of the drug [56].  Additionally 
a document’s hierarchical structures have been found to be useful features in information 
extraction [54] and  temporal features can be used to make inferences about a patient’s likelihood 
of disease recurrence [57]. 
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Guided by the features identified as useful in prior work, as well as direct observations, the 
following question was considered.  Given samples of the text elements from the notes, what 
features are useful for a human in making the distinction between text elements?  Specific clues 
that help distinguish each of the text elements were surfaced as candidate features.  These clues 
fall into one of several types of text features: formatting features, special character usage, and 
term usage.   
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3  BACKGROUND 
 
This study is concerned with information extraction from semi-structured sections of medical 
progress notes.  There are several methods in use to achieve information extraction, and each of 
the methods has their own advantages and disadvantages.  Since full semantic parsing requires 
that the text be written in grammatically correct sentences, the design of TagLine in this study 
will focus on a combination of the other methods available.  Since Tagline's design is an artificial 
construct, it is appropriate to refer to the design science framework for guidance.   This chapter 
will present a review of the design science paradigm and how it applies to this work.  Then the 
concepts of semi-structured data and information extraction will be defined, then a review of each 
of the methods that will be used in this study will be presented, which will include pattern 
matching, rules, structured vocabulary (i.e., ontology) look-up, and machine learning.  Finally, a 
summary of the most relevant work in this area will discuss the techniques and approaches used 
thus far to provide a context for the design approach taken for TagLine. 
 
3.1  Design Science Research Framework 
This research was informed by the design science research framework [58].  The choice of design 
science seems particularly appropriate since it represents a problem-solving paradigm.  This study 
attempts to solve the problem of extracting semi-structured data from the electronic medical 
record, which has so far gone largely unsolved.  Design science seeks to create innovations, 
which define ideas and practices, technical capabilities and products.  In this case there is a need 
(our problem) to extract information from semi-structured text in medical records in the VA.    
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In this study we attempt to create the technical capability to extract useful information from areas 
of text, which have gone mostly unused up to this point.  
 
Research in information systems falls into two broad categories: behavioral science which has its 
roots in social science research methods and design science which comes from the engineering 
and the sciences of the artificial [58, 59].  Figure 3.1 presents the conceptual framework for 
conducting IS research, combining the behavioral and design science paradigms.   
 
 
Figure 3.1. Information Systems Research Framework 
 
Behavioral science addresses research through the development and justification of theories that 
explain or predict phenomena related to the identified business need.  Design science addresses 
research through the building and evaluation of artifacts designed to meet the identified business 
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need. The goal of behavioral science research is truth. The goal of design science research is 
utility, while truth and utility are inseparable.  Truth informs design and utility informs theory. 
 
 
This study was carried out under the design science framework, which is composed of seven 
primary guidelines [60, 61].  The next section will list the guidelines and assess their influence on 
this study.   
 
3.1.1  Design as an artifact 
Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a 
method, or an instantiation.  This study proposes to develop and test a method of information 
extraction and produce an instantiation of this method. 
 
3.1.2  Problem relevance 
The objective of design-science research is to develop technology-based solutions to important 
and relevant business problems.  The VHA has tremendous amounts of potentially useful 
information stored in text format in the VistA electronic health record.  Over the past several 
years there has been an effort to make these records available to researchers and clinicians for the 
purpose of information extraction.  As part of this effort the fact that much of the data is stored in 
semi-structured formats has been identified as a major challenge for information extraction.  The 
goal of this study is to extract all available data from the semi-structured text elements in the 
progress notes and make it more available for analysis. 
 
3.1.3  Design evaluation 
The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via well-
executed evaluation methods.  The methods here are tested and evaluated using real clinical data 
examples from a VA hospital.  Critical consideration was also be given to the practicality of the 
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implementations of these designs.  Any such implementations need to be effective and as 
generalizable as possible when applied to the one billion notes housed within the VA. 
 
3.1.4  Research contributions 
Effective design-science research must provide clear and verifiable contributions in the areas of 
the design artifact, design foundations, and/or design methodologies.  The results of this study 
include artifacts suitable for use in the CHIR and new methods of attacking this problem for 
researchers and clinicians interested in extracting information from clinical text. 
 
3.1.5  Research rigor 
Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous methods in both the construction 
and evaluation of the design artifact.  The methods used here are evaluated using widely accepted 
measures, which compare the results of the design artifacts with a reference standard created 
through human review.  Statistical measures employed include precision, recall and F-measure.  
In addition, the efficacy of using edit distance and using machine learning are compared using 
these statistics. 
 
3.1.6  Design as a search process 
The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to reach desired ends, while 
satisfying laws in the problem environment.  Several iterations were required to find the best 
design for this challenge.  Several features may need to be tested and parameters fine-tuned 
before the final version of the method is set.  Some features are more useful than others and there 
may be some cut points that need to be adjusted to maximize performance. 
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3.1.7  Communication of research 
Design-science research must be presented effectively both to technology-oriented as well as 
management-oriented audiences.  These findings will be submitted as articles to academic 
journals with both a technical focus and an applied focus.  Thereby, communicating the impact of 
the results to both groups. 
 
3.2  Semi-Structured Data 
Well-structured data, as found in a typical database, conforms to a schema or data model and can 
be queried using a structured query language to answer questions.  Semi-structured data is data 
that has some structure but is inconsistent or does not adhere to any rigorous format [62] and is 
very difficult to query.  In semi-structured data, the information that is normally associated with a 
schema is contained within the data, which is sometimes called “self-describing" [22].  In some 
forms of semi-structured data there is no separate schema, in others it exists but only places loose 
constraints on the data.  Semi-structured data can break the conventions for structured data in a 
number of ways.  The structure is often irregular, implicit, or partial.   
 
3.3  Information Extraction (IE) 
Information extraction (IE) is defined as the extraction of predefined types of information from 
text [63].  The primary means of achieving this is through the use of natural language processing 
(NLP).  As defined in the Encyclopedia of Artificial Intelligence [64], “Natural Language 
Processing is the formulation and investigation of computationally effective mechanisms for 
communication through natural language.”  NLP research focuses on developing computational 
models for understanding natural language [64].  “Natural language” is used to describe any 
language used by human beings, distinguishing it from programming languages and data 
representation languages used by computers and described as “artificial.” 
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Named entity recognition (NER) is a sub-field of IE and refers to the task of recognizing text 
denoting entities (i.e., named entities), such as diseases, drugs, or people's names, in free text 
documents [65].  Some entities can be identified solely from patterns in the structure of the text 
(e.g., phone numbers: XXX-XXX-XXXX), but most of them require rules like [TITLE] 
[PERSON] (for “Dr. Jones”), or [LOCATION], [LOCATION] (for “Las Vegas, Nevada”).  
There are four primary methods available to implement an information extraction system, 
including pattern matching, rules, syntactic and semantic parsing, structured vocabulary (i.e., 
ontology) look-up and machine learning.   
 
3.3.1  NLP - controlled vocabulary lookup 
An IE system that has been commonly used consists of a combination of modules or components 
in a “pipeline” architecture.  Figure 3.2 below is an example of a pipeline for the MetaMap 
system from the National Library of Medicine [66]. 
 
Figure 3.2  MetaMap Pipeline Diagram 
. 
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The first module in the pipeline does the sentence boundary detection.  The performance of the 
higher-level components is highly dependent on knowing where these sentence boundaries are. 
When data are stored in semi-structured forms such as lists and tables, there are no sentence 
boundaries.  This poses a problem for the other steps involved further down the pipeline.  NLP 
mainline modules tokenize a document into sentences, then phrases, and then map each phrase to 
a corresponding term from a medical vocabulary.  These mapped phrases then are often used as 
surrogates to clinical statements asserted within the document.  Mainline processing assumes that 
the text being processed is composed of grammatically well-behaved sentences.  This is a valid 
assumption when dealing with MedLINE abstracts, and even some clinical document types.  
However, the VA's EHR includes thousands of document types, from lab results to transcriptions 
of telephone conversations.  The corpus available for this study includes more than 2,400 
document types.  Many of these documents include semi-structured text elements, such as section 
headings and section content, lists, slot-value pairs, and check-box questions.  NLP systems will 
perform better when they correctly handle the syntax and semantics of each of these structural 
elements.  Take for example question check boxes commonly found in the corpus, as exemplified 
by Figure 3.1.  It is not clear how a noun phrase “chunker” would segment this, given that the 
sequence of tokens does not conform to a grammatical sentence.  If a noun-phrase chunker breaks 
this into two or four phrases, our existing mapping tools will assert both male and female findings 
because they were both found in the document.  However, the semantics of the “[x]” indicates the 
assertion of the finding thus marked, whereas nothing should be asserted about the other choices.  
Check boxes (refer to figure 3.3 again), yes/no questions, and slot-value structures all conform to 
their own special syntax and semantics that are well understood, but different than that found in 
well-formed sentences.   
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Sex: [ ] Male [x] female 
Figure 3.3  Check Box Question 
 
3.4  Ontologies 
The word “ontology” seems to generate a lot of controversy in discussions.  It has a long history 
in philosophy, in which it refers to the subject of existence.  It is also often confused with 
epistemology, which is about knowledge and knowing.  For the purposes of this study, we will 
use Tom Gruber’s definition.  His short definition for ontology is a “specification of a 
conceptualization.”  That is, an ontology is a description of the concepts and relationships that 
can exist for an agent or a community of agents.  This definition is consistent with the usage of 
ontology as set-of-concept-definitions, and it is certainly a different sense of the word than found 
in philosophy [67].  In the context of an information system in the field of AI, an ontology 
provides an important resource that has been instrumental in teaching computers how to process 
natural human language.  Ontologies provide a means of translating text into concepts by 
providing an extensive controlled vocabulary as a look-up reference.  They are usually developed 
to model specific domains. 
 
The difference between the use of English for general and medical documents has led to the 
development of sublanguage-driven approaches, which exploit a sublanguage’s unique set of 
characteristics [68, 69].  The advantage of a sublanguage approach is the specificity of usage, as 
adopted by communities.  The disadvantage of sublanguage approaches is they do not transfer 
well to new domains.  Another approach is ontology-driven IE that uses an ontology to guide the 
free-text processing [70].  Syntactic and semantic parsing approaches combine the two in one 
processing step.  Machine learning techniques have demonstrated remarkable results in the 
general domain and hold promise for clinical IE, but they require large, annotated corpora for 
training, which are both expensive and time-consuming to create.  Other methods have utilized 
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schemas and take advantage of the semi-structured page layouts [47] and computerized search 
programs that can detect topics such as adverse drug events [21]. 
 
One ontology that is used in the medical domain and published by the National Library of 
Science is the Systemized Nomenclature of Human and Veterinary Medicine (SNOMED) [71].   
SNOMED is used widely in NLP systems for processing textual data in medical documents.  
While the NLP tools that use it were designed for processing text in biomedical research 
abstracts, researchers have applied it to medical progress notes.  This practice is an active area of 
research for both improving the tools that process textual data and for the application of those 
tools.  Using ontological tools like SNOMED has enable researchers to automate the capture of 
information in clinical narratives [72] and design systems that facilitate direct entry of 
information into electronic health records [73].  This type of clinical text mining has been 
successfully applied in several areas; automated acquisition of disease-drug knowledge [74], 
patient medication information [14], principal diagnosis, co-morbidity and smoking status [11], 
obesity and co-morbidities [75] and many others.   
 
3.5  Document Element Ontology 
The Consortium for Health Informatics Research (CHIR) has developed an ontology, which 
identifies and defines the structure of text elements used in medical documents.  This study uses 
that ontology to define the text elements to be targeted.  This study proposes to develop and test 
two methods of automating the task of identifying these of semi-structured text elements in 
medical progress notes.  One method is based on machine learning, and another is based on 
pattern matching.  These methods are rigorously tested and evaluated on an actual annotated 
corpus of medical progress notes.   
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The 2010 i2b2/VA Workshop on Natural Language Processing Challenges for Clinical Records 
presented three tasks: a concept extraction task focused on the extraction of medical concepts 
from patient reports; an assertion classification task focused on assigning assertion types for 
medical problem concepts; and a relation classification task focused on assigning relation types 
that hold between medical problems, tests, and treatments.  The i2b2 and the VA provided an 
annotated reference standard corpus for the three tasks [76].  The ontology described here is the 
result of an error analysis from the Salt Lake City 2010 i2b2 challenge submission, observations 
of failures that occurred when this system was run, and a CHIR Information Extraction Methods 
(IEM) initiative that is studying document templates and document elements [77].  The CHIR 
IEM group began discussing semi-structured text and document structures in November 2010 as 
an initiative of high importance.   
 
Labels from this ontology equate with physical locations (annotations) within documents.  These 
annotations represent typical text layouts, common word usage, and/or the syntax of elements 
within a document area.  An initial design criterion was to label zones that traditionally are 
problematic to NLP systems in an effort either to skip over these zones, or handle them through 
other means.  A more refined design criterion evolved to label all document elements with the 
expectation that document templates could be empirically described using these labels.  
 
The overall structure is shown in figure 2.  A document is made up from a set of document 
elements.  Sections, slot-value pairs, paragraphs, sentences, phrases, content headings, content, 
questions, lists, tables, letter headers and letter footers, and address blocks are kinds of document 
elements.  It is useful to further sub-classify content headings to include document headings (the 
title of a document), section headings, slot-value headings, table row and column headings, and 
figure headings (not shown).  Section and slot values can be defined by their constituent parts, 
which are content heading and content.  Slot values and sections are distinguished by the type of 
  
content each holds.  Slot value content is a short value, typically one phrase.
typically one or more paragraphs, or a list, or 
can be defined by their constituent parts.  A table contains a set of table rows, where each of the 
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3.6  Pattern Matching 
 Another approach to IE is pattern-matching, which exploits basic patterns over a variety of 
structures, such as text strings, part-of-speech tags, semantic pairs, and dictionary entries [78].  
The main advantage of this method is simplicity.  Patterns are easily recognized by humans and 
can be expressed directly using special purpose representation languages such as regular 
expressions.  One disadvantage of pattern-matching approaches with text from the EHR is their 
lack of generalizability, which limits their extension to new clinical domains. 
 
3.6.1  Regular expressions 
Regular expressions have been defined as “a method for locating specific character strings 
embedded in character text [79].”  Patterns are expressed using a string of code that contains the 
desired character classes in the desired order for the specified number of occurrences.  The 
compiler accepts a regular expression as source language and produces a program as object 
language.  The object program then accepts the text to be searched as input and produces a signal 
every time an embedded string in the text matches the given regular expression.  Regular 
expressions have been used for parsing XML [80], mining sequential patterns[81], and doing 
web-based literature mining [82].  Regular expression capability is included and used in most 
NLP tools [83].  In medical informatics regular expression have been a powerful tool for text 
processing, useful for identification of quality measures for prostate cancer surgery [84], 
identifying obesity and co-morbidities from medical records [10], and extracting blood pressure 
and treatment intensification information [13].  Examples of character class representation are 
shown in Table 3.1 below. 
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Table 3.1  Examples of Regular Expression Character Classes 
POSIX  ASCII  Description 
[:alnum:] [A-Za-z0-9]  Alphanumeric characters 
[:word:] \w  Word boundaries 
[:alpha:] [A-Za-z]  Alphabetic characters 
[:blank:] [ \t]  Space and tab 
[:cntrl:] [\x00-\x1F\x7F]  Control characters 
[:digit:] [0-9]  Digits 
[:graph:] [\x21-\x7E]  Visible characters 
[:lower:] [a-z]  Lowercase letters 
[:print:] [\x20-\x7E]  
Visible characters and 
the space character 
[:punct:] 
[\]\[!"#$%&'()*+,./:;<=>?@\^_`~-
]  Punctuation characters 
[:space:] [ \t\r\n\v\f]  Whitespace characters 
[:upper:] [A-Z]  Uppercase letters 
[:xdigit:] [A-Fa-f0-9]  Hexadecimal digits 
 
An example of a regular expression used to find a date in the form yyyy-mm-dd, is  
^(19|20)\d\d[- /.](0[1-9]|1[012])[- /.](0[1-9]|[12][0-9]|3[01])$ 
Developing regular expressions tends to be an integrative process, making changes as new 
examples of the target item are found.  While regular expressions are a powerful search 
technique, they require the user to know a priori all the variations in the patterns of the target 
item.  This study uses regular expressions for extracting some of the features from lines of text in 
progress notes.  We also make reference to regular expressions for comparing the edit distance 
method. 
 
3.6.2  Approximate string matching 
While approximate string matching algorithms were originally developed to detect errors in data 
transmission, there are several reasons for using them in information systems.  The string edit 
distance algorithm has proven useful in a number of domains.  In the biomedical field it has been 
used for text mining [85, 86] and for automatic recognition of malignancies [87].  In the computer 
science field it has been used for comparing pictures and for detecting transmission errors[88]. 
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Often the user will enter data, such as a person’s name in a customer database for retrieval and 
not enter the correct spelling, or the original data may have been entered in error.  In either case 
the name needs to be retrieved and approximate string matching allows this to occur [89].  It has 
also been used in word processor programs to suggest candidate words for words the user enters, 
but are not found in the dictionary.  The magnitude of the different between the two strings 
represents some type of corruption of either the data stored or the data used in the query to 
retrieve it.  The corruption may be small or it may be large.  Approximate string matching 
performs multiple comparisons and calculates some type of metric to be used to rank candidate 
strings for selection.  Several methods have been devised to make the comparison and represent 
the distance.  If two strings are similar or alike, but differ only superficially, they are equivalent.  
Examples of equivalence are misspellings, capitalization and the use of spaces for formatting.   
The challenge is to determine whether the strings are different and whether that difference is 
important for the specific task at hand.  To accomplish this, all strings are evaluated separately 
and the strings that meet some similarity measure threshold are classified as members of the 
equivalence class.  In classic applications where string matching is used, the set of strings used as 
examples are stored for use, such are alternative spellings, synonyms and abbreviations [90]. 
 
Eighty percent of all errors committed while typing consists of single character omissions, 
insertions, substitutions and reversal of adjacent characters [91].  The similarity score is a 
function of the minimum of number edits it takes to correct a candidate string such that it matches 
a reference string exactly.  Scores are usually taken to be +1 for exact match and 0 for very 
different string. 
 
For example, if the word “Sunday” was written instead of the word “Saturday.”  Figure 3.5 below 
shows the minimum number of edits to correct one to the other at any point in the two strings.  
The cell at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal words is the minimum number of edits to 
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change one to the other at each point in the words.  The minimum edit distance to convert 
“Saturday” into “Sunday” is three, which is found at the bottom right cell of the figure.  Those 
edits would be to insert “a” after the “S,” insert “t” after the “a,” and substitute “r” for the “n.” 
  S a t u r d a y 
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
S 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
u 2 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 
n 3 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 
d 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 5 
a 5 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 
y 6 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 
Figure 3.5  Example Edit Distance Matrix. 
If the edit distance is e, and the length of word1 is L1, and the length of word2 is L2, then the 
similarity ratio for the two is L1 + L2 - e/L1 + L2.  In the case of “Saturday” versus “Sunday,” 
the similarity ratio would be (8 + 6) - 3/(8 + 6) = 78.5.  Thus, the similarity ratio for the example 
is 78.5 percent.  There are variations on the original string edit distance algorithm making them 
useful for other applications.  Table 3.2 below shows a few examples of the other string match 
algorithms [91]. 
 
Table 3.2  String Edit Distance Methods 
Damerau edit distance: Otherwise identical to the Levenshtein edit distance, but allows also the fourth 
operation of transposing two adjacent characters. 
Weighted/generalized edit distance: Allows the same operations as the Levenshtein/Damerau edit 
distance, respectively, but each operation may have an arbitrary cost. 
Hamming distance: Allows only the operation of substituting a character, and each substitution has the 
cost. 
Longest common subsequence:  Measures the similarity between P and T by the length of their longest 
common subsequence. This is in effect equivalent to allowing the edit operations of deleting 
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3.7  Machine Learning 
Machine learning is the method most recently explored in information extraction, and gaining in 
popularity because of its success.  Machine learning techniques can operate as an effective 
method for automated knowledge acquisition [92].  Features extracted from the text, such as parts 
of speech and sentence length, are fed into a learning machine to assist in tasks downstream like 
word sense disambiguation.  The use of such machine learning approaches still largely depends 
on grammatical and syntactic features and does not help with the extraction of information from 
semi-structured text.  This study aims to extend the use of machine learning in information 
extraction by focusing on features that are not dependent on English grammar.   
 
The ability to make accurate generalizations from scattered facts or detect patterns in seemingly 
random collections of observations is called inductive learning [93].  It has long been a 
fascinating research topic in human beings.  When we attempt to teach a computer to make 
inductive inferences, it is called machine learning.  This area of study sprang from the field of 
artificial intelligence (AI).  Arthur Samuel is credited with being the first to create a learning 
machine when he wrote a program that could learn to play checkers [94].  By playing game after 
game and recording the outcomes of each game the computer made associations with specific 
types of moves and winning.  He created a representation of the board and constructed a move 
tree for each turn.  The computer, while playing itself would traverse the move tree until it found 
a move most associated with winning.  As the computer played more games and made more 
associations between moves and outcomes its game improved.  It was a crude learning machine 
by today's standards but it was able to learn how to play well enough to defeat its creator. 
As a technique in information extraction, machine learning-based approaches can successfully 
extract named entities but require large annotated training corpora.  Some advantages of machine 
learning approaches are that they do not require human judgment and can be retrained without 
reprogramming for any particular domain [95]. 
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Text mining typically comprises two or three steps: information retrieval (to gather relevant texts; 
this step is not always necessary), information extraction (to extract specific types of information 
from texts of interest), and data mining (to find associations among the pieces of extracted 
information). 
 
3.7.1  Machine learning theory 
Since Samuels checker program, the science of learning machines has made much progress.  
There is a vast amount of research in “computational learning theory” related to learning 
machines that has been done from a number of different points of view.  It would be a supremely 
challenging undertaking to attempt to formalize such a complex and varied field like machine 
learning so that it could be subjected to mathematical analysis.  However, an effort to present the 
most salient points of machine learning was presented by Valiant in 1984 called “probably 
approximately correct” (PAC) theory [96].  He combined simplified elements of learning 
algorithms.  By taking some simplified notions from statistical pattern recognition and decision 
theory, and combining them with approaches from computational complexity theory, he came up 
with a notion of learning problems that are feasible, in the sense that there is a polynomial time 
algorithm that “solves” them, in analogy with the class P of feasible problem in complexity 
theory [96].   According to the PAC model, successful learning of an unknown target concept 
entails obtaining with high probability a hypothesis that is a good approximation of it.  It is 
assumed that there is some probability distribution D defined on the instance space giving the 
probability of each instance.   Let the error of a hypothesis h with respect to a fixed target concept 
c, be denoted as error(h). 
 
Therefore, error(h) is the probability that our hypothesis h will disagree with the concept c on a 
randomly selected instance from distribution D.  Hypothesis h is a good approximation of c if 
error(h) is small. 
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We obtain a good hypothesis by taking independent random samples from of the target concept c 
and examining them.  Each example consists of an instance selected randomly from distribution 
D, and a label that represents its positive or negative membership in the target concept.  Training 
and testing is done on the same distribution and there is no noise in either of these phases.  So, a 
learning algorithm is a computational procedure that takes a sample of target concept c, 
consisting of a sequence of independent random samples of c, and returns a hypothesis.   
 
A learning machine must have the three following properties: 
1.  Learning machines can provably learn whole classes of concepts.  These classes can be 
characterized. 
2.  These classes of concepts are non-trivial and appropriate for general-purpose knowledge. 
3.  The computational process by which the machines deduce desired programs require a feasible 
number of steps.  In other words, the learning algorithm must process the examples in polynomial 
time, in other words be computationally efficient, and must be able to produce a good 
approximation to the target concept with a high probability using only a reasonable number of 
random training examples. 
 
A learning machine consists of a learning protocol and a deduction procedure.  The learning 
protocol specifies the manner in which the learning machine gathers information from the 
outside.  The deduction procedure is the mechanism by which a correct recognition for the 
concept to be learned is deduced.  
 
3.7.2  Machine learning theoretical model 
Figure 3.6 is a conceptual model that we will use for the learning machine.  
Examples: A supply of vectors of features that describe the object of interest. 
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Figure 3.6  Theoretical Model for Learning Machines 
 
Oracle: An authoritative agent that can accurately apply the appropriate labels for the target 
concept to the examples. 
Learning Machine: A computational method capable of applying labels to the examples based 
associations made between the features and the supplied labels from labeled examples.  Let X be 
an unlabeled example and Y a labeled example.   
 
The protocol considered for this model allows for two kinds of information supplied.  First the 
learner has access to a supply of example cases, which positively exemplify the target concept.  It 
is assumed that these positive examples have a probabilistic distribution arbitrarily determined by 
nature.  A call to the “examples” routine produces a single positive example.  The second source 
of information available to the learner is from the “oracle.”  When presented with data the oracle 
will tell the learner whether or not the example positively exemplifies the target concept.  The 
learner uses the information in the positive examples supplied the oracle to deduce a program by 
which it may identify positive examples in future unlabeled data.  There may be an enormous 
number of variables available for each example.  These may be primitive inputs, the values of 
preprogrammed concepts or the values of concepts that have been learned previously.  It is 
desired that the complexity of learning the new concepts be related only to the number of 
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variables that are relevant in natural examples, and not in the entire universe of variables 
available.  It provides as output a vector V as randomly chosen positive examples of the concept 
being learned.  The oracle conducts a test to determine whether the vector is an example of the 
concept or not.  In a real system, the oracle may be a human being, a database of past 
observations, some deduction system or a combination of these.  A class of concepts is learnable 
by the given protocol if and only if there exists than algorithm that runs in polynomial time.  
There are a wide variety of algorithms that can serve as our learning machine for our model.  
Some of the popular methods today include decision trees, logistic regression, association rules 
and support vector machines.  For proposes of this study the focus is on a specific algorithm for 
decision tree induction. 
 
3.7.3  Decision trees 
Decision tree induction takes a “divide and conquer” approach to solving the classification 
problem [97].  It is a multistage hierarchical algorithm to break complex decisions into a series of 
simpler decisions in order to arrive at a solution [98].  The algorithm steps through each feature 
looking for the best one to split on based on some calculation of a decision metric for each 
feature, like the Gini index or information gain.  When the best feature is found, a split is made 
and a branch is added to the tree.  This process continues until it reaches a terminal decision, 
which is the classification for that path and a leaf node is added to branch.  There are numerous 
implementations of the decision tree algorithm including the C4.5 and the CART algorithms.  The 
C4.5 algorithm is an update to the ID3 algorithm and has some specific advantages [99]: 
• Avoiding over-fitting the data by determining how deeply to grow a decision tree. 
• Reduced error pruning. 
• Rule post-pruning. 
• Handling continuous attributes.  
• Choosing an appropriate attribute selection measure. 
• Handling training data with missing attribute values. 
• Handling attributes with differing costs. 
• Improving computational efficiency. 
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The algorithm for C4.5 is shown below in pseudo-code in figure 3.7. 
Check for base cases 
For each attribute A 
Find the normalized information gain from splitting on A 
Let A_Best be the attribute with the highest normalized information gain 
Create a decision node that splits on A_Best 
Recurse on the sub lists obtained by splitting on A_Best, and add those 
nodes as children of node 
Figure 3.7  Algorithm for C4.5 Tree Induction 
 
CART is an acronym for Classification And Regression Trees, which is another approach to 
decision tree induction.  The basic methodology of divide and conquer described in C4.5 is also 
used in CART.  The differences are in the tree structure, the splitting criteria, the pruning method, 
and the way missing values are handled [100].  CART constructs trees that have only binary 
splits. This restriction simplifies the splitting criterion because there is no need for a penalty for 
multi-way splits.  If the label is binary, the binary split restriction allows CART to optimally 
partition categorical attributes to two subsets of values in time that is linear time in the number of 
attribute values.  The restriction has its disadvantages, however.  The tree may be less 
interpretable with multiple splits occurring on the same attribute at adjacent levels.  CART also 
supports building regression trees.  Regression trees are somewhat simpler than classification 
trees. 
 
Decision trees in general are a good fit for the work in this study for the following reasons [101]. 
• Because decision tree only evaluate one feature at a time, it handles high dimensional 
data well. 
• A tree classifier is computationally efficient because it does not test a sample against all 
classes 
• They are easily interpreted by human beings 
• The trees can be readily converted to rules for hard coding a classifier 
This study uses an updated version of the C4.5 algorithm that Ross Quinlan developed as C5.0.  
This new version has some advantages over C4.5, such as attribute winnowing and boosting 
[102].  The trees are smaller and faster for some data sets, but not all [103]. 
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3.8  Prior Work on Semi-Structured Data 
Research focused on methods for extracting useful information from unstructured text is an active 
and fertile area of investigation.  This area includes manual chart review by domain experts, 
statistical text mining, natural language processing and ad-hoc methods like hand crafted regular 
expressions.  Each of these methods has their strengths and weaknesses.  Manual chart review 
and annotation has been used extensively and when appropriate rigor is applied, the information 
extracted is very reliable.  However, it is a very expensive and time-consuming effort.  In 
medicine, clinicians are recruited and paid full salaries to review progress notes.  There are 
always concerns that mental fatigue will cause human error in the coding.   Targeted extraction 
techniques such as regular expressions are effective when the structure of the notes and the terms 
of interest are consistent, but these are essentially one-off methods that must be tailored to the 
extraction task.  The internal structure of the text of each note type can vary greatly, limiting the 
effectiveness of approaches like regular expressions.  Statistical text mining has been shown to be 
very effective for document classification.  It has been useful for identifying patients who have 
suffered an injury due to a fall, and those who are smokers.  A significant effort is still required to 
label an initial training set of documents to achieve acceptable accuracy.  Text mining depends on 
the counts of the terms in the documents across the entire corpus.  Some of the labels found in 
templates are actually metadata rather than data, so the terms used for labels in templates may 
inflate the counts of those terms in the documents where that appear.  This may or may not affect 
the accuracy of text mining, the issue has not been empirically tested.  Natural language 
processing has been effective at identifying concepts in written text, but requires that the text 
must be written in complete grammatically correct sentences.  The text in templates are anything 
but complete or grammatically correct, so there are problems with negation, part-of-speech 
tagging, and word sense disambiguation.  Finally, while some work has been done for 
information extraction from semi-structured data, most of that research focuses on extracting data 
from web pages.  Table 3.4 below shows the current progress in this area. 
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Table 3.4  Prior Work in Semi-Structured Data 
Author Year Title Domain 
J. Hsu and W. Yih 1997 Template-Based Information Mining from Html 
Documents [54] 
WWW 
D. Calvanese, G. De 
Giacomo and M. Lenzerini 
1998 What Can Knowledge Representation Do for Semi-
Structured Data?  [104]  
Research 
Papers 
L. Singh, B. Chen, R. 
Haight, P. Scheuermann 
and K. Aoki 
1998 A Robust System Architecture for Mining Semi-
Structured Data  [105] 
WWW 
D. Calvanese, G. De 
Giacomo and M. Lenzerini 
1999 Semi-Structured Data with Constraints and Incomplete 
Information  [106]  
Research 
Papers 
D. Calvanese, G. De 
Giacomo and M. Lenzerini 
1999 Queries and Constraints on Semi-Structured Data  
[107] 
Research 
Papers 
D. Calvanese, G. De 
Giacomo and M. Lenzerini 
1999 Modeling and Querying Semi-Structured Data [108] Research 
Papers 
B. Ribeiro-Neto, A. 
Laender and A. Da Silva 
1999 Top-Down Extraction of Semi-Structured Data  [109] WWW 
B. Ribeiro-Neto, A. 
Laender and A. Da Silva 
1999 Extracting Semi-Structured Data through Examples 
[110] 
WWW 
C. Xufa 1999 Semi-Structured Data Extraction and Schema 
Knowledge Mining  [111] 
WWW 
X. Gao and L. Sterling 2000 Semi-Structured Data Extraction from Heterogeneous 
Sources  [47] 
WWW 
K. Taniguchi, H. 
Sakamoto, H. Arimura, S. 
Shimozono and S. Arikawa 
2001 Mining Semi-Structured Data by Path Expressions 
[112] 
WWW 
H. Kashima and T. 
Koyanagi 
2002 Kernels for Semi-Structured Data  [113] WWW 
P. Ceravolo, M. Nocerino 
and M. Viviani 
2004 Knowledge Extraction from Semi-Structured Data 
Based on Fuzzy Techniques  [114] 
XML 
A. Wessman, S. Liddle and 
D. Embley 
2005 A Generalized Framework for an Ontology-Based 
Data-Extraction System  [115] 
WWW 
X. Zhou, H. Han, I. 
Chankai, A. Prestrud and 
A. Brooks 
2005 Converting Semi-Structured Clinical Medical Records 
into Information and Knowledge  [116] 
EMR 
G. Li, B. Ooi, J. Feng, J. 
Wang and L. Zhou 
2008 Ease: An Effective 3-in-1 Keyword Search Method for 
Unstructured, Semi-Structured and Structured Data 
[117] 
WWW 
H. Imtiaz, J. Darlington 
and L. Zuo 
2009 Ontology Driven Web Extraction from Semi-Structured 
and Unstructured Data for B2b Market Analysis  [118] 
WWW 
K. Kristianson, H. 
Ljunggren and L. 
Gustafsson 
2009 Data Extraction from a Semi-Structured Electronic 
Medical Record System for Outpatients: A Model to 
Facilitate the Access and Use of Data for Quality 
Control and Research  [119] 
EMR 
 
Most of the work in this area has been done on web pages or research articles from peer-reviewed 
journals.  Pages on the World Wide Web are written in HTML, which is a standard and provides 
a healthy measure of reliable structure that can be used in developing extraction routines.  Even 
research papers adhere to a certain amount of structure.  There is an order to the flow of the paper 
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and very specific formatting conventions with journals for section headers, graph labels and 
tables.  The electronic medical record (EMR) can be fairly structured depending on the type of 
note, but even then this structure is not reliable enough for developing extraction routines using 
techniques like regular expressions and hand crafted rules.    
 
Methods of information extraction as applied to medical progress notes could be improved if we 
could develop better methods of identifying the semi-structured data in the notes.  New machine 
assisted methods need to be developed to identify the semi-structured information in medical 
progress notes.  If these automated methods were available, then advances in diagnosis and 
treatment could come significantly sooner and at less cost.   
 
While traditional natural language processing techniques are effective for well formed English 
sentences, they do not perform well on semi-structured text.   Electronic medical records are rife 
with semi-structured text.  A better solution would not depend on the content being 
grammatically correct.  This study develops, demonstrates and evaluates two methods based on 
approaches already grounded in information extraction to accurately identify semi-structured text 
elements in medical progress notes.  These methods require no prior knowledge of the content 
with the exception of which lines are to be extracted, as it is not based on terms, English grammar 
rules. 
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4.  DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 
 
When conducting a study using secondary data analysis, data must be collected and processed 
before the analysis can take place.  In this chapter, the first section presents a summary of the 
document selection activity.  In the next section, the unit of analysis is discussed.  The line of text 
serves as the primary unit of analysis for most of this study, though templates and other semi-
structured text elements can be composed of multiple lines of text.  Finally, the rationale for 
determining the labels to be used for the lines of text and the line labeling process is explained. 
 
4.1  Document Selection 
An initial collection of 5,048 medical progress notes have been identified and annotated by 
clinical staff to identify patients who have suffered a fall related injury.  This was accomplished 
as a part of a separate and unrelated study in the VA.  A cohort of patients who had sustained an 
injury as the result of a fall was identified from multiple sites throughout the VA.  Match controls 
were also identified, based on sex, age, and the presence of an injury of some type.  Progress 
notes were selected for each patient for annotation based on the types of notes.  Since the 
information we were interested in was usually found in emergency room note types or notes from 
the primary care clinics, we focused on those note types.  To facilitate the annotation process, 
Knowtator, a tool designed for that purpose was employed.  Knowtator is a plug-in for the 
Protege ontology development tool [120].  Notes are displayed along with a pre-defined schema 
that represents the concepts of interest.  When an annotator recognizes an instance of a fall or an 
injury, the text is highlighted and the appropriate class is selected.  Knowtator records the 
instance of the class along with the text span and any other attributes designed for that class.  
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Subject matter experts are used for this task.  In our case, two seasoned VA nurses were 
employed to perform the annotation and a third senior nurse was employed as a reference 
standard.  For establishing validity and reliability, it is accepted practice in annotation tasks to 
conduct periodic spot checks on both of the coders [121]. Their performance is also evaluated 
using Cohen's kappa [122].  It has been reported in the literature that an acceptable kappa for 
annotation tasks is greater than 0.7 [123].  We attained an overall kappa of 0.9 for the entire 
study. 
 
A schema was design for the study and piloted.  Both nurses then independently annotated sets of 
50 progress notes.  The annotation results were then reviewed by the primary investigator to 
assess whether the concepts of interest were being accurately captured.  After some adjustments 
were made to the schema, another set of 100 notes were annotated until a minimum Kappa score 
of 0.8 was attained to insure adequate agreement between the two annotators and the reference 
standard expert.     
 
A subset of 162 notes formed the corpus for this study.  Notes were selected based on their note 
types.  The types chosen were those containing the greatest number and variety of semi-structured 
text elements.  While there are a variety of note types in the collection, notes from emergency 
room visits and nursing notes from primary care visits predominate.  The sub-selection of 
progress notes also represents those note types that are most frequently used in the VA. 
 
Each line in the corpus was labeled to assist in identifying the semi-structured elements of text in 
the notes using machine learning.  As mentioned earlier, the line of text was identified as the unit 
of analysis for the machine learning method in TagLine because of the role that lines play in the 
structure of text.  While some structures consist of multiple lines of text, others may be only a 
part of a line, but the line provides a good unit for analysis since once the role of the line is 
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identified, decisions can be made on how to extract the targeted structure.  For the purpose of 
identifying and labeling structure in documents, an annotation schema was developed to classify 
each line of text by drawing upon the ontology (see figure 3.3) developed by the CHIR [124].   
 
4.2  Choosing a Unit of Analysis 
A critical feature of this method is the choice for the unit of analysis.  Progress notes in VistA are 
stored as a series of strings at a length of 80 characters or less.  When the lines of text are 
extracted and inserted into a text file, each line of text is terminated with a newline character (\n).   
These text strings can be assigned recognizable roles defined in the text element ontology.  Some 
of these elements stand on their own as atomic text elements, while others are part of larger more 
complex text element structures.  A table, as defined by the ontology is a collection of related 
items arranged in columns and rows.  It may have column headings and row labels, as well as a 
caption for the subject of the table.  Below in figure 4.1 are examples of lists from our text 
element ontology.  These are vital signs recorded by clinicians at the beginning of a patient visit.  
A noticeable feature of a list of vital signs is that each item in the list is also a slot-value pair.  
Also noticeable are some of the formatting differences in each of the three examples.  
 
VITAL SIGNS: 
      Temp: 96.4 F [35.8 C] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Pulse: 75 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Resp: 22 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      B/P: 168/100 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Hgt: 71 in [180.3 cm] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Wgt: 152.8 lb [69.5 kg] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
 
Vital Signs: T:  97.2 F [36.2 C] (06/18/2007 09:34) 
             P:  76 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
           B/P:  150/77 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
           WGT:  224.5 lb [102.0 kg] (06/18/2007 09:34) 
          PAIN:  0 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
 
VITAL SIGNS: (Most recent as entered in Vista) 
BP: 135/88 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pulse: 72 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Temp: 98.7 F [37.1 C] (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pain: 7 (07/20/2007 17:09) (out of ten) 
Level 4: 
Figure 4.1  Vitals Examples 1 
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The first line stands complete as the table header.  The second and third lines are used to label the 
information in the columns and are distinguishable from the other lines in the table.  Sometimes 
the labels use two lines so that some column labels remain formatted in a way that the label is 
readily associated with its column.  The remaining lines are each identifiable as data lines in the 
table.  Each of the data lines has a label at the beginning of the line.  Each line stands as an 
identifiable unit and is complete.  Text necessary to understand each line item is found on its own 
line.  Since each line tends to stand on its own as a unit, we can use this as our level of granularity 
for analysis.  If we can teach a machine to identify the title as a unit, the column labels as a unit, 
and the data lines as their own entities, then we simplify our task of extracting information from 
them and if we choose we can reassemble them as the larger text structure.  For these reasons it 
was decided to use the line of text as the unit of analysis for machine learning as part of this 
challenge.  The 162 notes selected for this study vary in length from as little as five lines to as 
many as 140 lines per note. The total number of lines and hence our N is 15,103 lines which 
should be enough to attain stable models in machine learning.   
 
4.3  Determining Line Class Labels 
The classes assigned to lines of text in this study are not the final goal.  It is an intermediate step 
to finding and extracting information from specific predefined types of semi-structured text 
elements.  The classes assigned play a critical role in the annotation process.  The labels act as 
sign-posts that guide the next stage where annotation takes place.  If the information targeted is 
found in a slot-filler, the parsing stage looks for lines with a label associated with slot-fillers and 
calls a specific extraction routine for that class of line.  Each extraction routine can then use a set 
of standardize rules for processing the text.   It may be possible to write extraction routines that 
look at every line and find the clues for each of the structures, but this would be akin to hand 
writing rules or regular expressions that would have to account for all variations in the way 
structures appear in the text.  This would required a human be intimately familiar with the text 
  
and would require an exorbitant amount 
that would identify the specific lines associated with a structure, machine learning was employed. 
However, this approach still require
relevant set of class labels must be determined and features selected from the text that allow the 
machine learning methods to find patterns that represent the classes chosen.   
useful for associating lines of text with the appropriate structures and the features must 
adequately describe the class labels applied t
membership in or relationship to the structure
class labels were also derived empirically from the text.
insure that the classes were unique and that they related to only one text element in the ontology.  
Class determination and text line label
figure 4.2 below shows the steps taken for both class label development and text line labeling.
Figure 4.2
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o the lines.  Class labels were determined by
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  Several rigorous steps were 
ing were simultaneous tasks.  For illus
 
  Steps for Class Definitions and Text Labeling 
sh the goals.  A 
 
.  Secondly, 
used to 
tration purposes, 
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Classes were derived by direct observations of structured elements in the text and creating 
categories of lines based on their membership in the type of structures as defined by the CHIR’s 
Text Element Ontology.  This is grounded in the fact that any given structure type identified by 
the ontology may appear in the text in multiple forms.  For illustration, slot-fillers will be used as 
an example.  The basic slot-filler consists of a label and a value separated by a delimiter, usually a 
colon (see table 4.1 below). 
Table 4.1  Semi-Structured Text Examples 
1. CURRENT LEVEL OF PAIN: 5 
2. LMP:11-26-06    PMP:221 
3. Grava: 2   Para: 2    Abortion: 0 
4. Indicate HOW YOUR PAIN IN THIS AREA FEELS: 
     Aching 
 
There may or may not be some other features noted derived from the text, but in its simplest form 
the element appears as shown on a single line.  This line would be given the label "SLV" for slot-
filler or slot-value pair.  However, slot-fillers do not always appear in this form; there may be two 
sets of slot-fillers on the same line or even three. 
 
These two examples are then labeled "DSV" and "TSV" respectively, for double slot-filler and 
triple slot-filler.   The two elements, the label and the value may also appear on separate lines. 
 
Other variations found include using a header (another content label) before the slot-value pair.  
The values that fill the slot are not always present, so there may only be a slot.  Each of these 
variations must be handled by a specific set of parsing rules, and the labels identify which set of 
rules to employ.   
 
In another example, table structures often consist of multiple lines of text.  Here the parsing rules 
are different.  Start and stop rules are used to identify the boundaries of the table.  When a table is 
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targeted, the routine sequentially examines the labels applied to each line and when a class is 
encountered that signals the beginning of a table, a flag is set and all successive lines are included 
until a line label signaling a stop rule is encountered and the table end boundary is set.  Numerical 
offsets for the beginning and end of the table are found and returned with the label “table.”   
 
Table 4.1 presents a sample of the line-of-text classifications being used, along with the parent 
(is-a) class from the text element ontology and the larger structural (part-of) class.  This is a 
partial lookup table that will be useful for parsing the text once a class label is applied.  In typical 
applications of information extraction, once the text has been parsed and chunked, the noun 
phrases are used to look up the concepts they represent in a related ontology or reference 
dictionary.  The method employed in this study uses a look-up table to assign a class to the line of 
text so it can be associated with the appropriate type of semi-structured text element.   It gives the 
relationship of the line type to structure type in “is a” or “is part of” relationships.  Refer to table 
4.2 for a sample of the relationships between the class labels and the structures.  The full list is 
available in Appendix 8. 
Table 4.2  Text Line Classes and Relationship to its Text Element 
Label Is-A Part-Of Description 
DXI CheckBox Question Double Xed Items 
MXI CheckBox Question Multiple Xed Items 
XIT CheckBox Question Xed item 
XYF CheckBox Question Xed item with YES/NO - free text 
HLL List List Line list with Header 
LLI List List Line List -  a comma separated list on a line 
ALI Phrase Phrase Alpha Labeled Item - one line 
ALT Phrase Phrase Alpha Labeled Text - continues 
HLI ListHead List Header: and a List Item 
LHE ListHead List List Header 
NIT ListItem List Numbered Item 
NMS ListItem List Numbered Stem - text truncated 
MEF MedFooter Table Medication Footer 
MLD TableRow Table Medication List Directions 
MLI TableRow Table Med List Item (not numbered) 
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As per our model of machine learning, we need an oracle to label the instances so a model can be 
trained and used for prediction.  Each line of text in the 162 notes was given a label that best 
described its role as a semi-structured text element or a part of one.  Some text elements such as 
table could have multiple classes of lines within it, such as a “table header, column labels, table 
rows” and sometimes a “table footer.”   For the learning machine in our model we will be using 
both string edit distance and decision tree induction. 
 
In all there were a total of 75 class labels derived from the text and ontology.  These class labels 
were used to classify each of the 15,103 lines of text in the 162 notes.  To evaluate the overall 
usefulness of each class a count was made of each occurrence of each class and the distribution of 
the class frequencies were checked.  Figure 4.3 shows the class frequency distribution across the 
dataset.  Classes with less than 6 occurrences in the dataset were removed and the lines with those 
labels were re-labeled with the next best class.  This of course requires that the new class label be 
re-defined to include the new instances.  A total of 13 classes were eliminated from the list, 
leaving 58 remaining classes for use in machine learning models.  The classes that most 
frequently appeared in the text were free text (FRT), slot-value (SLV), medication list (MLI), and 
table item (TBI). 
 
Figure 4.3  Line Class Frequency Distribution 
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5.  STUDY OBJECTIVE ONE: USING APPROXIMATE STRICNG MATCHING TO 
CLASSIFY LINES OF TEXT 
 
This chapter covers the first research objective, which is to design, implement, and evaluate a 
classifier for semi-structured text elements based on approximate string matching methods.  
The study objective explored in this chapter can be restated as a more specific research question: 
How effective is a classifier, based on the string edit distance, at classifying coded 
lines of text to find semi-structured text elements?  
 
Since the unit of analysis in this study objective is a line of text, each example can be seen as a 
series of symbols without regard to the concepts they represent.  Each of the classes assigned to 
the lines of text can be represented as a unique pattern of symbols and stored in a reference 
dictionary for comparison.  Since more complex structures such as tables, lists and other text 
elements are recognizable by their formatting, a coding system for the text can focus on 
formatting patterns and ignore the specific alpha and numeric values.  This makes it possible to 
compare text patterns rather than literal strings.  If we can measure the similarity between patterns 
and arrive at a numeric measure of similarity, we will have a relative means of evaluating the 
pattern in each line of text.  For this reason, this method implements a fuzzy string matching 
approach. 
 
While approximate string matching algorithms, also called fuzzy string matching, were originally 
developed to detect errors in data transmission, this approach has also been useful for finding 
patterns in textual data[85].  One of the goals of this objective is to use a coding scheme on the 
lines of text and then use a similarity score for detecting patterns in the text that would indicate a 
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close match.  The similarity score is a function of the minimum number of edits it takes to correct 
a candidate string such that it matches a reference string exactly.   Scores are usually on a [0-1] 
interval, with 1 indicating an exact match and 0 for very different string. 
 
This method is somewhat similar to using regular expressions, but patterns do not require hand 
crafting for each expression.  It also has the advantage of accounting for variations in the text, 
without the need to know all possible patterns a priori.   
 
While this method does not use any of the traditional machine learning algorithms, it can be 
thought of as a machine learning method.  Instead of training a model to find patterns in the data 
that identify target classes, patterns are identified by first developing a set of reference patterns 
directly from the data - much like a training set in machine learning.  Then we use fuzzy string 
matching as our prediction method to identify which pattern most approximates a line of text.  
When we find the best pattern, we can use a look-up table to assign a class label for the line.     
 
5.1  Establishing Look-up References 
As mentioned earlier, one of the requirements for a learning machine is that it works in 
polynomial time, or in our case, a reasonable number of comparisons.  Rather than simply take a 
full sample of 70 percent of the data examples, we can make comparisons for each line as it is 
parsed to see if it is needed.  As each line is drawn from a list of randomly selected examples, we 
check to see if the coded pattern is already in the set.  If it is we discard it and move to the next 
coded string and make comparisons to each string already in the reference set and compute a 
similarity score.  A line may be an exact match, but if it is a very close match, we can discard that 
one too without adding a pattern to the look-up table.  This approach tolerates variations in strings 
while looking for matches.  If a relatively high similarity score is used for the new string's 
admittance into the reference set, pattern coverage should remain strong, while reducing the 
  
number of comparisons required when classifying new examples.  
logic used for creating the dictionary
 
for pattern in patterns:
 if pattern in dictionary:
  
 else: for each refPattern in dictionary
  
  
  
  
Figure 5.1  Psuedocode for Pattern D
 
For purposes of this study, 
length of the two strings being compared, let E be the number of edits required to make the 
candidate string equal the reference string, then the similarity ratio is E
set of reference patterns for thi
lines already chosen, and those exceeding a similarity ratio of 98% were 
 
5.2  The Process 
Figure 5.2 below outlines the overall process this 
will be explained in further detail.
 
Figure 5.2  Steps in Approximate String Matching
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 if reference patterns. 
 
 
pass 
 
 if similarity score > 0.98: 
  pass 
 else:  
  dictionary.append(pattern)
ictionary Construction 
let us define the similarity score.  Let S1 and S2 be the length of the 
*2/S1 + S2.  To create the 
s study, each line was evaluated for similarity with respect 
discarded
objective uses to achieve its goals
 
 
Apply the label 
Find the Best Match 
Score Examples using Training Data
Code the line of text
 below shows the 
 
to the 
. 
.  Each step 
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5.2.1  Step 1: Code the lines of text 
In this method we are interested in textual patterns, not the actual text characters, in order to 
abstract away the specific alphabetic and numeric characters.  The characters are coded using a 
function written in python.  All alpha characters are coded as an “A,” numbers as an “N,” and 
spaces were coded as “*” while punctuation and special characters are preserved.  If text 
characters were left as they originally appeared, we would need to perform exact string matches 
and the variation in the words and in the specific values of the numeric items would pose a 
problem.  Similar to regular expressions, we only care that the character is an alphabetic 
character, a number or some specialized punctuation mark.  Unlike regular expressions, we do not 
have to define the number of characters or digits that appear together in a string.  Consider a 
normal blood pressure value of 120/80.  There are three digits, a slash and then two digits.  But if 
the values were not in the normal range, you may encounter 160/100, or 90/60.  Then the 
numbers of digits in the values change.  We could write a regular expression to accommodate two 
or three digits for each value, and this is a trivial task, at least for this example, but there are 
hundreds, maybe thousands of text patterns we are ultimately interested in and we would have to 
define each and every one to write effective regular expressions.  Here, we choose to apply a 
label to some examples, automate the coding of the string and then compare the codes using 
fuzzy string matching.  Using fuzzy string matching will make allowances for the variations in 
the number of digits and letters found in a pattern and we leave punctuation and other special 
characters as they are.  These characters provide the structure and definition of the patterns since 
they will have to be matched exactly.  The simple coding algorithm is illustrated in figure 5.3 
below in pseudo code. 
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for each character in text: 
        if character is alpha: 
            data = 'A' 
        elif character is a digit: 
            data = 'N' 
        elif character is a space: 
            data = '*' 
        else: data = character 
        codeText = codeText + data 
    return codeText 
Figure 5.3  Psuedocode for Text Coding 
     
Below in table 5.1 is an example of a vitals list as it appears in the note and as it appears once it is 
coded. 
Table 5.1  Coded Text Examples 
   Temp: 96.4 F [35.8 C] (08/14/2007 12:09) ***AAAA:*NN.N*A*[NN.N*A]*(NN/NN/NNNN*NN:NN) 
   Bp: 168/100 (08/14/2007 12:09) ***AA:*NNN/NNN*(NN/NN/NNNN*NN:NN) 
   P: 75 (08/14/2007 12:09) ***A:*NN*(NN/NN/NNNN*NN:NN) 
   RR: 22 (08/14/2007 12:09) ***AA:*NN*(NN/NN/NNNN*NN:NN) 
 
From the examples of coded text we can see the similarities in patterns between each of the lines 
more clearly.  This allows us to compare each example based on the patterns rather than focusing 
on the terms in the text.  
 
 
5.2.2  Step 2: Score examples using the training data 
Since we are evaluating this method as if it were a machine learning algorithm the data are split 
into training and test sets.  All of the data are coded, but we select the examples to be used as 
training data and build a list of reference examples in the first pass over the documents.  For 
computational efficiency we only keep those examples that are distinct, so we are not making 
unnecessary comparisons.  Any line with a similarity ratio over 98% is not retained as a reference 
in the pattern dictionary. 
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Two sets of tests were conducted to evaluate this method: one that keeps the class FRT (free-text) 
in the reference lines and uses no cut-point and one which leaves out FRT class and simply takes 
the highest score with no minimum cut-point.  In each test, every line in the test set is then 
compared to each line in the training set and a similarity score is calculated.  This score is a ratio 
of the number of edits it took to get the test string to be the same as the training string expressed 
as a percentage.  For each class in the training set, the highest score obtained is kept for 
comparison.  While there may be multiple patterns found for any given class of text element, each 
pattern will represent only one text element in our look-up table. 
 
Since one method does not make comparisons for the FRT class, those lines are not be kept in the 
reference patterns and it is expected that the number of coded lines kept for each method are 
different.  Figure 5.4 below illustrates this difference. 
 
Figure 5.4  Reference Lines Kept by Sample Size 
 
It can be seen from the figure that keeping the free-text class in the reference lines add lines to the 
look-up table at a very constant rate across sample sizes.  In both cases, the addition of patterns to 
the reference set does not fall off when approaching the 10,000 lines in the sample.  This would 
seem to imply that it had not yet covered the variations in patterns sufficiently from past pattern 
acquisitions.  As the sample size increases, so do the patterns required to cover the variations.   
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5.2.3  Step 3: Find the best match 
This goal of this step of the method is to find and classify lines that are associated with semi-
structured text elements.  This means lines that have no structure that applies to our ontology, or 
do not fit into any of the other classes, default to the class free-text (FRT).  There are two ways 
we could cover the FRT class in this method.  The first alternative (NoFRT) does not include an 
explicit free-text class, but assigns this class as a default whenever there is no other reasonable 
match.  More specifically, if we calculated a similarity score for a line of free text, the scores 
should be low when compared to line in the structured classes.  Since comparisons to any class 
will produce a score, we could set a cut-point the lines must meet to be classified as one of the 
structure classes and if the cut-point is not met, the line is classified as FRT - or free-text.  An 
alternative (WithFRT) keeps the class FRT in the reference patterns and simply takes the class 
with the highest resulting score.  It was decided to test both alternative methods for comparison. 
 
First, for the test using the cut-point, a cut-point must be established.  A series of 10 sets of 
models were tested at cut-points from 90% to 99% and performance was plotted for each run for 
comparison.  Figure 5.5 below shows the results. 
 
Figure 5.5  Accuracy by Similarity Cut-Point Value 
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From the 10 tests we conducted, the accuracy was highest between 94% and 96%.  For this 
reason it was determined that for models using a cut-point for qualifying pattern matches, a value 
of 95% would be used. 
 
5.2.4  Step 4: Apply predicted labels 
If the class FRT is used for comparison, and a similarity score is above the established cut point 
of 0.95 is attained, we label the line with that class.  If the similarity score does not reach 0.95 it 
is labeled as a non-case - or free text.  If the class FRT is not used for comparison, the class is 
simply assigned. 
 
 
5.3  Performance Evaluation 
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of fuzzy pattern matching for applying 
labels to lines of text.  Machine learning theory states that a learning machine should be able to 
learn the labels applied to examples with a reasonable number of labeled examples. The fewer 
examples required for the machine to learn the class labels, the more efficient the learner.  If a 
number of models are tested using increasing numbers of lines in the training set, a learning curve 
can be plotted for consideration.  Fifty models were tested in increments of 200 examples starting 
at 200 and ending with 10,000.  The purpose of these tests is to evaluate how well the overall 
modeling approach works.  The fewer number of lines a model requires for an acceptable model, 
the better the approach is.  This very useful for comparing the efficacy of two of more models.  
The overall prediction accuracy was calculated for each test using the remaining 5,103 lines.  The 
results of the tests are shown in figure 5.6 below. 
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Figure 5.6  Learning Curve: Approximate String Matching 
 
It can be seen from the figure above that the learning rate for both tests are very similar.  The 
difference between the two curves is fairly consistent through the sample sizes.  It is clear that the 
series of tests that include FRT as a class start at a higher accuracy rate and maintain a higher 
accuracy rate throughout the series of models.  There is a slight convergence as the sample size 
increases but at 10,000 lines the models with FRT included are still clearly more accurate 
achieving an overall accuracy of about 87% while the model without FRT only achieves about 
77% overall accuracy.   The FRT set of tests achieve an accuracy of 70% with just 600 examples 
while the other series required 4,000 lines to achieve the same level.  The series with FRT 
achieved 80% accuracy with 2,400 lines while the series without FRT never reaches this level.  
After a sample size of 2,400 lines, the increase in accuracy rolls off and only improves by eight 
percent from 2,400 to 10,000 lines.  While FRT may be a default class, thought of as the class 
with no structure, clearly keeping the patterns for free-text lines is helpful and for this reason it 
was determined that the final test of this method should be conducted while keeping the FRT in 
the reference patterns and not using a cut point for determination. 
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5.4  Evaluating the Method
To further evaluate the efficacy of using fuzzy string matching as a means of classifying lines of 
text for semi-structured text elements
constructing the reference set of patterns.  The FRT class was retained since it performance 
better using all classes compared to models with no FRT reference lines.  T
5,103 unseen lines was used for the evaluation.
 
The performance of information extraction is normally evaluated using traditional precision, 
recall and F measure [85].  Precision is defined as the fraction
relevant and recall is defined as the fraction of relevant examples that are retrieved.  Where 
true positives and fp = false positives, they are calculated by: 
 
Another measure used is one that combines precision a
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, 
is the balanced mean between precision and recall and is calculated by:
 
These measures are used here to e
string distance method and the machine learning method in the next chapter
results is presented in table 5.2
detailed results for each class see 
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, a model was built using the full 10,000 lines of text for 
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Table 5.2  String Matching Low Performing Classes 
Class Count Precision Recall F-Measure 
FRT 1116 0.7877 0.8244 0.8056 
SLV 705 0.8825 0.8312 0.8561 
TBI 497 0.9899 0.9859 0.9879 
MLI 403 0.9160 0.8933 0.9045 
SLT 343 0.9322 0.9621 0.9469 
BTX 252 0.8701 0.7976 0.8323 
VLI 214 0.9767 0.9813 0.9790 
MNI 177 0.9227 0.9435 0.9330 
LIT 157 0.5812 0.7070 0.6379 
QYN 146 0.9865 1.0000 0.9932 
CLA 139 0.9851 0.9496 0.9670 
 
This table also shows the count of each class in the 5,103 lines of test data.  The F-measure varied 
greatly across classes.  Among the best were scores of a perfect 1.000 and the worst scores were 
as low as 0.2500.  The results are sorted in order of prevalence.    The most prevalent class in the 
set was FRT (free-text), which certainly makes sense.  This class alone accounted for 22% of the 
dataset.  Performance on unseen data may be even more sensitive to selection bias than when 
using a traditional machine learning method.  The major class, FRT is thought of in this study as a 
class with no particular structure.  However, even in the free-text lines, spaces and special 
characters are used.  Because they present no common re-occurring patterns, the number of 
patterns in the coded text, or the variations within the class FRT, would be greater than that of the 
column labels (CLA) class, which achieved an F-measure of 0.9670.  Since all column labels 
share some characteristic like, two or more gaps of white space in the line for formatting, and the 
text labels may be short as compared to strings of text found in a sentence these features emerge 
as very useful for classifying the CLA lines.  As in traditional machine learning algorithms, there 
appears to be a positive relationship between the regularity with which features occur with a class 
and the accuracy of predictions.   
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An overall accuracy (4,441 of 5,103 correctly predicted lines) of 87% was achieved. This is 
certainly better than if we had rolled a 56-sided die or defaulted to the majority class.  Accuracy 
from choosing FRT as the default class would have resulted in an overall accuracy of only 22% 
over the test dataset.  While this approximate string matching method has some weaknesses, it 
provides a rigorous test for evaluating machine learning on the same task.  
 
The output from this stage can be used as an input to another process that uses the label assigned 
to select a parsing routine.  If the target element is a slot-value pair, each line is looped over and 
when the label SLV is encountered, the line is parse by a standardized routine designed for that 
class.  Of course, if the labels on the lines are not accurate, the efficacy of parsing semi-structure 
text elements suffers.   
 
5.5  Error Analysis 
The six most error prone classes each having an F-measure below 0.65 are listed below in table 
5.3.   
Table 5.3  Performance for Error Prone Classes 
Class Description Count Precision Recall F-Measure 
LIT List Item 157 0.5812 0.7070 0.6379 
LTX Labeled Text 78 0.6164 0.5769 0.5960 
SHV Slot Hyphen Value 18 0.5333 0.4444 0.4848 
HSV Header Slot Value 33 0.8824 0.4545 0.6000 
NSS Numbered Slot Stem 7 1.0000 0.1429 0.2500 
DSV Double Slot Value 20 0.8333 0.5000 0.6250 
HMS Header Multi-Slot 2 ---- 0.0000 ---- 
 
For the class LIT, there were 80 false positives (see table 5.4) and 46 false negatives.  Of the false 
positives, 59 of them were actually FRT and 16 of them were actually SLT.  List items can look a 
lot like free-text since there are few formatting cues or special characters that distinguish them 
from free-text.  Table 5.4 shows the types of errors committed by the error prone classes. 
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Table 5.4  Classification Errors: Error Erone Classes 
Class Count TP FP FN 
LIT 157 111 80 46 
LTX 78 45 28 33 
HSV 33 15 2 18 
DSV 20 10 2 10 
SHV 18 8 7 10 
NSS 7 1 0 6 
HMS 2 0 0 2 
 
Slots do have the distinction of ending with a colon, but the colon can easily be overlooked or 
dropped when using fuzzy matching.  The labeled text class is also close to free-text.  Of the 33 
false negatives, 24 were labeled FRT.  Out of the 28 false positives for LTX, 18 were FRT and 6 
were actually HSV.  The class for numbered slot stem (NSS) is a difficult one since no feature is 
available in the patterns to distinguish a “stem” for any class.  A stem simply means the text 
continues on the next line.  Length can be a clue since the lines to continue on to the line new 
tend to go to the end of the current line, making them a bit longer than some other lines.  All of 
the errors committed in the NSS class were false negatives.  The matching algorithm could not 
find 6 instances, labeling four of the six NIT.  The double slot value (DSV) class also had more 
trouble with false negatives with a total of 10 instances misclassified with various other labels.  
The class header multi-slot (HMS) could not be accurately identified at all.  There were only two 
instances in the test set and both were misclassified as DSV.  Both of these classes have colons 
the separate labels from values.  The HMS uses a colon to terminate the header, another to 
terminate the slot and has some text as a value, while the DSV also uses two colons but each is 
used to terminate a separate label and followed by some value.    
 
A couple of points become clear when examining the types of errors made using fuzzy string 
match as a classification method.  First, when the difference between two lines is found in a 
single character, that character can be the one that is deleted or substituted in order to match some 
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other class as in the case between DSV and HSV or FRT and SLT.  If this method were the 
primary method of classification, it may be helpful to use a weighting scheme for certain 
characters to more heavily penalize the score when they are deleted or substituted.  This may 
improve the overall accuracy, but this effort is beyond the scope of this study.  The goal here is to 
investigate a true machine learning-based method (the subject of the next chapter). 
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6.  STUDY OBJECTIVE TWO: CLASSIFYING LINES OF TEXT WITH MACHINE 
LEARNING 
 
This chapter focuses on objective two of this dissertation, instantiating and evaluating a machine 
learning-based classifier for labeling lines of text.  The classifier combines structural and 
conceptual features of the text as inputs to the predictive model.  These classified lines can then 
be used to identify more complex semi-structured text elements.  The study objective explored in 
this chapter can be restated as follows: 
How effective is a classifier, based on a machine learning algorithm like decision 
tree induction, at classifying coded lines of text to find semi-structured text 
elements?  
 
It is the objective of this study to develop a method to extract information from text, which does 
not conform to grammatical rules or English syntax.  It is the assertion of this study that this can 
be accomplished by recognizing patterns in textual data using machine learning, eliminating the 
need for regular expressions, or using any other method that requires a priori knowledge of the 
patterns.  This method should learn the patterns from examples provided by a human and apply 
the knowledge to new text data with as few examples as possible.  Similar systems have been 
developed where the user induces the structure and provides examples to the algorithm [110].  
The algorithm assumes the structure is the same for extracting the new items.   
 
6.1 Data Collection and Processing 
The data to be used for objective two is the same data set as described in the previous chapter on 
data collection and processing and used in the investigations of the approximate string matching 
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method.  This dataset consists of 126 notes with 15,103 labeled lines of text.  The labels represent 
a class of text that belongs to one of the semi-structured text elements as defined by our ontology.   
As per our model of machine learning, we need an oracle to label the instances so a model can be 
trained and used for prediction.  Each line of text in the 126 notes was given a label that best 
described its role as a semi-structured text element, or at least a part of one.  Some text elements 
such as a table could have multiple classes of lines within it, such as a “table header, column 
labels, table rows” and sometimes a “table footer.”  The 15,103 lines of data were split into 
training and test sets with 10,048 lines in the training set and 5,055 lines in the test set.  This is 
comparable to the split made for the fuzzy pattern match method in the previous chapter. 
 
6.2  Feature Selection 
It was first necessary to define the class labels that are applied to the text to appropriately assign 
them to a role relating to the semi-structured text elements defined in the ontology.  Once the 
class labels are defined and the data are labeled, features can be chosen that will enable machine 
learning to reliably identify each class.  The features used in this study were developed 
empirically from the data and also followed the work of others in this area.  If we are to use 
features derived from the text in machine learning, we are faced with the challenge of 
determining which features from the text should be used.  Features selected were those that would 
distinguish one line class from another.   
 
After reading hundreds of progress notes I began to make some observations about the text and 
made notes about how one line differed from another, especially when they contained a semi-
structured text element.  Each unique characteristic of the text that described those differences 
became a possible feature to use in a machine learning approach.  Special attention was paid to 
features that seemed to be most salient for distinguishing between each of the semi-structured text 
elements listed in the ontology.   
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A critical feature of this method is the choice for the unit of analysis.  As noted earlier, progress 
notes in VistA are stored as a series of strings at a length of 80 characters or less.  When the lines 
of text are extracted and inserted into a text file, each line of text is terminated with a newline 
character (\n).  As discussed in the previous chapter, these text strings can be assigned 
recognizable roles defined in the text element ontology.  Some of these elements are atomic text 
elements, while others are part of larger, more complex text element structures.  Again, a table as 
defined by the ontology is a collection of related items arranged in columns and rows.  It may 
have column headings and row labels and a label for the subject of the table.  Below in figure 6.1 
is an example of a table. 
---- CBC PROFILE ---- 
BLOOD     01/19           Reference 
          14:20     Units    Ranges 
WBC        5.7       G/L   4.2-10.3 
RBC        4.8       T/L   4.2-5.8 
HGB       14.2      g/dL    14-17 
HCT       43.3        %     39-50 
MCV       90.5        fL   80-100 
MCH       29.8        pg    27-35 
MCHC      32.9      g/dL    32-36 
RDW       14.4 H      %    11.3-14 
PLT      154.0       G/L   150-410  
Figure 6.1 Table Example 1 
 
The first line stands complete as the table header.  The second and third lines are used to label the 
information in the columns and are distinguishable from the other lines in the table.  Sometimes 
the labels use two lines so that some column labels remain formatted in a way that the label is 
readily associated with its column.  The remaining lines are each identifiable as data lines in the 
table.  Each of the data lines has a label at the beginning of the line.  Each line stands as an 
identifiable unit and is complete and self-contained.  The text necessary to understand each line 
item is found on its own line.  Since each line tends to stand on its own as a unit, we can use this 
as our level of granularity for analysis.  If we can teach a machine to identify the title as a unit, 
the column labels as units, and the data lines as their own entities, then we simplify our task of 
extracting information from them.  In addition, the components could be used to reassemble the 
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table in a different form as needed.  For these reasons it was decided to use the line of text as the 
unit of analysis for machine learning, just as was done for the approximate string matching 
method discussed in the previous chapter.   
 
When looking at an example of a template versus written free text, one can make certain 
observations about them.  Below in figure 6.2 are two more examples of a typical template 
generated when a patient’s vital signs are taken. 
Vital Signs: T:  97.2 F [36.2 C] (06/18/2007 09:34) 
             P:  76 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
           B/P:  150/77 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
           WGT:  224.5 lb [102.0 kg] (06/18/2007 09:34) 
          PAIN:  0 (06/18/2007 09:34) 
 
VITAL SIGNS: (Most recent as entered in Vista) 
BP: 135/88 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pulse: 72 (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Temp: 98.7 F [37.1 C] (07/20/2007 17:09) 
Pain: 7 (07/20/2007 17:09) (out of ten) 
Level 4: 
Figure 6.2  Vitals Examples 2 
 
One of the first things we notice is that while both blocks of text are used for recording the 
patient’s vital signs, they each use different formatting.  We can also see that they both have a 
title that identifies the purpose of the block of text – “Vital Signs.”  In the top example each item 
is indented so that all the colons after the label for the row are vertically aligned.  Therefore, a 
count of the leading spaces for each line would make a useful feature.  There is heavy use of 
parentheses and slashes and there is a date and time associated with each vital sign.  These 
features describe characteristics of the text that could distinguish it from a normal, well-formed 
English sentence.  At first look, it would appear to be a trivial task, but below in figure 6.3 is an 
example of slot-value pairs that might be from an examination that exhibits less formatting but 
still has a certain amount of structure mixed with free text fragments. 
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GEN: Alert and Oriented x 3, no acute distress. 
 
Chest: small erythema over left rib, slightly tender 
 
EXT: swollen right ankle, tender. 
 
Right ankle Xry: small fx over distal fibular old fx, otherwise unremarkable 
Figure 6.3  Slot-Value Examples 
 
What we notice from this example is the inconsistent use of punctuation and sometimes the text 
extends to the next line.  When the text is more closely examined, there are quite a number of 
variables we can extract to describe the text, such as whether a line of text starts with a lowercase 
letter, which would most likely indicate the continuation of a sentence from the previous line 
since it might otherwise start with a capital letter or a number.  However, none of these rules will 
hold for all lines of text, so it is necessary to use a number of features to adequately make a 
distinction. 
 
Direct observations of the text were made to answer the following question.  Given samples of 
the text elements from the notes, what features are useful for a human in making the distinction 
between text elements?  I looked for clues in each of the text elements that help us tell them apart 
from other text elements.  These clues fall into one of several types of text features: formatting 
features, special character usage, term usage, and document structural features.   
 
6.2.1  Formatting features 
These cues appear in the documents as upper case alphabetic characters, tabs and more often the 
occurrence of three spaces together.  The two examples of section headers in figure 6.4 illustrate 
the variation in capitalization, with both all capitals and title case being used:   
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BRADEN SKIN RISK ASSESSMENT 
Skin Integrity Assessment 
Figure 6.4  Section Header Examples 
 
The features, AllCaps, Title, numCaps were defined to indicate whether the line is in all 
uppercase letters or in title case, as well as the number of uppercase letters in the line. 
The next example in figure 6.5 is a set of three slot-value pairs on the same line. 
Grava: 2   Para: 2    Abortion: 0 
Figure 6.5  Triple Slot-Value Pairs 
 
These is a set of three slot-value pairs on the same line.  To help detect these items, the variables 
colPos1, colPos2, and colPos3 were defined as numerical values that represent the 
positions in the line for up to three colons.  Another feature, gaps, was defined to count the 
number of gaps in the line containing three or more spaces.  For the example above, the value 
would be two (2).  This feature should also be useful for detecting lines that belong to tables as 
table items.  We can see from the example below in Figure 6.6 that gaps are used in tables to 
align the columns of data across the rows. 
---- CBC PROFILE ---- 
BLOOD     01/19           Reference 
          14:20     Units    Ranges 
WBC        5.7       G/L   4.2-10.3 
RBC        4.8       T/L   4.2-5.8 
HGB       14.2      g/dL    14-17 
HCT       43.3        %     39-50 
Figure 6.6  Table Example 1 
 
6.2.2  Special character usage 
There are also noticeable patterns in the use of special characters, such as the forward slash (/) 
and hyphen (-) characters.  These are special characters that are not found often in typical 
narrative text.  The variables spaces, slash and hyphen were defined to capture the total 
number of spaces, slashes and hyphens in the line.  In the figure above, we can also see that the 
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pattern of text in the data lines are similar, in that each line starts with a three letter uppercase 
label, a series of spaces, a decimal number, a second series of spaces for formatting, text 
characters with a slash, a final set of spaces, and it ends with a two numbers separated by a 
hyphen indicating a range.  The variable repPat was defined to count the number of times the 
text pattern in each line is repeated in other lines.  The use of numbers are prevalent in tables, 
presumably more than in narrative text, so the variables nums, decPos1, decPos2, and 
decPos3 were defined to represent the number of digits in a line, and the positions of up to 
three decimal numbers in the line.  If any variable that is extracted from the text has no value, a 
default value of -1 is assigned, since 0 could mean at the beginning of the line. 
The vital signs example below in figure 6.7 is rich with special textual features to help distinguish 
it from other text.  At the top we have an example of a section header, but it also ends with a 
colon.  The colPos1 variable would catch this but there may be value in capturing a value for a 
line that specifically ends with a colon, so we defined the variable label for this.  The section 
header may also look like a slot with no value, so we also defined capSlot.  Given these 
features, a machine learning algorithm would have the opportunity to classify it as a section 
header.  A very noticeable feature of this structure is that each line under the heading is indented 
the same number of spaces.  There are other instances where indentation takes place, so the 
variable lSpace was defined as the number of leading spaces at the beginning of the line of text.  
Each line is also an example of a slot-value pair.  Since there are a series of lines that belong to a 
set, the overall structure would be considered a list.   
VITAL SIGNS: 
      Temp: 96.4 F [35.8 C] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Pulse: 75 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Resp: 22 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      B/P: 168/100 (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Hgt: 71 in [180.3 cm] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
      Wgt: 152.8 lb [69.5 kg] (08/14/2007 12:09) 
Figure 6.7  Vital Signs Example 
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Other unique features found in this example include the use of parenthesis, dates, timestamps, and 
square brackets.  To capture these features, the variables parSet for a matching set of 
parentheses, hasDate, time, and brack for a set of brackets in the line were defined. 
Below in figure 6.8 are some examples of how checkboxes appear in the note.  The first line has 
three checkboxes with an “X” in them.  Checkbox positions are captured by up to three numerical 
values that represent the position of these boxes in a line, hence the features boxPos1, 
boxPos2, and boxPos3.  The total number of checkboxes for each line is represented as 
numBox.  The size of the spaces between each box and the corresponding text should help 
determine which text is associated with each checked box.  The second example consists of a slot 
name on one line and a checkbox on the next line, which is the value for the slot.  If we detect the 
empty slot on one line, then we will know to check the next line for values that could be assigned.  
The leading white space provides a clue that there is a continuation on the next line. 
[X] Intact     [X] Pink     [X] Has removable dentures (full or partials) 
 
 
Devices used: 
     [X] Crutches/Cane/Walker 
 
 
Bowel Assessment 
     Bowel Problems?  NO 
     Abdominal Pain?  NO 
     [X] Constipation 
     Bowel Sounds Present?  YES 
Figure 6.8  Structured Text  Examples 
 
6.2.3  Term usage 
The last example from a template shows a section header “Bowel Assessment” for a list of four 
items.  Three of the four are questions with assigned values for their answers.  To find these 
structures, qPos and YesNo are used to indicate the position of a question mark and if the line of 
text ends with a “Yes” or “No.”  If the line has a question mark and ends with “yes” or “no,” then 
we know the answer to the question and we can parse the question and answer appropriately.  An 
additional variable for detecting the location of an “X” in the line was defined.  These yes-no 
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answers for questions are a weak area for NLP as it stops at the question mark and cannot easily 
associate the answer with the question.  In figure 6.9 is another example of a question, as the 
result of using a template, but with the answer on the next line. 
What is the PATTERN associated with your pain? 
     My pain is always present and never goes away. 
Figure 6.9  Question and Answer Example 
 
Because the question mark is the last character on the line the answer has to be on the next line.  
The variable quest identifies these types of questions and we can create a rule when parsing to 
capture the text on the next line as the answer.  The fact that the text is indented may help identify 
the following line as the answer.  There are no other features that distinguish this situation from a 
passage of free text since both have the features of a narrative sentences.  The line starts with a 
capital letter and ends with a period, so the variable sStart was defined, which identifies a 
space, an uppercase letter and a lower case letter.  The corresponding variable sEnd looks for a 
lowercase letter, a period and a white space.  The next example in figure 6.10 shows some 
bulleted free text as entered by a clinician.  The variable bullet identifies a line that begins 
with a hyphen and sLower identifies a line that begins with a lowercase letter.  The lowercase 
letter at the beginning of a line may provide help to machine learning for identifying text that is 
meant to complete the line above it. 
-  Call bell within reach, visible and patient informed of the location 
   and use. 
Figure 6.10  Bulleted Text Example 
 
 
In figure 6.11 below is an example of an item found in a list.  This line begins with a number, 
which may help place it in a list.  Not all lists are numbered; some may be identified by a letter or 
just be bulleted.  The variable numbed was defined to describe lines that begin with a letter, a 
number followed by a period or an open parenthesis  “)” before more text. 
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2. Keep patient safe during hospital stay. 
 
Figure 6.11  Numbered Item Example 
 
 
The two lines in figure 6.12 are from a problem list.  There are no numbers, letters or bullets at 
the beginning of the line.  There are, however, special features such as the parentheses, decimal 
number, and hyphens.   
Senile cataract * (ICD-9-CM 366.10) 
Pseudophakia * (ICD-9-CM V43.1) 
Figure 6.12  List Item Examples 
 
 
The variables star and ICD were defined to indicate the count of the asterisk character and the 
text string "ICD" which is part of an ICD-9 code that are assigned with each diagnosis a patient 
receives.   
 
Figure 6.13 is another example of a structure that appears frequently in the medical record, a 
summary of a patient’s current medications.   
Active Outpatient Medications (excluding Supplies): 
                                                            Issue Date 
                                               Status       Last Fill 
     Active Outpatient Medications             Refills      Expiration 
========================================================================= 
1)   CIPROFLOXACIN HCL 500MG TAB  Qty: 20 for  ACTIVE       Issu:05-02-06 
       10 days  Sig: TAKE ONE TABLET BY MOUTH  Refills: 0   Last:05-24-06 
       EVERY 12 HOURS FOR INFECTION                         Expr:05-03-07 
2)   METRONIDAZOLE 250MG TAB  Qty: 30 for 5    ACTIVE       Issu:05-02-06 
       days  Sig: TAKE TWO TABLETS BY MOUTH    Refills: 0   Last:05-24-06 
       EVERY 8 HOURS FOR INFECTION *CAUTION,                Expr:05-03-07 
 
Figure 6.13  Medication List Example 
 
 
 
One challenging aspect of this structure is the fact that the rows of data are across three lines 
rather than one.  In order to assemble all of the data elements for one entry, a lot of text 
manipulation must take place.  Variables were defined to help machine learning identify which of 
the three lines each one is.  They are tab, for the text “TAB,” mg for the text “Mg” and sig for 
the text “Sig,” each of which are commonly found in medication lists.   Another feature of this 
  
table is a line consisting all equal (=) signs, use
lines, for our purposes will b
line consists of only one character type.  It is used for formatting purposes and is relatively easy 
to detect. 
 
In all there were over 70 features defined that are designed to describe the differen
classes.  Below in Table 6.1
feature definitions can be found in appendix 
Table 6.1 
Variable name
S_Lower (T/F)
Length (int)
Numbered (T/F)
Numbers (int)
Spaces (int)
LSpace (int)
Parens (int)
Slash (int)
Hyphen
 
6.3  Process for Classifying 
Figure 6.14 below outlines the steps involved in classifying the lines of text for extraction.  Each 
step, Feature extratction, model induction and text ele
detail. 
Figure 
Feature Extraction
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d for formatting at the top of the table.   These 
e called formatting bars.  The FBar was defined to signal when a 
 is a small sample of the variables to be extracted. 
10. 
 Sample of Line Attributes 
 Definition 
 Line starts with lowercase letter 
 Length in characters 
 Starts with 1. 2. Or 1) 2) 
 Number of digits 
 Number of spaces 
 Number of leading spaces 
 Number of parenthesis () 
 Number of slashes / 
 Number of Hyphens - 
Lines Using Machine Learning 
ment prediction will be explained in more 
 
6.14 Text Element Identification Process 
Model Induction
Text Element Prediction
ces between 
 The full list of 
  
 
6.3.1  Feature extraction 
Each line of text is subjected to a series of funct
previously defined.  These variables are designed to describe primarily the structure of the text
well as provide a very high level treatment of its content.  It is this new dataset that will be used 
to train the learning machine and make the prediction
dataset will look similar to the one in figure 6.15
Figure 6.15. Example of Feature D
 
6.3.2  Model induction 
Once all the variables have been extracted from the lines of text, we can train a machine learning
based model to discriminate 
proposed for this task because our data consists of both categorical and continuously coded 
variables, and because the outcome variable is also categorical.   Decision t
generate understandable rules, which can be useful in making inferences about the data.
can perform classification with minimal computation and they provide a clear indication of which 
features are most important for prediction 
data. 
 
6.3.3 Text line label prediction
Once a model has been trained on the labeled samples we can apply the model to the remaining 
text and predict which lines
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ions written in Python that extract
s, not the original lines 
 below. 
ataset 
between different class labels for lines of text.  Decision trees are 
rees are also able to 
[125].  They also perform well with high dimensional 
 
 should be kept and which should be dropped.  Labels would be 
s the features 
, as 
of text.  The new 
 
-
  They 
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applied to each line of text in each note for identification.  The performance of information 
extraction is evaluated using traditional precision, recall and F-measure.   
If we are successful in classifying the lines of text, the same features we extracted for use in 
machine learning could be used to assist parsing operations so the extracted information can be 
stored as structured data and used in some other analysis downstream.  The current plan is to 
annotate the data in XML format.  From XML the data will be available to processes in NLP 
pipelines and to be stored in a database. 
 
6.4  Performance Evaluation 
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of machine learning for applying 
labels to lines of text.  Machine learning theory states that a learning machine should be able to 
learn the labels applied to examples with a reasonable number of labeled examples.  The fewer 
examples required for the machine to learn the class labels, the more efficient the learner.  If a 
number of models are tested using graduating numbers of lines in the training set, a learning 
curve can be plotted for consideration.  Just as in the last chapter, fifty models were tested in 
increments of 200 examples starting at 200 and ending with 10,000.  The overall prediction 
accuracy was calculated for each test using the remaining 5,103 lines.  The results of the tests are 
shown in figure 6.16 below. 
 
With a sample size of 200 lines decision trees are able to achieve an accuracy rating of 80 
percent.  The fuzzy string matching method required 2,400 lines to achieve the same accuracy.  
The accuracy using decision trees increases to 90 percent at 1,200 lines, which the fuzzy string 
method never achieved, even at 10,000 lines of text.   
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Figure 6.16  Learning Curve for Machine Learning 
 
Clearly, decision trees have a better ability to learn for this task.  An accuracy level of 98.5 
percent was achieved with a sample set of 10,000 lines only 3.5 percent higher than at the 3,000 
line sample size.  In most applications a 95 percent accuracy rate would be considered acceptable, 
so it would not be necessary to use more than 3,000 lines for an acceptable result.  However, 
because the results of the annotation in TagLine is so dependent on the accuracy of the line labels, 
this experiment uses the full 10,000 lines for the training set and the remaining for testing. 
 
For this experiment, the data were split into training and test sets segregated at the note level.  
The notes were not segregated at the line level as in the last chapter because the results of this 
effort are used as input for the next stage.  In the next stage of the overall process the parsing 
routines will be tested on two types of structures; slot-value pairs and tables.  Since tables are 
multi-line units, all lines are needed to identify a unit.  The collection of 126 progress notes of 
various types was split into training and test sets of similar proportion to the test conducted using 
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fuzzy string matching.  There were a total of 115 notes and 10,048 lines of text in training set, 
while the test set had the remaining 47 notes and 5,055 lines of text.  Decision trees were 
specifically chosen because they do well with high dimensional data and also because they are 
easily interpreted by humans.  We intend to use the decision points of the trees to construct rules 
for use in text processing tools.  
 
A decision tree was constructed on the training data using the C5.0 algorithm, a variation of C4.5 
by Ross Quinlan.  The tree was evaluated on the unseen test data for prediction accuracy.  
Winnowing was used to first for feature evaluation before a tree was constructed.   Global 
pruning was performed after tree induction keeping only those branches that had at least one 
instance associated with it.  Error based pruning was also employed; a branch was pruned if its 
prediction errors exceeded a level of 25 percent.   
 
6.4.1  Results 
The resulting decision tree had a total of 313 leaves.  Prior to tree construction, 20 attributes were 
eliminated by the C.5's winnowing process.  Winnowing removes any feature that does add to the 
models efficacy.  The top 10 remaining attributes are shown below in table 6.2 with their 
respective importance ratings.  The full list of features and their importance ratings can be found 
in Appendix 11.  The importance rating is C5.0’s estimate of the factor by which the true error 
rate or misclassification cost would increase if that attribute were excluded.  It is only meant as a 
rough guide but does provide some information on the usefulness of each attribute.  This featue 
should be used with caution as some attributes may be removed that are instrumental in 
prediciting difficult classes.  Classes may be difficult because there are fewer of them in the 
dataset than others. 
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Table 6.2  Top Attributes by Importance  
Importance Feature 
835%   Colons 
264%   LNum 
255%   Slot 
179%   LSpc 
166%   Bull 
150%   Med 
148%   Gaps 
139%   QM 
137%   Caps 
127%   Time 
105%   LLen 
 
The number of colons in a line of text appears to be the most predictive feature in the model.  
Colons are certainly important when looking for slot-value pairs, as well as dates and timestamps.  
The second most predictive feature is the count of numerical digits in the text.  It is easy to see 
how this would be a good discriminator.  Numbers are used in lab values, medication lists, as well 
as times and dates while not occurring as often in written descriptions and other types of narrative 
text.  Question marks, capitol letters, and white space gaps also help in distinguishing structured 
text from un-structured text.   
 
Another measure of the usefulness of the attributes is the features actual use rate.  The attribute 
usage represents the percentage of examples where the attribute was used.  Below in table 6.3 is a 
list of the top ten attributes in order of their usage.  The full list can be found in Appendix 12. 
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Table 6.3  Top Attributes by Usage  
Percent Usage Feature 
100%   QM 
94%   Slot 
93%   Bull 
90%   LNum 
79%   Colons 
63%   LSpc 
59%   Med 
57%   Caps 
53%   Gaps 
46%   FBar 
39%   Box1 
 
The occurrence of a question mark was the most used feature in the model.  This is shown in the 
tree fragment below in figure 6.17 where the feature QM is at the top of the decision tree, 
indicating it is the first attribute the tree splits on.    
QM > 0: 
:...Quest > 0: 
:   :...LNum > 0: NQU (10) 
:   :   LNum <= 0: 
:   :   :...Colons <= 0: 
:   :       :...SLow <= 0: QUE (268) 
:   :       :   SLow > 0: QUF (28) 
:   :       Colons > 0: 
:   :       :...UpSlot <= 0: HQU (4) 
:   :           UpSlot > 0: SLV (1) 
Figure 6.17  Decision Tree Fragment 
 
The entire tree can be found in Appendix 13.  This sample of the decision tree induced from the 
data can be easily interpreted if read with if-then statements.  For instance, “If there is a question 
mark in the line and there is a number in the line then the line is a numbered question.”  This is a 
rather simple rule, but some rules are more complex.  A slightly more complex statement 
embodied in this tree would be “If there is a question mark in the line, but no numbers, and no 
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colons, and the line starts with a lower case letter, the line completes a question starting from the 
previous line.”  QUF is the variable name for “question finisher.”  This rule covers 28 examples 
in the data with no errors.   
 
Once the decision tree was constructed, it was converted into executable code, which can be used 
programmatically.  The code for the tree segment shown above looks like the code in figure 6.18. 
    if QM > 0: 
        if Quest > 0: 
            if LNum > 0: cls = "NQU"; conf = 10 
            if LNum <= 0: 
                if Colons <= 0: 
                    if SLow <= 0: cls = "QUE"; conf = 268 
                    if SLow > 0: cls = "QUF"; conf = 28 
                if Colons > 0: 
                    if UpSlot <= 0: cls = "HQU"; conf = 4 
                    if UpSlot > 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 1 
Figure 6.18  Code Sample: Implemented Decision Tree 
 
The entire decision tree can be seen in the Classification module in Appendix 4. 
The module containing the executable rules from the decision tree was used in Python to predict 
the 5,055 line classes in the training data.  The performance results for using decision tree for this 
task are shown below in table 6.4 for the 10 most frequent classes in the test set.  The full list of 
classes and their results can be found in Appendix 14. 
Table 6.4 Accuracy Statistics Using Decision Trees 
Class Count Precision Recall F-Measure 
FRT 934 0.9789 0.9936 0.9862 
TBI 900 0.9944 0.9878 0.9911 
SLV 508 0.9882 0.9882 0.9882 
MLI 362 0.9564 0.9696 0.9630 
SLT 273 1.0000 0.9963 0.9982 
BTX 260 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
MNI 202 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
LIT 195 1.0000 0.9385 0.9683 
VLI 194 0.9897 0.9948 0.9923 
CLA 193 0.9742 0.9793 0.9767 
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The classes are presented in order of prevalence in descending order.  The number of occurrences 
is shown in the column labeled “Count.”  It is clear at first glance that decision trees perform 
better than the first approach based on fuzzy string matching.  The decision tree model achieved 
an overall prediction accuracy of 98.5% over the entire test set of 5,055 lines while the fuzzy 
string match only achieved an overall accuracy of 87%.  So, decision trees are shown to be a very 
effective method for determining the class of structure to which a line of text belongs.   
 
However, because the goals of this study include accurately identifying the structures in the text 
element ontology, the problem is only partially solved.  Now we need a parsing routine that can 
use the label applied in this step to invoke some method of extraction to finish the task. 
Table 6.5 shows the performance results for all classes with an F-measure below 0.9.   
Table 6.5  Performance Statistics Lower Performing Classes 
Class Count Precision Recall F-Measure 
ALI 6 0.8333 0.8333 0.8333 
NQS 4 0.8000 1.0000 0.8889 
NMS 3 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 
LDS 2 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000 
HQU 1 0.5000 1.0000 0.6667 
 
There are only five classes that did not achieve an overall F-measure of 0.9 or above.  Many 
classes achieved a perfect score.  The poor performers were all low prevalence classes, each 
occurring less than ten times in the entire test set.  The class ALI is alpha list item, or an item in a 
list that is delineated by an alpha character and some delimiter.  One line labeled ALI was 
misclassified as FRT causing one false negative.  Table 6.6 shows the classification errors for the 
lower performing classes.  The only feature that would distinguish FRT from ALI is the use of the 
delimiter after the delineating character.  The line in question was the following. 
A. Client may benefit from PT at CNH depending on improvement in mental status. 
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The “A.” in this case is the abbreviation for the section label “Assessment.”   
Table 6.6  Machine Learning Classification Errors 
Class Count TP FP FN 
ALI 6 5 1 1 
NQS 4 4 1 0 
NMS 3 2 1 1 
LDS 2 2 1 0 
HQU 1 1 1 0 
 
One line labeled NIT for numbered item was misclassified as a NQS, or numbered question stem.  
There is very little distinction between the two classes, as they both start with a number, and 
delimiter and have free text in them.   The length of the line is the only feature that would 
normally help distinguish between the two.  Numbered items normally do not extend to the end of 
the line, but this one did.  Another class with the same issue is NMS, or numbered stem.  This is a 
numbered item that continues on the next line of text.  Normally these lines are longer than most 
because the continuation.  There was one false positive when a NIT was classified as a NMS and 
a false negative when an NMS was classified as an NIT.   
 
The class LDS is an unusual and rare case where there is a label and then a double slot-value pair.  
The only this between the label and the two SLVs is a gap of white space.  There were only two 
of these in the dataset and one of them was misclassified as a DSV or double slot-value pair.  This 
could happen if the space between the label and the first slot name is not adequate making the 
label part of the first slot name.   
 
The last class in the list is HQU, or a question with a header at the beginning terminated by a 
colon.  The single existing instance of the HQU was properly classified but there was one false 
positive when a SLV was misclassified as an HQU.  Normally the absence of a question mark in 
the SLV should have been enough to distinguish it from the HQU, but in this line there were two 
stray question marks in the text triggering the HQU. 
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Overall the decision tree models performed well in the line-of-text classification task.  With an 
overall accuracy of 98.5% for machine learning, the answer to the second research question is the 
efficacy is very high for machine learning-based approach.  With and an accuracy of 87% for the 
fuzzy pattern matching method, it is clear the better method is machine learning.   
 
It appears that one of the reasons machine learning performs better is that the fuzzy string method 
may eliminate key features in the text, such as the appearance of a single colon, when it performs 
the string edits, so if a line only differs by that colon, it may be lost and the line misclassified.  
The superior performance of machine learning does depend on selecting informative features.  If 
information about the number of colons or their placement is not provided to the model, then 
results will suffer.  Great care was taken when selecting features for this task.  Features were 
selected not only base on prior work but by close examination of the text.  Of course, further 
examining the errors and looking for additional features that better inform classification models 
may improve overall performance.  However, the results of these initial experiments are very 
encouraging. 
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7.  CLOSING THE LOOP: CLASSIFYING MICRO AND MACRO STRUCTURES 
 
In this chapter, the unit of analysis changes from a line of text to the semi-structured text element.  
These text elements are often macrostructures, such as tables, that span multiple lines of text.  
However, it is also possible to have microstructures, such as several slot-value pairs on a single 
line.  Whatever the structure, the focus of this chapter is text element identification built on top of 
the line-of-text classifiers discussed in the prior chapters.  Since the machine learning-based line-
of-text classification approach was most effective, is serves as the basis for this third research 
objective.  So, the third study objective explored in this chapter can be restated as: 
How effective is a parsing and annotation method, based on a machine learning line-
of-text classifier, at identifying semi-structured text elements?  
  
7.1  A Practical Test 
Decision trees were shown in the previous chapter to be effective in labeling lines of text for 
structure based on a set of training examples. The final step in this study is to use these labels to 
accurately identify a sample of the higher-level structures defined in the CHIR's text element 
ontology.  For this task tables and slot-value pairs have been selected for a practical 
demonstration test.  These two structures were chosen because they represent the micro and 
macro relationship to a line of text.  While a line can contain a slot-value pair within a single line 
and each of the two parts, the slot and the value, must be extracted as separate units that are sub-
units of the line of text.  Tables however are macro structures consisting of multiple lines of text.  
A table usually has a title line, a line of column labels and at least one line of data that conforms 
to the column labels.  In this task tables must be extracted as a whole unit from beginning to end.  
  
The extraction process consists of identifying the start and stop offsets by character positions in 
the note and applying the appropriate structure label to the slice of text.  
could then use this annotation information downstream in an NLP pipeline for further processing.
 
As a means of conducting a practical test, the TagLine process has been implemented as a simple 
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 
client asking for structures to be identified in a note.  A plug
accommodate the requests from within an NLP pipeline.  It has been initial
work in the NLP system called General Application for Text Engineer
connection between the Tagline RPC Server and GATE 
Figure 7.1  TagLine Integration for GATE P
 
The user of a GATE pipeline application selects from a set of options in the Tag
this case “TB” and “SV” for tables and 
plug-in, a note is sent with the options selected to the RPC server.  The TagLine server reads the 
options, extracts the features from the note, uses the predictio
decision tree, applies class labels to the lines, send
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is illustrated below in figure 7.1
ipeline 
slot-value pair.  When the GATE pipeline executes the 
n module constructed from the 
s the text and labels to be parsed and returns 
 
a 
 implemented to 
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Line plug-in, in 
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information on the structures found.  In the case of a table, this information takes the form of 
“Table|2234|2267” with a vertical pipe as a delimiter, where the numbers represent the 
starting and ending character offsets of the structure as found in the note.  The GATE pipeline can 
then use this information to remove, extract or otherwise process the text identified by the 
annotations sent back. 
 
7.2 Data Characteristics 
The data used for this test is the exact same dataset used in the previous chapter on using machine 
learning-based line-of-text classification, consisting of the 47 notes in the test set.  A record was 
constructed noting the number of tables, slots and fillers in the 47 notes.  Table 7.1 below shows 
the occurrences of each item in the note set.  The complete itemized list showing the number of 
text elements by note can be found in Appendix 15. 
Table 7.1  Text Elements in Test Data 
Notes Tables Slots Fillers 
47 96 770 566 
 
The test set of notes has a total of 96 tables, 770 slots and 566 fillers for the slots.  Not all of the 
slots have fillers associated with them so the numbers of slots and fillers will not match.  As 
mentioned previously in this study, the occurrences of structures across notes vary greatly, even 
within similar note types.  Since the notes were selected at random, there are a couple of notes 
with no targets in them.  However, these notes are still useful since one concern in identifying 
items in information extraction is the occurrence of false positives.   
 
7.3  TagLine Annotation 
The TagLine annotation module takes input from the classification module and, based on the text 
element options selected by the user and the text line classification, parses the note and returns 
the annotation in the form of “ElementType|StartOffset|StopOffset.”  For each type 
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of structure indicated in the options, the annotation module loops through each line of the note 
looking for the appropriate line labels for the targeted structure.  When the proper line classes are 
encountered, parsing and annotation are executed. 
 
7.4  Detecting Tables 
Since tables are made up of multiple lines of text, an algorithm was developed to detect a 
sequence of lines that adhere to the definition of the object “table.”  A table is a collection of 
related entries, which are arranged in rows and columns.  There is usually a row of column labels 
that describe the content found in each row, vertically under the label.  There may also be a table 
header at the top of the structure describing the content of the table.  As mentioned earlier in this 
study, one of the challenges of extracting information from semi-structured data, is that the 
artifacts of the structure are not always reliable.  There may or may not be a table header or even 
column labels present for the table.  The only feature that is used to reliably identify a group of 
lines as a table is the presence of columns in the lines.  These columns do offer a formatting 
feature that can help identify them as belonging to a table.  There will be gaps between each 
column position in the line.  Most of the time these gaps are two or more spaces.  This is a feature 
that was used to classify lines as “table lines” in the previous chapter.  Generally, identifying a 
table in a progress note means finding the beginning of the table and the end of the table.  Since 
the text is labeled at the line level, we look for the first line and the last line of the table.  The first 
line could be either a table header, column labels, or if neither are present, the first table line.  The 
end of the table is the last table line in the sequence of lines.  Encountering a line that was not 
classified as a “table line” would signal the end of the table structure.   
Another challenge to identifying tables is the fact the sometimes a table line may be misclassified 
as free text or some other class.  If a the beginning of a table has been identified and a line in the 
middle of the table is classified as free text, it would prematurely trigger the table’s end and close 
off the boundaries of the table and erroneously start a new table at the next table line.  Since 
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machine learning is not a perfect solution for labeling the lines of text, a rule was included to 
allow for a one-line misclassification gap in the table.  Basically, this provides a simple look 
ahead mechanism for the parser.  While traversing the lines of text after a table beginning has 
been encountered, if a line is found that is not a table line, the end of table is marked, but held 
until the next line is checked.  If the line after the non-table line is a table line then the table end is 
cleared and the boundary of the table is extended until there are no more table lines.  In the event 
the next line is a table header or a column labels, then the current table is completed and a new 
table begins.  The logic for this algorithm is illustrated in pseudo code in figure 7.2 below. 
tableStart = -1 
tableEnd = 0 
tableLines = 0 
lineNum = 0 
for each line in note: 
  lineNum += 1 
  if tableStart > -1: 
    if missedOne == True: 
      if lineClass == TBH or CLA: 
        annotateTable(tableStart, tableEnd) 
        tableStart = lineNum 
        tableEnd = lineNum 
        tableLines = 0 
      if lineClass == TBL 
        tableLines += 1 
        tableEnd = lineNum 
        missedOne = False 
      if lineClass == otherClass:  
        annotateTable(tableStart, tableEnd) 
        tableStart = lineNum 
        tableEnd = lineNum 
        tableLines = 0 
    if missedOne == False: 
      if lineClass == TBH: 
        annotateTable(tableStart, tableEnd) 
 tableStart = lineNum 
 tableEnd = lineNum 
        tableLines = 0 
      if lineClass == CLA: 
        tableEnd = lineNum 
      if lineClass == TBL: 
        tableLines += 1 
        tebleEnd = lineNum 
  if tableStart < 0: 
    if lineClass == TBH or CLA: 
      tableStart = lineNum 
      tableEnd = lineNum 
    if lineClass == TBL: 
      tableStart = lineNum 
      tableLines = 1 
      tableEnd = lineNum 
    if lineClass == otherClass:  
      pass 
 
Figure 7.2  Pseudo Code for Table Annotation 
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Another constraint enforced by this method is that a table must have at least one table line (TBL) 
to be annotated as a table.  The function annotateTable() checks the value for tableLines and if 
there are no table lines counted, the variables are reset and no table is annotated. 
 
7.5  Method of Evaluation 
Typically in IE applications precision, recall and F-measure are used for evaluating the efficacy 
of an extraction effort.  These statistics are calculated based on how well the concept or item is 
correctly identified and the accuracy of the location of the item in the text.  An exact match 
requires that the concept is accurately named and the start and stop offsets are accurately 
identified.  If, however, the concept is correctly named but there are errors in the offsets, it is 
considered a partial match.  If a concept is not correctly named in the text, then it is a false 
positive and the offsets are not evaluated.  For instance, if a table is correctly identified in a note, 
but the parsing algorithm fails to recognize the column labels and sets the start offset on the next 
line, then this is a partial match.  The distinction between exact and partial matches makes clear 
how import line-of-text classification accuracy is to this process.  The parsing and extraction 
routines will be very sensitive to lines that are miss-classified.   
 
7.6  Evaluating TagLine Extraction 
The complete set of 47 notes was used in a GATE pipeline using the RPC server.  As the notes 
were processed, the server recorded the annotation actions.  The extraction results were compiled 
for evaluation.  Table 7.2 below summarizes performance of TagLine on tables, slots, and slot 
fillers. 
Table 7.2  TagLine Extraction Performance 
 ExactMatch  PartialMatch  
Structure Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure 
Tables 0.8750 0.8750 0.8750 0.9896 0.9896 0.9896 
Slots 0.9709 0.9974 0.9840 0.9735 1.0000 0.9865 
Fillers 0.9543 0.9965 0.9749 0.9560 0.9982 0.9767 
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TagLine performed well on slots and fillers.  There was little difference when evaluating 
performance on exact versus partial matching criteria.  However the difference is greater for 
tables indicating more difficulty in finding the boundaries of the tables.  There were 770 slots in 
the 126 notes used for the test.  TagLine found 768 of the slots matching the start and stop end 
points exactly.  The two remaining slots were found but the parsing routine failed to set the 
offsets properly.  One was due to colon placement in the string. Refer to figure 7.3 below. 
 
Figure 7.3  Annotation Example 1 
 
Figure 7.3 above shows the annotations highlighted for one of the test notes.  Slots are 
highlighted in green and fillers are in red.  The text line in the middle of the note “   (R): 0.7cm X 
0.5cm   (L): cm X cm” was marked as a DSV, or a double slot value.  The “(R):” is the slot, and 
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the filler is “0.7cm X 0.5cm.”  TagLine failed to parse the line appropriately for both of the slots 
and fillers.  So, while they were found, they were not considered exact matches.   
 
There were also 21 false positives for slots.  A total of 19 of the false positives were due to date 
entries across several notes that were misclassified as SLV.  Some examples of these dates are 
shown in figure 7.4 below. 
 
Figure 7.4  Annotation Example 2 
 
There were a total of 566 fillers in the 47 test notes.  TagLine successfully annotated all but one 
of the fillers, but there were 26 false positives, 19 associated with the date misclassifications 
mentioned above, resulting in a lower precision (0.9543) than recall (0.9965).    
 
There were a 96 tables distributed throughout the 26 test notes.  TAGLINE achieved an F-measure 
of 0.8750 for exact matching.  This performance is considerably lower than the number achieved 
for slots and fillers.  There is no single line-of-text class that constitutes a table.  A table consists 
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of several lines of more than one class.  At the beginning of the table may be a table header or the 
title of a table, but this is not always the case.  A table will almost always have a line of text for 
identifying the content in the columns.  This class was called CLA.  The CLA formatting is very 
similar to that of the rows of data it labels.  It normally has the same number of white space gaps, 
with close to the same line length.  There is usually some difference in the types of characters in 
the text at the column positions.  The CLA will usually have abbreviated names for the columns 
and the row cells in those rows could have any type of text information, such as a numerical value 
for a test or a date.  This can pose a challenge for a machine learning-based classifier to 
distinguish the difference between two such entries.  This distinction is important because a 
method needs to recognize the first line of a table.  Because these tables do not adhere to any 
strict format, the start rule for detecting the beginning line of a table is that it could be a table 
header, the column labels or the first row of data in the table (class TBI or table item).  A stop 
rule has to find the end point of the table.  Normally, this is the last row of table data in the table.  
If the parser is currently counting lines in the table as lines are being processed, and a line not 
classified as a TBI, then a flag is set signaling the possible end of the table.  However, a final 
determination is not made until the next line.  If this line is also a line that does not belong to a 
table, the stop rule is in effect and the table is annotated.  If, however, the line is another TBI 
class, then the stop flag is reset and the parser continues counting lines for the current table.  This 
is to reduce the sensitivity to lines misclassified in the middle of a table.  This simple look ahead 
mechanism allows for one table line to be misclassified without erroneously ending the table.  
The full logic involved can be seen in Appendix 5, which includes the code the annotation 
module. 
 
Of the 96 tables in the test set, 84 were matched exactly according to the start and stop codes.  Of 
the remaining 12 tables, 11 were identified with partial matches and one table was missed 
completely.  Many of the cases that were partial matches were due to CLA, or TBI lines being 
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misclassified as free text (FRT), causing the parser to miss that portion of the table.  In figure 7.5 
below, it can be seen that three lines in the table beginning with "URINALISYS PROFILE" were 
not annotated.  The first of the three is the column label and the next two descriptive entries did 
not conform the format of the other table lines and were labeled FRT.   
 
Figure 7.5  Annotation Example 3 
 
The missed lines should have been included as a part of the table just below it along with the 
table header above it as one long table (refer to figure 7.4).  However, because the lines “color 
yellow” and “ appeara sl cldy” do not conform to the format of the rest of the table, the 
table was partially captured in two parts.   
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In the next example in figure 7.6 below, the parser only missed the single line of table data shown 
in the text below. 
 (07/21/2007 21:50  PLASMA            BNP:         113.97 H*  pg/mL high: 100).    
 
Figure 7.6  Annotation Example 4 
 
Since one of the rules for tables is that a table must have at least one line of data, it was missed 
completely.  This line was also was misclassified as FRT.   
 
The algorithm for finding the start and stop offsets for a table works by examining each line in 
sequence and applying start and stop rules as specific cues appear in the line classes.  An 
allowance is made in the case that one line is misclassified, so tables are not broken apart.  
However, if more than one line is misclassified then the table will only be a partial match.  
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Making allowances for more than one misclassified line causes problems when tables are found 
stacked directly on top of another table.  In these cases, the two tables erroneously become one 
contiguous table.  These stacked tables occur frequently enough that it is better to err on the side 
of separation. 
 
While there were some tables that were only found as partial matches, the information in those 
tables is still usable.  Most of the time, the lines missed are the dates and other lines that did not 
have the same formatting as the column labels or the table lines.  Overall, TagLine performed 
well retrieving the annotations for slots and fillers, and recognizing tables at an acceptable level.  
While the performance on table needs to improve with respect to exact matches, this is a good 
start.  Currently no tool exists for annotating tables in medical progress notes, so TagLine 
provides a good starting point and will be immediately useful in the field.  More work can be 
done to improve the classification of table-related lines and in parsing so that table recognition is 
more complete. 
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8.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
Text analysis has become an important research activity in the VA.  Statistical text mining and 
natural language processing have been shown to be very effective tools for extracting useful 
information from medical documents.  However, neither of these techniques is effective at 
extracting the information stored in semi-structure text elements.  The focus of this dissertation is 
the development of new methods of identifying and extracting information from semi-structured 
text. 
 
A prototype system (TagLine) was developed as a method for extracting information from the 
semi-structured portions of the text using machine learning and Levenshtein approximate string 
matching.  Each of the modules in TagLine was outlined.   
 
The domain of this work was explored, outlining features of the VistA system used by the 
Veterans Administration.  The overall structure of medical progress notes was illustrated and 
explained, including various clinical note sections and the SOAP format.  The use of templates 
was discussed and examples were given to show the variation in the way semi-structured data is 
recorded in the notes. 
 
In research question one; the use of approximate string matching for labeling lines of text for 
semi-structured data was explored.  First, a method for developing a reference pattern dictionary 
was demonstrated.  Constructing this pattern dictionary is the equivalent of training a model in 
machine learning.  The patterns in the dictionary serve as the knowledge base learned from the 
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training examples and is used to determine the class of a line of text by comparing the reference 
patterns to the new coded strings of text.  The calculation of a similarity ratio based on the edit 
distance was demonstrated as a means of text classification.  Two ways of doing this were 
explored, one with the class of free text included in the reference patterns, with the line class set 
by the highest similarity score achieved on a comparison.  The other method left free text out of 
the reference patterns and considered ths class as the default, if a minimum similarity score of 
95% was not achieved.  This minimum score was derived by testing the sensitivity of values at 10 
levels from 90 to 99 percent.  The ability of both methods to learn was demonstrated by plotting 
the accuracy over 50 models of differing sample sizes.  Keeping the free-text class in the pattern 
dictionary proved to be the superior method, achieving an overall accuracy of 87% as compared 
to 78% on the other method.   
 
In research question two, an alternative method of line classification was explored using machine 
learning.  Features for the learning machine were suggested by prior work, as well as by 
examining the text, selecting those attributes that help distinguish the various classes of text lines.  
The classes were derived empirically from the text and guided by an ontology developed by the 
Consortium for Health Informatics Research (CHIR).  Over seventy classes were initially defined, 
but through refinement, were reduced to 58 classes.  Decision trees were induced using the C5.0 
algorithm and tested on 5,055 unseen lines of text.  To evaluate the performance of the decision 
trees, two learning curves were developed using this method.  The performance of the decision 
method was found to be superior to the fuzzy string match method on this task.  Decision trees 
achieved an overall accuracy of 98.5 percent, compared to the string match method, which only 
achieved an accuracy of 87 percent.  Overall, the results for line classification were very 
encouraging.   
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In research question three, a module for parsing and annotating semi-structured text elements was 
evaluated.  TagLine was evaluated at the macro level, on multi-line structures, and at the micro 
level, on within-line structures.  Tables were selected for the macro level and slot-value pairs 
were selected for the micro level test.  Results for slots and fillers were impressive.  The 
annotator achieved an F-measure of 0.9709 for exact matching criteria for slots and 0.9543 for 
fillers.   While the results for tables were not as impressive they were acceptable, achieving an F-
measure of 0.875 for exact matches and 0.9896 for partial matches.  Exact and partial matching is 
determined by the accuracy of the start and stop offsets that determine the boundaries of the item 
in the text.  Since even partial matches are likely to be useful in practice, the results were quite 
good. 
 
8.1 Study Contributions 
TagLine has been shown to be effective for identifying and extracting semi-structured text 
elements in medical progress notes.  This will enable researchers to use more of the information 
in the text than was possible before.  The information in the annotations can be stored in a 
database and used other analyses as fully structured data.  Semi-structured text elements could 
also be removed from the text so NLP can focus only on the free-text sections which may result 
in more accurate concept extraction in those sections, as well as faster processing times for each 
note.  The counts of these structures could be used as features in a machine learning approach for 
document classification tasks.  Finally, the information in these text elements can be better 
extracted and subjected to the same look-up processes as used in free-text NLP for a more 
complete concept extraction effort.   
 
The techniques used by TagLine could be extended for use on other types of documents.  Other 
features such as the HTML tags in web pages and the tags in XML documents could be used as 
features for finding specific structures or information.  By including a key word feature, TagLine 
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could be extended to do ad hoc concept extraction from the semi-structured text.  Only those 
structures that contained the search terms or concepts would be annotated and returned.   
 
This method should be easily adaptable to apply to the entire document.  If we have a domain 
expert spend a little time up front labeling documents as “keep” or “drop,” then we can train a 
model to do document selection.  
 
Finally, since more information can be extracted from the notes, more complete information is 
available for patient analysis or document classification.  This means researchers may be able to 
rely more on secondary data analysis than before.  This additional data could enable researchers 
to explore topics better and perhaps improve the healthcare for veterans easier and faster than 
before. 
 
8.2 Study Limitations 
This study suffers from two primary limitations.  First the dataset, while adequate for purposes of 
providing sufficient examples for developing and evaluating learning machines, it is still limited 
since the sample was taken from an existing study and may not include many note types and their 
specific challenges.  This tool will need to be tested and further developed to insure good 
generalizability.   It is also limited in that documents of the same nature may be formatted in 
ways different enough that the models already developed may not perform well on the line 
classification tasks.  Samples of documents with line labels from other hospitals need to be 
included in the corpus to train models that can be used throughout the VA.  One of the few 
assumptions about the data in machine learning is that the samples for training and testing are 
taken from similar distributions.  The documents from other hospitals may violate this 
assumption. 
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8.3  Future Work 
The parser in TagLine will need to be completed to include other types of structures like 
questions and checkboxes.  A feature that may improve TagLine’s performance is a “sectionizer,” 
which accurately determines the section of the note a line of text belongs too.  A sectionizer could 
also assist with NLP concept extraction, since knowing what part of the note you’re in could help 
define the topics and could help with word sense disambiguation.  With the addition of a 
sectionizer, TagLine could also be used for text reduction.  Creating annotated corpora for large 
studies is a very expensive and time-consuming endeavor.  It may be possible to save a 
significant amount of time and money spent on creating annotated data sets.  Human annotators 
would have smaller, more concentrated notes to cover if it is known that certain sections held no 
interest.  For instance, the drug lists or vitals could be removed from the notes before having them 
annotated.  This may increase productivity by shortening the time necessary to cover the note and 
decrease the likelihood of mental fatigue that occurs with longer notes, as well as reducing the 
amount of time spent on irrelevant documents.   
 
More note types need to be explored with TagLine , such as notes from other hospitals in the VA, 
to help insure performance is generalizable.  TagLine could be extended for ad hoc querying of 
the data in semi-structured text elements to be used for more targeted extraction efforts.  TagLine 
could also be extended to learn specific structures found in the notes.  Some templates are 
mandated throughout the VA and do not meet any of the specific definitions found in the text 
element ontology.  Templates are made of multiple lines of various classes.   TagLine could be 
extended to create a vertical map of the lines that make up the templates so the specific 
information in these templates could be targeted for extraction. 
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APPENDIX 1: TAGLINE EXTRACTOR MODULE 
 
 
The Extractor module breaks the note up into a list of lines and then iterates through the lines 
subjecting them a series of functions that extracts the features from the text.  It builds a new 
dataset from these features to be used in machine learning. The extractor functions are imported 
by this module, but it only calls those functions that are listed in a features document that is 
created by the C5.0 module. 
 
from LExtractors import * 
from CONFIG import * 
from TLUtilities import * 
import LExtractors 
 
 
class Extractor(object): 
    def __init__(self): 
                 
        self.getResources() 
 
       
    def getResources(self): 
        get = 'get' 
        tab = '\t' 
        self.features = [] 
        self.Extractors = [] 
        self.Header = '' 
         
         
        self.features = fileToList(LineFeatures) 
        self.Header = getHeader(self.features) 
 
         
        feats = self.Header.split(tab) 
 
        for feat in feats: 
            feat = feat.strip() 
            funct = get + feat 
            function = getattr(LExtractors, funct) 
            self.Extractors.append(function) 
 
        return True 
 
         
    def procNote(self, note): 
        self.noteData = [] 
        self.noteLines = [] 
             
        self.noteLines = note.splitlines(True) 
        self.linetext = () 
        index = 0 
        for line in self.noteLines: 
            self.lineText[index] = line 
            index += 1 
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        if 'RepPat' in features: 
            for line in self.noteLines: 
                codedLine = code(line) 
                codedLines.append(codedLine) 
                     
        self.lineData = self.getLineData(self.noteLines) 
 
        #return self.lineData, self.Header, self.noteLines 
        return self.lineData, self.Header, self.lineText 
             
 
         
    def getLineData(self,noteLines): 
        self.data = [] 
        codedPats = {} 
        print len(self.noteLines), 'lines' 
        #lFunct = '(line,noteLines)' 
             
        count = 0 
        for noteLine in self.noteLines: 
            LineID = '' 
            record = '' 
            lineFeats = '' 
            if len(noteLine) < 2: 
                pass 
                #print 'I passed on this one.' 
            else: 
                for function in self.Extractors: 
                    feature = function(noteLine,noteLines) 
                    record += str(feature) + tab 
 
 
                         
                record = record.strip(tab) 
                #record += end 
                self.data.append(record) 
                #print count 
                count += 1 
                         
             
        print 'This note had',len(self.noteLines),'lines' 
        return self.data 
 
 
********************************************************** 
#Extraction functions 
********************************************************** 
 
from __future__ import division 
from TLUtilities import * 
from CONFIG import * 
import re 
 
LastSect = 'None' 
lslSect = 0 
 
features = fileToList(LineFeatures) 
 
if 'Labs' in features or 'LabCt' in features: 
    labels = fileToDict(labelList,0,1) 
if 'RX' in features: 
    drugs = fileToList(RXList) 
if 'Med' in features: 
    medTerms = fileToList(MedTerms) 
if 'SHE' in features: 
    headers = fileToList(headers) 
if 'CPRS' in features: 
    cprs = fileToList(CPRSDict) 
if 'Abs' in features: 
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    Abrevs = fileToList(AbrevList) 
if 'Acro' in features: 
    Acros = fileToList(AcroList) 
if 'Sect' in features: 
    Sections = fileToDict(SectionLU,0,1) 
if 'Conc' in features or 'ConCt' in features: 
    SnomedLU = getPickle(cuiLU) 
    stopList = fileToList(StopList) 
if 'SType' in features: 
    semTypes = getPickle(SemanticTypeLookup) 
if 'SGrp' in features: 
    semGroups = getPickle(SemanticGroupLookup) 
if 'CosCls' in features: 
    from math import sqrt 
if 'LevCls' in features: 
    from Levenshtein import * 
    LevRefs = fileToDict(LevRefs) 
print 'All resources loaded and ready.' 
 
 
def getDocID(line,lines=[]): 
    id = '' 
    items = line.split(tab) 
    id = str(items[NoteIDIndex]) 
    return id 
 
def getNoteID(line,lines=[]): 
    id = '' 
    items = line.split(tab) 
    id = str(items[NoteIDIndex]) 
    return id 
 
def getLineID(line,lines=[]): 
    items = line.split(tab) 
    id = '' 
    id = str(items[LineIDIndex]) 
    l = items[1] 
    return l 
     
 
def getCls(line,lines=[]): 
    items = line.split(tab) 
    cls = items[clsIndex] 
    return cls 
     
     
def getText(line,lines=[]): 
    items = line.split(tab) 
    text = items[textIndex].strip(end) 
    return text 
 
def getNCls(line,lines=[]): 
    items = line.split(tab) 
    cls = items[clsIndex] 
    return cls 
 
def getStruct(line,lines): 
    cls = getCls(line) 
    struct = 'None' 
    if cls == 'FRT': 
        struct = 'Neg' 
    else: struct = 'Pos' 
    return struct 
 
         
def getLinPos(line,lines): 
    #ID = getDocID(line) 
    index = lines.index(line) 
    numLines = len(lines) 
    #print ID, index 
    lp = index/numLines * 1000 
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    pc = str(lp) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    pos = pcs[0] 
    return pos 
 
     
def getLLen(line,lines): 
    #text = line.strip() 
    l = len(line) 
    return l 
 
def getNLen(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    l = len(note) 
    return l 
 
def getTLen(line,lines): 
    l = 0 
    #text = line.strip() 
    text = line.strip() 
    l = len(text) 
    return l 
 
 
def getNumLin(lines):  
    l = 0 
    l = len(lines) 
    return l 
 
 
def getNAveLL(lines): 
    t = 0 
    n = len(lines) 
    for line in lines: 
        t += len(line) 
    av = t/n 
    pc = str(av) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    ave = pcs[0] 
    ave = int(ave) 
    if pcs[1][0] > 5: ave += 1 
    return ave 
 
 
def getICD(line,lines): 
    #text = line.strip() 
    text = line.strip() 
    code = 0 
    c = re.findall('ICD-9', text) 
    d = re.findall('ICD9', text) 
    f = re.findall('ICD 9', text) 
    code = len(c) + len(d) + len(f) 
    return code 
 
 
def getNICD(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    code = 0 
    c = re.findall('ICD-9', text) 
    d = re.findall('ICD9', text) 
    f = re.findall('ICD 9', text) 
    code = len(c) + len(d) + len(f) 
    return code 
 
def getDSM(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    code = 0 
    c = re.findall('DSM-4', text) 
    code = len(c) 
    return code 
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def getNDSM(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    code = 0 
    c = re.findall('DSM', note) 
    code = len(c) 
    return code 
 
def getMed(line,lines=[]): 
    m = 0 
    line = line.lower() 
    for item in medTerms: 
        if line.find(item) > -1: 
            #print 'Found', item 
            m += 1 
    return m 
 
 
def getNMed(lines): 
     
    for line in lines: 
        e = getMed(line) 
        m += e 
    return m 
 
 
def getSHE(line,lines): 
    s = 0 
     
    line = line.strip() 
    for hed in headers: 
        hed = hed.strip() 
        if line.startswith(hed): 
            s = 1 
        elif line == hed: 
            s = 1 
        elif line is hed: 
            s = 1 
        else: pass 
    return s 
 
 
 
def getFCap(line,lines): 
    f = 0 
    line = line.strip() 
    if line[0].isupper(): 
        if line[1].islower(): 
            f = 1 
        else: 
            f = 0 
    return f 
 
def getNFCap(lines): 
    f = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        if line[0].isupper(): 
            if line[1].islower(): 
                f += 1 
    return f 
 
 
def getCaps(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    cap = 0 
    for l in text: 
        if l.isalpha(): 
            if l.isupper(): 
                cap += 1 
    return cap 
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def getNCaps(lines): 
    cap = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        for char in line: 
            if char.isupper(): 
                cap += 1 
    return cap 
 
 
def getAllCap(line,lines=[]): # Check to see if .isupper() would do this 
    cap = 0 
    text = line.strip() 
    for l in line: 
        if l.isalpha(): 
            if l.isupper(): 
                cap = 1 
            else:  
                cap = 0 
                break 
        else: pass 
    return cap 
 
 
def getNAllCap(lines): 
    cap = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        for l in line: 
            if l.isalpha(): 
                if l.isupper(): 
                    pass 
                else:  
                    break 
                cap += 1 
            else: pass 
    return cap 
 
 
 
 
def getPCaps(line,lines): # Would count work for this? 
    length = len(line) 
    caps = 0 
    for l in line: 
        if l.isupper(): 
            caps += 1 
        else: pass 
    pcaps = caps/length * 100 
    pc = str(pcaps) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    cap = pcs[0] 
    return cap 
 
 
def getNPCaps(lines): # Would count work for this? 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    length = len(note) 
    caps = 0 
    for char in note: 
        if char.isupper(): 
            caps += 1 
        else: pass 
    pcaps = caps/length * 100 
    pc = str(pcaps) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    cap = pcs[0] 
    return cap 
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def getSlot(line,lines=[]): 
 
    t = line.strip() 
    l = 0 
    if t.endswith(':'): 
        l = 1 
    return l 
 
def getNSlots(lines): 
    l = 0 
    for line in lines: 
         if line.endswith(':'): 
             l += 1 
    return l 
 
def getUpSlot(line,lines=[]): 
    cs = 0 
    p = -1 
    hasText = 0 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = text.find(':') 
    if p > -1: 
       bit = text[:p] 
    else: return cs 
    if bit.isupper(): 
        cs = 1 
    return cs 
     
     
def getNUpSlts(lines): 
    cs = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        P = -1 
        P = line.find(':') 
        if P > -1: 
            bit = line[:P] 
            if bit.isupper(): 
                cs += 1 
        else: pass 
 
             
    return cs 
 
def getTitle(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    t = 0 
    if text.istitle(): 
        t = 1 
    return t 
 
 
def getNTitles(lines): 
    l = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        if line.istitle(): 
            l += 1 
    return l 
 
 
def getDigs(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    nums = 0 
    for l in text: 
        if l.isdigit(): 
            nums += 1 
    return nums 
 
def getNDigs(line,lines=[]): 
    nums = 0 
    for l in line: 
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        if l.isdigit(): 
            nums += 1 
    return nums 
 
 
def getPNum(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    length = len(text) 
    nums = 0 
    for l in text: 
        if l.isdigit(): 
            nums += 1 
        else: pass 
    pnums = nums/length * 100 
    pc = str(pnums) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    per = pcs[0] 
    return per 
 
def getNPNum(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    length = len(note) 
    nums = 0 
    for l in note: 
        if l.isdigit(): 
            nums += 1 
        else: pass 
    pnums = nums/length * 100 
    pc = str(pnums) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    per = pcs[0] 
    return per 
 
 
def getSpace(line,lines): 
    sp = 0 
    text = line.strip() 
    sp = text.count(' ') 
    return sp 
 
def getNSpc(lines): 
    sp = 0 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    sp = note.count(' ') 
    return sp 
 
 
 
def getPSpc(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    spaces = 0 
    length = 0 
    spaces = text.count(' ') 
    length = len(text) 
    pspc = spaces/length * 100 
    pc = str(pspc) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    per = pcs[0] 
     
    return per 
 
 
def getNPSpc(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    spaces = 0 
    length = 0 
    spaces = note.count(' ') 
    length = len(note) 
    pspc = spaces/length * 100 
    pc = str(pspc) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
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    per = pcs[0] 
 
    return per 
 
def getLSpc(line,lines=[]): 
    text = line.strip() 
    sp = 0 
    for l in text: 
        if l.isspace(): 
            sp += 1 
        else: break 
    return sp 
 
def getNLSpc(lines):  # Finish This 
    sp = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        for l in line: 
            if l.isspace(): 
                sp += 1 
 
    return sp 
 
 
def getOneSp(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    g = 0 
    count = 0 
    text = text.strip() 
    for char in text: 
        if char is ' ': 
            count += 1 
        elif char is not ' ': 
            if count == 1: 
                g += 1 
                count = 0 
    return g 
 
def getNOneSp(lines): 
    g = 0 
    count = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        text = line.strip() 
        for char in text: 
            if char is ' ': 
                count += 1 
            elif char is not ' ': 
                if count == 1: 
                    g += 1 
                    count = 0 
    return g 
 
 
def getTwoSp(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    g = 0 
    count = 0 
    text = text.strip() 
    for char in text: 
        if char is ' ': 
            count += 1 
        elif char is not ' ': 
            if count == 2: 
                g += 1 
                count = 0 
    return g 
 
 
def getNTwoSp(lines): 
    g = 0 
    count = 0 
    for line in lines: 
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        line = line.strip() 
        for char in line: 
            if char is ' ': 
                count += 1 
            elif char is not ' ': 
                if count == 2: 
                    g += 1 
                    count = 0 
    return g 
 
def getGaps(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    g = 0 
    count = 0 
    text = text.strip() 
    for char in text: 
        if char is ' ': 
            count += 1 
            if count == 3: 
                g += 1 
        else: count = 0 
    return g 
 
 
 
 
def getNGaps(lines): 
    g = 0 
    count = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        for char in line: 
            if char is ' ': 
                count += 1 
                if count == 3: 
                    g += 1 
            else: count = 0 
    return g 
 
 
 
def getSLow(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    l = 0 
    t = text.strip() 
    if t[0].islower(): 
        l = 1 
    return l 
 
def getNSLow(lines): 
    lowers = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        if getSLow(line) > 0: 
            lowers += 1 
    return lowers 
     
     
    
def getBull(line,lines=[]): 
 
    text = line.strip() 
 
    if text.startswith('-') or text.startswith('*') or text.startswith('>>'): 
        return 1 
    elif text.startswith('->') or text.startswith('+') or text.startswith('>'): 
        return 1 
    elif text.startswith('//'): 
        return 1 
    else: return 0 
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def getNBulls(lines): 
    b = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        i = getBull(line) 
        b += i 
    return b 
 
 
def getLNum(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = getText(line) 
    else: text = line 
    #num = r"(?:^[0-9a-zA-Z]{1,2}[-).]|[ ]{2}[0-9a-zA-Z]{1,2}[-).])" 
    num = r"(?:^[0-9]{1,2}[-).]|[ ]{2}[0-9]{1,2}[-).])" 
    renum = re.compile(num) 
    n = 0 
    i = [] 
    text = text.strip() 
    i = re.findall(renum,text) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        n = 1 
    return n 
 
def getNumed(lines): 
    n = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        t = getLNum(line) 
        n += t 
    return n 
 
 
def getMg(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = 0 
    pat = r"[0-9]+[ ]?[mMgG]{2}" 
    repat = re.compile(pat) 
    n = 0 
    text = text.strip() 
    i = re.findall(repat,text) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        m = i[0] 
        p = text.find(m) 
    return p 
 
def getNMGs(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    p = 0 
    pat = r"[0-9]+[ ]?[mMgG]{2}" 
    repat = re.compile(pat) 
    n = 0 
    i = re.findall(repat,note) 
    p = len(i) 
 
    return p    
 
def getSig(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    text = text.lower() 
    s = text.count('sig:') 
    return s 
 
 
def getNSigs(lines): 
    s = 0 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    note = note.lower() 
    note.count('sig:') 
    return s 
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def getFBar(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    text = text.strip() 
    c = text[0] 
    for char in text: 
        if char != c: 
            return 0 
    return 1 
 
 
def getNBars(lines): 
    bars = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        c = line[0] 
        for char in line: 
            if char != c: 
                break 
            else: 
                bars += 1 
    return bars 
 
 
def getQM(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('?') 
    return s 
 
def getNQM(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('?') 
    return s 
 
 
def getQPos(line,lines): 
    q = -1 
    text = line.strip() 
    q = text.find('?') 
    return q 
 
def getQuest(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    text = text.strip() 
    if text.endswith('?') is True: 
        return 1 
    else: return 0 
 
 
def getNQuest(lines): 
    q = 0 
    for text in lines: 
        text = text.strip() 
        if text.endswith('?') is True: 
            q += 1 
        else: pass 
    return q 
 
 
def getEndp(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    text = text.strip() 
    if text.endswith('.'): 
        return 1 
    else: return 0 
 
def getNEndp(lines): 
    q = 0 
    for text in lines: 
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        text = text.strip() 
        if text.endswith('.'): 
            q += 1 
        else: pass 
    return q 
 
 
 
 
 
 
def getParSet(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    l = -1 
    l = text.find("(") 
    if l > -1: 
        tex = text[l:] 
        r = tex.find(")") 
        if r > -1: 
            return l 
        else: return -1 
    else: return -1 
 
def getNParSet(lines): 
    sets = 0 
    for text in lines: 
        l = text.find("(") 
        if l > -1: 
            tex = text[l:] 
            r = tex.find(")") 
            if r > -1: 
                sets += 1 
        else: pass 
    return sets 
 
 
def getColons(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    c = 0 
    c = text.count(':') 
    return c 
 
def getNColons(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    c = 0 
    c = note.count(':') 
    return c 
 
 
 
 
def getCol1(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = text.find(':') 
    return p 
 
 
def getCol2(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = -1 
    p = text.find(':') 
    if p > -1: 
        tex = text[p+1:] 
        r = tex.find(':') 
        if r > -1: 
            s = r + p + 1 
    return s 
         
     
def getCol3(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
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    s = -1 
    p = text.find(':') 
    if p > -1: 
        text = text[p+1:] 
        r = text.find(':') 
        if r > -1: 
            text = text[r+1:] 
            q = text.find(':') 
            if q > -1: 
                s = p + r + q + 2 
                 
    return s     
 
 
 
def getDate(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    dates = 0 
    date1 = "(?:1[0-2]|0?[1-9])/(?:3[01]|[12][0-9]|0?[1-9])/[0-9]{4}[ \t]+(?:2[0-
3]|[01]?[0-9])[:.][0-5]?[0-9]" 
    date2 = "(?:1[0-2]|0?[1-9])[/.-](?:3[01]|[12][0-9]|0?[1-9])[/.-][0-9]{2}" 
    date3 = 
"(?:Jan|January|Feb|February|Mar|March|Apr|April|May|May|Jun|June|Jul|July|Aug|August|Sep
|September|Oct|October|Nov|November|Dec|December)[ \t]+(?:3[01]|[12][0-9]|0?[1-9]),[0-
9]{4}" 
    rd1 = re.compile(date1) 
    rd2 = re.compile(date2) 
    rd3 = re.compile(date3) 
    d1 = re.findall(rd1,text) 
    d2 = re.findall(rd2,text) 
    d3 = re.findall(rd3,text) 
    dates = max(len(d1),len(d2),len(d3)) 
 
    return dates 
 
def getNDates(lines): 
    d = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        d += getDate(line) 
    return d 
 
 
def getTime(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    ts = 0 
    time = "(?:1[0-2]|[1-9])[:][1-5]?[0-9][:.][1-5]?[0-9][ ]+(?:AM|PM)?|(?:[0-2][0-
9][:][0-5][0-9])" 
    tsPat = re.compile(time) 
    t = re.findall(tsPat,text) 
    ts = len(t) 
    return ts 
 
def getNTimes(lines): 
    ts = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        ts += getTime(line) 
    return ts 
 
def getFone(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    ph = 0 
    phone = "(?:[\(]?[1-9][0-9]{2}[\)\-. ]{1}[0-9]{3}[\-. ]{1}[0-9]{4})|(?:[ :][0-
9]{3}[\-. ]{1}[0-9]{4})" 
    phPat = re.compile(phone) 
    p = re.findall(phPat,text) 
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    ph = len(p) 
    return ph 
 
def getNFones(lines): 
    #note = ' '.join(lines) 
    ph = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        ph += getFone(line) 
    return ph 
     
     
 
 
 
def getYesNoOld(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    y = 0 
    t = text.lower() 
    t = t.strip() 
    if t.endswith('? yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('?  yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('?  no'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('? no'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith(': yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith(': no'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.find('? yes') > 0: 
        y = 1 
    if t.find('?  yes') > 0: 
        y = 1 
    if t.find('?  no') > 0: 
        y = 1 
    if t.find('? no') > 0: 
        y = 1 
    if t.find(': yes') > 0: 
        y = 1 
    if t.find(': no') > 0: 
        y = 1 
     
    return y 
 
 
def getYesNo(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    y = 0 
    t = text.lower() 
    t = t.strip() 
    if t.endswith('? yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('?  yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('?  no'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('? no'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('? yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('?  yes'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('?  no'): 
        y = 1 
    if t.endswith('? no'): 
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        y = 1 
     
    return y 
 
def getNYesNo(lines): 
    n = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        n += getYesNo(line) 
    return n 
 
 
def getSlash(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('/') 
    return s 
 
 
def getNSlash(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('/') 
    return s 
 
 
 
 
def getHyph(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    h = 0 
    h = text.count('-') 
    return h 
 
def getHyPos(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    text = text.strip() 
    text = text.lstrip('-') 
    p = text.find('-') 
    return p 
 
 
def getNHyphen(lines): 
    h = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        h += line.count('-') 
    return h 
 
 
 
 
def getBoxes(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    n = 0 
    box = r"[\[(]{1}[0-9X+ .]+?[\])]{1}" 
    rebox = re.compile(box) 
    text = text.strip() 
    b = re.findall(rebox,text) 
    n = len(b) 
    return n 
 
 
def getNBoxes(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    n = 0 
    box = r"[\[(]{1}[0-9X+ .]+?[\])]{1}" 
    rebox = re.compile(box) 
    text = note.strip() 
    b = re.findall(rebox,text) 
    n = len(b) 
    return n 
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def getBox1(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = -1 
    box = r"[\[(]{1}[xX+ ]?[\])]{1}" 
    rebox = re.compile(box) 
    n = 0 
    i = re.findall(rebox,text) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        n = i[0] 
        p = text.find(n) 
    return p 
 
def getBox2(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = -1 
    box = r"[\[(]{1}[xX+ ]?[\])]{1}" 
    rebox = re.compile(box) 
    n = 0 
    i = re.findall(rebox,text) 
    if len(i) > 1: 
        n = i[0] 
        m = text.find(n) 
        if m > -1: 
            n = i[1] 
            text = text[m+1:] 
            r = text.find(n) 
            if r > -1: 
                p = m + r + 1 
    return p 
 
 
 
def getBox3(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = -1 
    box = r"[\[(]{1}[xX+ ]?[\])]{1}" 
    rebox = re.compile(box) 
    n = 0 
    i = re.findall(rebox,text) 
    if len(i) > 2: 
        n = i[0] 
        m = text.find(n) 
        if m > -1: 
            n = i[1] 
            text = text[m+1:] 
            r = text.find(n) 
            if r > -1: 
                n = i[2] 
                text = text[r+1:] 
                s = text.find(n) 
                if s > -1: 
                    p = m + r + s + 2 
 
    return p 
 
 
def getDecs(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    d = 0 
    dec = r"[0-9]+[.]{1}[0-9]+" 
    redec = re.compile(dec) 
    i = re.findall(redec,text) 
    d = len(i) 
    return d 
 
def getNDecs(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    d = 0 
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    dec = r"[0-9]+[.]{1}[0-9]+" 
    redec = re.compile(dec) 
    i = re.findall(redec,note) 
    d = len(i) 
    return d 
 
 
 
 
def getDec1(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    n = -1 
    dec = r"[0-9]+[.]{1}[0-9]+" 
    redec = re.compile(dec) 
    i = re.findall(redec,text) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        p = i[0] 
        n = text.find(p) 
    return n 
 
def getDec2(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    n = -1 
    dec = r"[0-9]+[.]{1}[0-9]+" 
    redec = re.compile(dec) 
    i = re.findall(redec,line) 
    if len(i) > 1: 
        p = i[0] 
        r = text.find(p) 
        text = text[r+1:] 
        p = i[1] 
        s = text.find(p) 
        n = r + s + 1 
    return n 
 
 
def getDec3(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    n = -1 
    dec = r"[0-9]+[.]{1}[0-9]+" 
    redec = re.compile(dec) 
    i = re.findall(redec,text) 
    if len(i) > 2: 
        p = i[0] 
        r = text.find(p) 
        text = text[r+1:] 
        p = i[1] 
        s = text.find(p) 
        text = text[s+1:] 
        p = i[2] 
        t = text.find(p) 
        n = r + s + t + 2 
         
    return n 
 
 
def getStars(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('*') 
    return s 
 
 
def getNStars(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('*') 
    return s 
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def getBang(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('!') 
    return s 
 
def getNBangs(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('!') 
    return s 
 
 
 
def getAt(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('@') 
    return s 
     
def getNAts(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('@') 
    return s 
 
 
 
def getPound(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('#') 
    return s 
 
def getNPnds(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('#') 
    return s 
     
 
def getDS(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('$') 
    return s 
 
def getNDS(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('$') 
    return s 
 
def getPerc(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('%') 
    return s 
     
def getNPercs(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('%') 
    return s 
 
 
 
def getAmp(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
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    s = text.count('&') 
    return s 
 
 
def getNAmps(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('&') 
    return s 
     
def getPlus(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('+') 
    return s 
 
def getNPlus(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('+') 
    return s 
 
 
 
def getEqual(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count('=') 
    return s 
 
def getNEqual(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count('=') 
    return s 
 
 
 
def getApost(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count("'") 
    return s 
 
def getNApost(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count("'") 
    return s 
 
 
def getComp(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    g = 0 
    l = 0 
    l = text.count('<') 
    g = text.count('>') 
    s = g + l 
    return s 
     
 
def getNComps(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    g = 0 
    l = 0 
    l = note.count('<') 
    g = note.count('>') 
    s = g + l 
    return s 
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def getComma(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    s = 0 
    s = text.count(',') 
    return s 
     
def getNComma(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    s = 0 
    s = note.count(',') 
    return s 
 
 
def getPunc(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    p = 0 
    a = text.count('!') 
    b = text.count('?') 
    c = text.count(',') 
    d = text.count('.') 
    e = text.count(':') 
    f = text.count(';') 
    g = text.count("'") 
    p = a + b + c + d + e + f + g 
     
    return p 
     
 
def getNPunc(lines): 
    text = ' '.join(lines) 
    p = 0 
    a = text.count('!') 
    b = text.count('?') 
    c = text.count(',') 
    d = text.count('.') 
    e = text.count(':') 
    f = text.count(';') 
    g = text.count("'") 
    p = a + b + c + d + e + f + g 
     
    return p 
     
def getSpChar(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    sp = 0 
    a = text.count('/') 
    b = text.count('-') 
    c = text.count('*') 
    d = text.count('(') 
    e = text.count(')') 
    f = text.count('[') 
    g = text.count("]") 
    h = text.count('@') 
    i = text.count('#') 
    j = text.count('$') 
    k = text.count('%') 
    l = text.count('&') 
    m = text.count('+') 
    n = text.count("'") 
    o = text.count('=') 
    p = text.count('<') 
    q = text.count('>') 
 
    sp = a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i + j + k + l + m + n + o + p + q 
     
    return sp 
 
def getNSpChar(lines): 
    text = ' '.join(lines) 
    sp = 0 
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    a = text.count('/') 
    b = text.count('-') 
    c = text.count('*') 
    d = text.count('(') 
    e = text.count(')') 
    f = text.count('[') 
    g = text.count("]") 
    h = text.count('@') 
    i = text.count('#') 
    j = text.count('$') 
    k = text.count('%') 
    l = text.count('&') 
    m = text.count('+') 
    n = text.count("'") 
    o = text.count('=') 
    p = text.count('<') 
    q = text.count('>') 
 
    sp = a + b + c + d + e + f + g + h + i + j + k + l + m + n + o + p + q 
     
    return sp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
def getXes(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    x = 0 
    x = text.count('X') 
    return x 
 
def getNXes(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    x = 0 
    x = note.count('X') 
    return x 
 
 
def getParen(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    l = 0 
    r = 0 
    t = 0  
    l = text.count('(') 
    r = text.count(')') 
    t = l = r 
    return t 
 
def getNParen(lines): 
    text = ' '.join(lines) 
    l = 0 
    r = 0 
    t = 0  
    l = text.count('(') 
    r = text.count(')') 
    t = l = r 
    return t 
     
 
def getBrack(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    l = 0 
    r = 0 
    t = 0  
    l = text.count('[') 
    r = text.count(']') 
    t = l = r 
    return t 
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def getNBrack(lines): 
    text = ' '.join(lines) 
    l = 0 
    r = 0 
    t = 0  
    l = text.count('[') 
    r = text.count(']') 
    t = l = r 
    return t 
 
 
 
def getSBeg(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    sb = 0 
    beg = r"[.:?][ ]{1,2}[A-Z]|^[A-Z][a-z]" 
    begre = re.compile(beg) 
    text = text.strip() 
    i = re.findall(begre,text) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        p = i[-1] 
        sb = text.find(p) 
    return sb 
 
def getNSBeg(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    sb = 0 
    beg = r"[.:?][ ]{1,2}[A-Z]|^[A-Z][a-z]" 
    begre = re.compile(beg) 
    i = re.findall(begre,note) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        sb = len(i) 
    else: pass 
 
    return sb 
 
 
 
 
def getSEnd(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    e = 0 
    End = r"[a-zA-Z']{2}[.?!][ \r]" 
    endre = re.compile(End) 
    text = line.strip() 
    i = re.findall(endre,text) 
    if len(i) > 0: 
        e = len(i) 
    return e 
 
def getNSEnd(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    e = 0 
    End = r"[a-zA-Z']{2}[.?!][ \r]" 
    endre = re.compile(End) 
    i = re.findall(endre,note) 
    e = len(i) 
    return e 
 
 
def getAbs(line,lines=[]): 
    abs = 0 
    tokens = line.split() 
    for token in tokens: 
        t = token.strip() 
        if t in Abrevs: 
            abs += 1 
 
    return abs 
 
def getNAbs(lines): 
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    nabs = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        abs = getAbs(line) 
        nabs += abs 
    return nabs 
 
 
def getAcro(line,lines=[]): 
    a = 0 
    words = getWords(line) 
    for word in words: 
        if word in Acros: 
            a += 1 
    return a 
 
def getNAcro(lines): 
    a = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        s = getAcro(line) 
        a += s 
    return a 
 
 
 
def getReps(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    r = 0 
    for tLine in lines: 
        #tex = getText(tLine) 
        if text in tLine: 
            r += 1 
    return r  
 
def getNReps(lines): 
    reps = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        rep = getReps(line) 
        reps += rep 
    return reps 
 
 
def getRepPt(line,lines=[]): 
    x = 0 
    codedLine = code(line) 
    for codedText in codedLines: 
        sim = ratio(codedLine,codedText) 
        if sim > LevRef: 
            x = x + 1 
 
    return x 
 
 
def getNRepPt(lines):  
    x = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        m = getRepPt(line) 
        x += m 
 
    return x 
 
 
 
def code(line): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    codeText = '' 
    for char in text: 
        if char.isalpha(): 
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            data = 'A' 
        elif char.isdigit(): 
            data = 'N' 
        elif char.isspace(): 
            data = '*' 
        else:  
            data = char 
             
        codeText = codeText + data 
    return codeText 
 
 
def getNHomo(lines): 
    for line in lines: 
        codedLine = code(line) 
        codedLines.append(codedLine) 
    h = 0 
    total = 0.0 
    index = 0 
    for line1 in codedLines: 
        refline = line1 
        codedLines.pop(index) 
        index += 1 
        lineTotal = 0.0 
        numLines = 0 
        for line2 in codedLines: 
            numLines += 1 
            lineScore = ratio(line1,line2) * 100 
            lineTotal += lineScore 
        lineAve = lineTotal/numLines 
        total += lineAve 
    average = total/numLines 
         
    pc = str(average) 
    pcs = pc.split('.') 
    h = pcs[0] 
    return h 
     
 
 
def getToken(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    l = text.split(' ') 
    toks = len(l) 
    return toks 
 
 
def getNToken(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    l = note.split(' ') 
    toks = len(l) 
    return toks 
 
def getWrds(line,lines): 
    num = 0 
    w = getWords(line) 
    num = len(w) 
    return num 
 
 
def getNWords(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    num = 0 
    num = len(getWords(note)) 
    return num 
 
def getCPRS(line,lines=[]): 
    words = [] 
    num = 0 
    text = line.strip() 
    text = text.lower() 
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    tokens = text.split(' ') 
 
    for token in tokens: 
        tok = token.strip() 
        if tok in cprs: 
            words.append(tok) 
    num = len(words) 
    return num 
 
 
def getNCPRS(lines): 
    words = [] 
    num = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        text = line.strip() 
        text = text.lower() 
        tokens = text.split(' ')         
        for token in tokens: 
            tok = token.strip() 
            if tok in cprs: 
                words.append(tok) 
    num = len(words) 
    return num 
     
     
def getWords(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    words = [] 
    tokens = text.split(' ') 
    for token in tokens: 
        tok = token.strip() 
        if tok.isalpha(): 
            words.append(tok) 
    return words 
 
 
def getUWord(line,lines): 
    uwords = [] 
    words = getWords(line) 
    for word in words: 
        if word not in uwords: 
            uwords.append(word) 
    u = len(uwords) 
    return u 
 
 
def getNUWords(lines): 
    uwords = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        words = getWords(line) 
        for word in words: 
            if word not in uwords: 
                uwords.append(word) 
    u = len(uwords) 
    return u 
 
 
def getLabCt(line,lines=[]): 
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    labCt = 0 
    text = text.strip() 
    spans = text.split('  ') 
    for span in spans: 
        i = span.find(':') 
        if i > 0: 
            header = span[:i] 
            header = header.lower() 
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            header = header.lstrip('-') 
            header = header.lstrip('*') 
            header = header.lstrip('->') 
            for char in header: 
                if char.isalpha() or char in ['(','[']: 
                    break 
                else: 
                    header = header[1:] 
 
            header = header.strip() 
            char = header[-2:-1] 
            if char.isalpha(): 
                #if header in labels.keys(): 
                labCt += 1 
                #print header 
                 
    return labCt 
 
 
 
def getNLabCt(lines): 
    labCt = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        labCt += getLabCt(line) 
     
    return labCt 
 
 
 
 
def getLabs(line,lines): # Label Dict not ready yet 
    line = line.strip() 
    numLabels = 3 
    labCount = 0 
    labs = '' 
    line = line.strip() 
    spans = line.split('  ') 
    for span in spans: 
        i = span.find(':') 
        if i > 0: 
            header = span[:i] 
            header = header.lower() 
            header = header.lstrip('-') 
            header = header.lstrip('*') 
            header = header.lstrip('->') 
            for char in header: 
                if char.isalpha() or char in ['(','[']: 
                    break 
                else: 
                    header = header[1:] 
            header = header.strip(':') 
            header = header.strip() 
            char = header[-2:-1] 
            if char.isalpha(): 
                #print header 
                if header in labels.keys():  
                    labCount += 1 
                    labs += header + tab 
                    if labCount == 3: 
                        break 
     
    if labCount < numLabels: 
        left = numLabels - labCount 
 
    for step in range(left): 
        labs += 'None' + tab 
     
    labs = labs.strip(tab) 
    return labs 
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def getNLabs(lines):# Label Dict not ready yet 
    labs = '' 
    headers = {} 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        spans = line.split('  ') 
        for span in spans: 
            i = span.find(':') 
            if i > 0: 
                header = span[:i] 
                header = header.lower() 
                header = header.lstrip('-') 
                for char in header: 
                    if char.isalpha() or char in ['(','[']: 
                        break 
                    else: 
                        header = header[1:] 
                header = header.strip() 
                char = header[-2:-1] 
                if char.isalpha(): 
                    #print header 
                    #if header in labels.keys(): 
                    if header in headers.keys(): 
                        headers[header] += 1 
                    else: 
                        headers[header] = 1 
                else: pass 
     
     
    #items = [(v, k) for k, v in headers.items()] 
    #items.sort() 
    #items.reverse() 
    #headers = [(k, v) for v, k in items] 
    names = headers.keys() 
    #names.sort() 
    #names.reverse() 
    labs = '' 
    if numNLabels > len(headers): 
        diff = numNLabels - len(headers) 
        cCount = len(headers) 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            lab = names[step] 
            #print lab 
            #print conc, concepts[conc] 
            labs += lab + tab 
     
        for step in range(diff): 
            labs += 'None' + tab 
             
    else: 
        for step in range(numNLabels): 
            lab = names[step] 
            #print lab 
            #print conc, concepts[conc] 
            labs += lab + tab 
    labs = labs.strip(tab) 
    return labs 
 
 
 
def getSect(line,lines=[]): #Don't use 
    global LastSect 
     
    if line.count(tab) > 0: 
        text = line.strip() 
    else: text = line 
    s = 'None' 
    global lslSect 
    line = line.lower() 
    line = line.strip() 
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    for key in Sections.keys(): 
        if line.startswith(key): 
            s = Sections[key] 
            LastSect = s 
            break 
        else: pass 
    if s == 'None': 
        lslSect += 1 
    else:  
        lslSect = 0 
    #out = s + tab + str(lslSect) + tab 
    return s 
 
 
def getNSects(lines): #Don't use 
    c = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        if getSect(line) == 'None': 
            pass 
        else: 
            c += 1 
    return c 
 
def getLaSec(line,lines): 
    l = LastSect 
    return l 
 
def getLLSec(line,lines): 
    return lslSect 
 
 
def getRX(line,lines=[]): 
    d = 0 
    if line.count('\t') == 0: 
        text = line 
    else: 
        text = line.strip() 
    text = text.strip() 
    text = text.replace(',','') 
    text = text.lower() 
    for char in text: 
        if char.isalpha(): 
            break 
        else: 
            text = text.lstrip(char) 
    if text.startswith('non-va'): 
        text = text.strip('non-va') 
        text = text.strip() 
    #print line 
    terms = text.split(' ') 
    if len(terms) == 1: 
        one = terms[0].lower() 
        if one in drugs: 
            d = 1 
            #print 'found drug', one 
    elif len(terms) > 1: 
        one = terms[0].lower() 
        two = terms[0].lower() + ' ' + terms[1].lower() 
        if one in drugs: 
            d = 1 
            #print 'found drug', one 
            return d 
        elif two in drugs: 
            d = 1 
            #print 'found drug', two 
            return d 
         
    return d 
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def getNRX(lines): 
    d = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        s = getRX(line) 
        d = d + s 
         
    return d 
 
 
 
def getConCt(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    concepts = [] 
    words = text.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz += ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in SnomedLU: 
                concept = SnomedLU[fraz] 
                if concept not in concepts: 
                    concepts.append(concept) 
                 
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
             
    count = len(concepts) 
    return count 
 
 
 
def getNConCt(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    concepts = [] 
    count = 0 
    words = note.split(' ') 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
            fraz += ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
 
            if fraz in SnomedLU: 
                #print fraz 
                concept = SnomedLU[fraz] 
                if concept not in concepts: 
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                    concepts.append(concept) 
 
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
             
    count = len(concepts) 
    return count 
 
def getConc(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    terms = [] 
    words = text.split() 
    for word in words: 
        term = '' 
        word = word.lower() 
        if word.isdigit(): 
            pass 
        else: 
            for char in word: 
                if char.isalpha(): 
                    term += char 
            if len(term) > 0: 
                terms.append(term) 
    words = terms 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'C0000000' 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz += ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            #print 'There are ',len(SnomedLU.keys()), 'items in the dictionary' 
            if fraz in SnomedLU: 
                concept = SnomedLU[fraz] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    return concept 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
 
    return concept 
 
 
 
 
def getNConc(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    terms = [] 
    words = note.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    for word in words: 
        term = '' 
        word = word.lower() 
        if word.isdigit(): 
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            pass 
        else: 
            for char in word: 
                if char.isalpha(): 
                    term += char 
            if len(term) > 0: 
                terms.append(term) 
    #note = ' '.join(terms) 
    concepts = {} 
    #words = note.split() 
    words = terms 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    count = 0 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
 
            if fraz in SnomedLU: 
                concept = SnomedLU[fraz] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    if concept in concepts: 
                        concepts[concept] += 1 
                    else: 
                        concepts[concept] = 1 
                else: 
                    pass 
 
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
    items = [(v, k) for k, v in concepts.items()] 
    items.sort() 
    items.reverse() 
    concepts = [(k, v) for v, k in items] 
    concs = '' 
    if numNConcepts > len(concepts): 
        diff = numNConcepts - len(concepts) 
        cCount = len(concepts) 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            conc = concepts.pop(0) 
            c = conc[0] 
            #print c, concepts[c] 
            concs += c + tab 
        for step in range(diff): 
            concs += 'None' + tab                     
             
    else: 
        cCount = numNConcepts 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            conc = concepts.pop(0) 
            c = conc[0] 
            concs += c + tab 
   
    concs = concs.strip(tab) 
 
    return concs 
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def getNConcNew(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    terms = [] 
    concepts = {} 
    words = note.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    for word in words: 
        term = '' 
        word = word.lower() 
        if word.isdigit(): 
            pass 
        else: 
            for char in word: 
                if char.isalpha(): 
                    term += char 
        if len(term) > 0: 
            terms.append(term) 
    finTerms = [] 
    for term in terms: 
        if term in stopList: 
            pass 
        else: 
            finTerms.append(term) 
    #spit(terms) 
    firat = 0 
    second = 1 
 
 
    count = 0 
    for term in finTerms: 
        concept = 'None' 
        #if term in SnomedLU.keys(): 
        if term in SnomedLU: 
            concept = SnomedLU[term] 
            if concept in concepts: 
                concepts[concept] += 1 
            else: 
                concepts[concept] = 1 
                count += 1 
 
    items = [(v, k) for k, v in concepts.items()] 
    items.sort() 
    items.reverse() 
    concepts = [(k, v) for v, k in items] 
    concs = '' 
    if numNConcepts > len(concepts): 
        diff = numNConcepts - len(concepts) 
        cCount = len(concepts) 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            conc = concepts.pop(0) 
            c = conc[0] 
            #print c, concepts[c] 
            concs += c + tab 
        for step in range(diff): 
            concs += 'None' + tab 
 
    else: 
        cCount = numNConcepts 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            conc = concepts.pop(0) 
            c = conc[0] 
            concs += c + tab 
 
    concs = concs.strip() 
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    return concs 
 
 
 
 
 
def getSType(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    type = 'None' 
    words = text.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in semTypes: 
                type = semTypes[fraz] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    return type 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
 
    return type 
     
     
     
def getNSType(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    types = {} 
    type = 'None' 
    typs = '' 
    words = note.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    count = 0 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in semTypes: 
                type = semTypes[fraz] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
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                if set: 
                    if type in types: 
                        types[type] += 1 
                    else: 
                        types[type] = 1 
                        type = 'None' 
                        set = 0 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
             
                 
    #items = [(v, k) for k, v in types.items()] 
    #items.sort() 
    #items.reverse() 
    #items = [(k, v) for v, k in items] 
    items = types.keys() 
    typs = '' 
    if numNSTypes > len(types): 
        diff = numNSTypes - len(types) 
        cCount = len(types) 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            typ = items[step] 
            typs += typ + tab 
        for step in range(diff): 
            typs += 'None' + tab                     
             
    else: 
        cCount = numNSTypes 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            typ = items[step] 
            #print conc, concepts[conc] 
            typs += typ + tab 
   
    typs = typs.strip() 
 
    return typs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
def getNSTypCt(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    sCount = 0 
    types = [] 
    words = note.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in semTypes: 
                type = semTypes[fraz] 
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                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    if type not in types: 
                        types.append(type) 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
             
    sCount = len(types) 
    return sCount 
 
 
 
def getSGrp(line,lines): 
    text = line.strip() 
    type = 'None' 
    group = 'None' 
    words = text.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in semTypes: 
                type = semTypes[fraz] 
                group = semGroups[type] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    return group 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
 
    return group 
 
 
def getNSGrpCt(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    gCount = 0 
    groups = [] 
    words = note.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
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    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in semTypes: 
                type = semTypes[fraz] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    group = semGroups[type] 
                    if group not in groups: 
                        groups.append(group) 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
    gCount = len(groups) 
    return gCount 
 
 
 
def getNSGrp(lines): 
    note = ' '.join(lines) 
    grp = '' 
    groups = {} 
    type = 'None' 
    typs = '' 
    words = note.split() 
    length = len(words) 
    start = 0 
    stop = 0 
    concept = 'None' 
    count = 0 
    set = 0 
    if length < 5: 
        stop = length 
    else: stop = 5 
         
    while length > 0: 
        fraz = '' 
        for step in range(start, stop): 
             
            fraz = ' ' + words[step] 
            fraz = fraz.strip() 
            fraz = fraz.lower() 
            if fraz in semTypes: 
                type = semTypes[fraz] 
                set = 1 
            else:  
                if set: 
                    group = semGroups[type] 
                    if group in groups: 
                        groups[group] += 1 
                    else: 
                        groups[group] = 1 
                        group = 'None' 
                else: 
                    pass 
                     
        words.pop(0) 
        length = len(words) 
        if length < 5: 
            stop = length 
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    #items = [(v, k) for k, v in groups.items()] 
    #items.sort() 
    #items.reverse() 
    items = groups.keys() 
    #groups = [(k, v) for v, k in items] 
    grps = '' 
    if numNSGrps > len(groups): 
        diff = numNSGrps - len(groups) 
        cCount = len(groups) 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            grp = items[step] 
            #print typ, types[typ] 
            grps += grp + tab 
        for step in range(diff): 
            grps += 'None' + tab                     
             
    else: 
        cCount = numNSGrps 
        for step in range(cCount): 
            grp = items[step] 
            #print conc, concepts[conc] 
            grps += grp + tab 
   
    grps = grps.strip(tab) 
 
    return grps 
 
 
 
 
 
# Only used when Levenshtein class is a feature in machine learning 
def getLevCls(line,lines): 
    from Extractor import refPats 
    c = 'FRT'   
    s = 0 
    p = code(line) 
    #print 'There are',len(refPats), 'patterns' 
    for pat in refPats: 
        #print p, pat 
        n = ratio(p, pat) 
        #n = getSimScore(p, pat) 
 
        if n > s: 
            s = n 
            c = refPats[pat] 
    #print s, c 
    if s > LevRef: 
        return c 
    else: 
        return 'FRT' 
         
 
 
def scalar(vector): 
  total = 0 
  for feature, val in vector.items(): 
    total += val * val 
  return sqrt(total) 
 
def similarity(A,B): # A and B are collections 
  total = 0  
  for feat in A: # kind of coin 
    if feat in B: 
      total += A[feat] * B[feat] 
  return float(total) / (scalar(A) * scalar(B)) 
 
 
 
# Not used yet 
def getCosCls(dataLines): 
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    text = line.strip() 
    cls = 'None' 
    scores = {} 
 
 
 
    current = {} 
    new = {} 
    #values = dataLine.split(tab) 
    feats = features.split(tab) 
    index = 0 
    numFeats = len(feats) 
    for index in range(numFeats): 
        if index > 3: 
            feat = feats[index] 
            value = values[index] 
            if value.isdigit(): 
                current[feat] = value 
        index += 1 
     
    for dataLine in dataLines: 
        items = dataLine.split(tab) 
        cls = items[clsIndex] 
        index = 0 
        numItems = len(items) 
        for index in range(numItems): 
            if index > 3: 
                item = items[index] 
                feat = feats[index] 
            if item.isdigit(): 
                new[feat] = item 
            index += 1 
 
    sim = similarity(current, new) 
    scores[sim] = cls 
         
         
    for score in scores.keys(): 
        m = 0 
        if score > m: 
            m = score 
    cls = scores[m] 
         
    return cls 
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APPENDIX 2: C.5 MODULE 
 
 
 
The C5.0 module is a wrapper for an two executable console applications compiled from the 
original code written by Ross Quinlan, the author of the algorithm.  One executable trains a 
model and builds the tree, the other uses a model to predict new samples.  Various functions are 
provided that vary the options the console apps take to provide rich functionality.  One peculiarity 
of C5.0 is that is requires data to be recorded in a very specific format, not unlike the formats 
used in Weka.  For this reason, additional functions had to be written to convert the data from the 
extraction module to Quinlan's format and write them out to files.  Progressive delays had to be 
written into this module to accommodate the time required to finish writing the files to disk.  
While this is less than ideal, it is very functional. 
 
import subprocess, os 
import time 
 
col = ':' 
tab = '\t' 
end = '\n' 
 
resultDir = 'Results\\' 
modelDir = 'Models\\' 
dataDir = 'Data\\' 
tempDir = 'temp\\' 
clsDir = 'Classifiers\\' 
 
SUBSET = 0 
BANDS = 0 
numBands = 10 
BOOST = 0 
TRIALS = 0 
numTrials = 6 
WINNOW = 1 
SAMPLING = 0 
percent = 70 
SEED = 1 
SeedVal = 5 
XVAL = 0 
folds = 10 
NOGPRUNE = 0 
PRUNECF = 1 
CFVal = 20 
MINCASES = 1 
Cases = 1 
FUZZY = 0 
IGNORECOSTS = 1 
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def getOptions(): 
 
    options = '' 
 
    if SUBSET: options += ' -s ' 
    if BANDS: options += ' -u ' + str(numBands) 
    if BOOST: options += ' -b ' 
    if TRIALS: options += ' -t ' + str(numTrials) 
    if WINNOW: options += ' -w ' 
    if SAMPLING: options += ' -S ' + str(percent) 
    if SEED: options += ' -I ' + str(SeedVal) 
    if XVAL: options += ' -X ' + str(folds) 
    if NOGPRUNE: options += ' -g ' 
    if PRUNECF: options += ' -c ' + str(CFVal) 
    if MINCASES: options += ' -m ' + str(Cases) 
    if FUZZY: options += ' -p ' 
    if IGNORECOSTS: options += ' -e ' 
     
    return options 
 
 
def makeTree(name, dataDir, modelDir, ops = ''): 
    if len(ops) > 0: 
        options = ops 
    else: options = getOptions() 
    modelOut = '-' 
    #strt = 'start /B See5X ' 
    strt = 'start /B C5F ' 
    f = '-f ' 
    set = f + dataDir + name 
     
    modelOut = ' >' + modelDir + name + '.model' 
    modelFile = modelDir + name + '.model' 
    treeFile = dataDir + name + '.tree' 
    try: 
        subprocess.call(strt + set + options + modelOut, shell = True) 
 
    except Exception: 
        print 'Sorry, There was a problem creating the model.' 
        print strt + set + talg + mops + modelOut 
     
    q = open(modelFile, 'r') 
    file = q.read() 
    l = len(file) 
    q.close() 
    if l > 120: 
        print 'Model Created!!' 
    else: 
        time.sleep(1) 
        print 'Second try..' 
        q = open(modelFile, 'r') 
        file = q.read() 
        l = len(file) 
        q.close() 
        if l > 120: 
            print 'Model Created!!' 
        else: 
            print 'Could not verify model file',  modelFile 
 
    q = open(treeFile, 'r') 
    file = q.read() 
    l = len(file) 
    q.close() 
    if l > 120: 
        print 'Tree Created!!' 
    else: 
        time.sleep(1) 
        print 'Second try..' 
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        q = open(treeFile, 'r') 
        file = q.read() 
        l = len(file) 
        q.close() 
        if l > 120: 
            print 'Model Created!!' 
        else: 
            print 'Could not verify Tree file',  treeFile 
 
 
    return modelFile, treeFile 
 
 
 
 
 
def makeRules(name, dataDir, modelDir, ops = ''): 
    if len(ops) > 0: 
        options = ops 
    else: options = getOptions() 
    modelOut = '-' 
    #strt = 'start /B See5X ' 
    strt = 'start /B C5F ' 
    f = '-f ' 
    set = f + dataDir + name + ' -r ' 
    modelOut = ' >' + modelDir + name + '.model' 
    modelFile = modelDir + name + '.model' 
    ruleFile = dataDir + name + '.rules' 
     
    try: 
        subprocess.call(strt + set + options + modelOut, shell = True) 
    except Exception: 
        print 'Sorry, There was a problem creating the model.' 
        print strt + set + options + modelOut 
     
 
    q = open(modelFile, 'r') 
    file = q.read() 
    l = len(file) 
    q.close() 
    if l > 120: 
        print 'Model Created!!' 
    else: 
        time.sleep(1) 
        print 'Second try..' 
        q = open(modelFile, 'r') 
        file = q.read() 
        l = len(file) 
        q.close() 
        if l > 120: 
            print 'Model Created!!' 
        else: 
            print 'Could not verify model file',  modelFile 
 
 
    q = open(ruleFile, 'r') 
    file = q.read() 
    l = len(file) 
    q.close() 
    if l > 120: 
        print 'Rules Created!!' 
    else: 
        time.sleep(1) 
        print 'Second try..' 
        q = open(ruleFile, 'r') 
        file = q.read() 
        l = len(file) 
        q.close() 
        if l > 120: 
            print 'Model Created!!' 
        else: 
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            print 'Could not verify Tree file',  treeFile 
 
    return modelFile, ruleFile 
     
     
     
 
 
def predict(model, dataDir, resultsDir, listRules = 1, rulesOut = 1): 
    op = '' 
    bites = model.split('\\') 
    parts = bites[1].strip() 
    bits = parts.split('.') 
    name = bits[0] 
    type = bits[1] 
    if type == 'rules': 
        cFile = dataDir + name + '.rules' 
        if listRules == 1: 
            op = ' -R ' 
        else: op = ' -r ' 
        if rulesOut == 1: 
            op += ' -x ' 
    else: cFile = dataDir + name +'.tree' 
    casesFile = dataDir + name + '.cases' 
 
    c = open(casesFile, 'r') 
    exLines = c.readlines() 
    c.close() 
    if len(exLines) > 2: 
        print len(exLines), 'in cases file' 
    else: 
        print 'The cases file', casesFile, 'was not found.' 
             
    go = 0 
    f = '-f ' 
    strt = 'start /B See5Sam ' 
    resultsOut = '>' + resultDir + name + '.results' 
    resultsFile = resultDir + name + '.results' 
    set = f + dataDir + name 
 
    b = open(cFile) 
    note = b.read() 
    b.close() 
    if len(note) > 120: 
        go = 1 
    else: 
        time.sleep(1) 
        print 'Second try..' 
        q = open(ruleFile, 'r') 
        file = q.read() 
        l = len(file) 
        q.close() 
        if l > 120: 
            go = 1 
        else: 
            print 'Could not verify Tree file',  treeFile 
         
    if go == 1: 
        try: 
            subprocess.call(strt + set + op + resultsOut, shell = True) 
        except Exception: 
            print 'Sorry, There was a problem creating the model.' 
            print strt + set + op + resultsOut 
     
 
    q = open(resultsFile, 'r') 
    file = q.read() 
    l = len(file) 
    q.close() 
    if l > 120: 
        print 'Results Recorded!!' 
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    else: 
        time.sleep(1) 
        print 'Second try..' 
        q = open(resultsFile, 'r') 
        file = q.read() 
        l = len(file) 
        q.close() 
        if l > 120: 
            print 'Results Recorded!!' 
        else: 
            print 'Could not verify results file',  resultsFile 
 
     
    return resultsFile 
     
 
 
 
def toCases(name, lines): 
 
    casesFile = tempDir + name + '.cases' 
 
    d = open(casesFile, 'w') 
 
    index = 0 
    dataLines = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        index += 1 
        items = line.split(tab) 
        dataline = str(index) + ',' + ','.join(items) + '.' + end 
        dataLines.append(dataline) 
             
    for line in dataLines:         
        d.write(line) 
         
    d.close() 
 
    return casesFile 
 
 
def convertData(name, lines, head, ignores = [], clsIndex = 2, splits = 0): 
    atts = [] 
 
    nameFile = 'data/' + name + '.names' 
    dataFile = 'data/' + name + '.data' 
    testFile = 'data/' + name + '.test' 
 
    n = open(nameFile, 'w') 
    d = open(dataFile, 'w') 
     
    header = head 
    atts = header.split(tab) 
    target = atts[clsIndex] 
    n.write(target + '.' + end + end) 
    n.write('Index:' + tab + tab + 'label.' + end) 
    numAtts = len(atts) 
 
    for i in range(numAtts): 
        att = atts[i] 
         
        if att in ignores: 
            type = 'ignore' 
        else: 
            type = 'continuous' 
         
        for line in lines: 
            items = line.split(tab) 
            val = items[i] 
            if val.startswith('-'): 
                val = val.lstrip('-') 
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            if val.isdigit(): 
                pass 
            else:  
                type = 'discrete' 
                break 
        if type == 'continuous' or type == 'ignore': 
            n.write(att + col + tab + tab + type + '.' + end) 
        else: 
            classes = [] 
            for line in lines: 
                items = line.split(tab) 
                attVal = items[i].strip() 
                if attVal not in classes: 
                    classes.append(attVal) 
             
            attStr = ','.join(classes) 
            n.write(att + col + tab + tab + attStr + '.' + end) 
        print i 
    n.close() 
 
    count = -1 
    setPoint = 20 
    index = 0 
    testLines = [] 
    dataLines = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        index += 1 
        count += 1 
        if count > setPoint: 
            count = 0 
        items = line.split(tab) 
        dataline = str(index) + ',' + ','.join(items) + '.' + end 
        if count < splits: 
            testLines.append(dataline) 
        else: dataLines.append(dataline) 
             
     
    if len(testLines) > 0: 
        testFile = 'data/' + name + '.test' 
        t = open(testFile, 'w') 
        for line in testLines: 
            t.write(line) 
        t.close() 
    else: pass 
             
    for line in dataLines:         
        d.write(line) 
         
    d.close() 
 
    return nameFile 
   
 
 
 
 
def convertDataFile(name, LinesOut, ignores = [], clsIndex = 2, splits = 0): 
    atts = [] 
 
    nameFile = 'data/' + name + '.names' 
    dataFile = 'data/' + name + '.data' 
    testFile = 'data/' + name + '.test' 
    lines = fileToList(LinesOut) 
    n = open(nameFile, 'w') 
    d = open(dataFile, 'w') 
     
    header = lines.pop(0) 
    atts = header.split(tab) 
    target = atts[clsIndex] 
    n.write(target + '.' + end + end) 
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    n.write('Index:' + tab + tab + 'label.' + end) 
    numAtts = len(atts) 
 
    for i in range(numAtts): 
        att = atts[i] 
         
        if att in ignores: 
            type = 'ignore' 
        else: 
            type = 'continuous' 
         
        for line in lines: 
            items = line.split(tab) 
            val = items[i] 
            if val.startswith('-'): 
                val = val.lstrip('-') 
            if val.isdigit(): 
                pass 
            else:  
                type = 'discrete' 
                break 
        if type == 'continuous' or type == 'ignore': 
            n.write(att + col + tab + tab + type + '.' + end) 
        else: 
            classes = [] 
            for line in lines: 
                items = line.split(tab) 
                attVal = items[i].strip() 
                if attVal not in classes: 
                    classes.append(attVal) 
             
            attStr = ','.join(classes) 
            n.write(att + col + tab + tab + attStr + '.' + end) 
        print i 
    n.close() 
 
    count = -1 
    setPoint = 20 
    index = 0 
    testLines = [] 
    dataLines = [] 
    for line in lines: 
        line = line.strip() 
        index += 1 
        count += 1 
        if count > setPoint: 
            count = 0 
        items = line.split(tab) 
        dataline = str(index) + ',' + ','.join(items) + '.' + end 
        if count < splits: 
            testLines.append(dataline) 
        else: dataLines.append(dataline) 
             
     
    if len(testLines) > 0: 
        testFile = 'data/' + name + '.test' 
        t = open(testFile, 'w') 
        for line in testLines: 
            t.write(line) 
        t.close() 
    else: pass 
             
    for line in dataLines:         
        d.write(line) 
         
    d.close() 
 
    return nameFile 
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def fileToList(doc): 
    list = [] 
     
    d = open(doc, 'r') 
    lines = d.readlines() 
    d.close() 
     
    for line in lines: 
         
        if line.startswith('#'): 
            pass 
        else: 
            line = line.strip() 
            list.append(line) 
    return list 
 
 
 
     
     
     
     
 
 
     
 
 
def getAcc(modelFile): 
 
    acc = 0 
    lines = [] 
    q = open(modelFile, 'r') 
    lines = q.readlines() 
    q.close() 
 
    found = 0 
    twoLines = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        if line.find('No      Errors') > -1: 
            found = 1 
        if found == 1: 
            twoLines += 1 
            if twoLines == 3: 
                i = line.find('%') 
                text = line[i-4:i] 
                text = text.strip() 
                error = float(text) 
                acc = 100 - error 
    if found == 0: 
        for line in lines: 
            if line.find('Size      Errors') > -1: 
                found = 1 
            if found == 1: 
                twoLines += 1 
                if twoLines == 3: 
                    i = line.find('%') 
                    text = line[i-4:i] 
                    text = text.strip() 
                    error = float(text) 
                    acc = 100 - error 
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    print 'Overall accuracy =', acc 
    return acc 
 
def getClasses(file): 
    results = {} 
    line = [] 
    confs = {} 
    times = 10 
    for i in range(times): 
        lines = [] 
        f = open(file, 'r') 
        lines = f.readlines() 
        f.close() 
        print i 
        if len(lines) < 10: 
            time.sleep(1) 
        else: break 
 
    lines.pop(0) 
    lines.pop(0) 
 
    if len(lines[0]) > 2: 
        lines.pop(0) 
    for line in lines: 
        if line.find(tab) > -1: 
            items = line.split(tab+tab) 
            index = items[0].strip() 
            text = items[1] 
            parts = text.split('   ') 
            val = parts[0].strip() 
            results[index] = val 
        else: 
            items = line.split('          ') 
            index = items[0].strip() 
            val = items[2].strip() 
            results[index] = val 
            if len(items) > 3: 
                conf = items[3].strip() 
                conf = conf.strip('[]') 
                #print conf 
                confs[index] = conf 
         
         
    return results, confs 
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APPENDIX 3: TAGLINE TREE CONVERTER MODULE 
 
 
This module is only used during the training phase.  It reads the tree files created by the C5.0 
module and writes a module that converts the tree into executable code.  Then when prediction is 
required, this module is called.  It reads a text file that stores the features that were kept by the 
C5.0 module during the training phase and writes the routines necessary to assign the appropriate 
values from the features extracted to the apropriate variables so the tree code can use the values to 
predict a class. 
 
def makeClassifier(name): 
    lines = [] 
    mlines = [] 
    rules = [] 
    end = '\n' 
    spc = '    ' 
    end = '\n' 
    feats = [] 
    time.sleep(2) 
    modelFile = modelDir + name + '.model' 
 
    r = open(modelFile, 'r') 
    mlines = r.readlines() 
    r.close() 
    print 'Model has',len(mlines), 'lines' 
    start = 0 
    blanks = 0 
    for mline in mlines: 
        if len(mline) < 2: 
             
            blanks += 1 
            if blanks > 1 and start == 1: 
                break 
        elif mline.find('Decision tree') > -1: 
            start = 1 
            blanks = 0 
 
        else:  
            if start == 1: 
                rules.append(mline) 
            else: 
                pass 
 
         
    r = open('Starter.py', 'r') 
    top = r.read() 
    r.close() 
     
    norule = 0 
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    for rule in rules: 
        #print rule 
        c = 0 
        var = '' 
        test = '' 
        val = '' 
        cls = '' 
        line = '    ' 
        con = '' 
        f = 'if ' 
 
        if len(rule) < 1: 
            norule += 1 
            if norule > 1: 
                break 
        else: 
 
            for char in rule: 
                if char.isspace() or char == ':' or char == '.': 
                    line += ' ' 
                    rule = rule[1:] 
                else: break 
            s = rule.split(' ') 
            feat = s[0].strip() 
            feat = feat + end 
            if feat not in feats: 
                feats.append(feat) 
            c = rule.find(':') 
            if c > 0: 
                 
                if rule.find('<=') > -1: 
                    comp = '<=' 
                elif rule.find('=') > -1: 
                    comp = '==' 
                elif rule.find('in') > -1: 
                    comp = 'in' 
                elif rule.find('>') > -1:  
                    comp = '>' 
                items = rule.split(':') 
                test = items[0].strip() 
                frags = test.split() 
                vari = frags[0].strip() 
                val = frags[2].strip() 
                if val.isdigit() or float(val) is float: 
                    qval = val 
                elif val.startswith('(') or val.startswith('{'): 
                    qval = val 
                else: 
                    qval = "'" + val + "'" 
                  
                line = line + f + vari + ' ' + comp  + ' ' + qval + ': ' 
                 
                item = items[1].strip() 
                 
                if len(item) > 0: 
                    ends = item.split(' ') 
                    if len(ends) == 2: 
                        val = ends[0].strip() 
                        conf = ends[1].strip() 
                        con = conf.strip('()') 
                        line = line + 'cls = ' + "'" + val.strip() + "'" + '; '  + 'con = 
' + con 
                        lines.append(line) 
                    else: 
                        val = ends[0].strip() 
                        line = line + 'cls = ' + "'" + val.strip() + "'" 
                        lines.append(line) 
                else:  
                    lines.append(line) 
                     
            else: 
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                pass 
                 
             
            lines.append(end) 
    #bits = modelFile.split('\\') 
    #fname = bits[1] 
    #parts = fname.split('.') 
    #name = parts[0] 
    FeaturesOut = name + 'Features.txt'   
    t = open(FeaturesOut, 'w') 
    t.writelines(feats) 
    t.close() 
    r = spc + 'return cls, con' 
    lines.append(r) 
     
     
     
    ModuleOut = name + 'Classifier.py' 
    m = open(ModuleOut, 'w') 
    m.write(top) 
    m.writelines(lines) 
    m.close() 
    print name + 'Classifier.py', 'constructed.' 
    return ModuleOut 
 
 
 
def treeClassifier(name): 
    treeLines = [] 
    newLines = [] 
    subTrees = [] 
    lines = [] 
    end = '\n' 
    spc = '    ' 
    end = '\n' 
    feats = [] 
    time.sleep(2) 
    modelFile = modelDir + name + '.model' 
 
    r = open(modelFile, 'r') 
    lines = r.readlines() 
    r.close() 
    print 'Model has',len(lines), 'lines' 
    treLines  = 0 
    subTree = 0 
    for line in lines: 
        if line.find('Decision tree') > -1: 
            treLines = 1 
        elif treLines == 1 and line.find('SubTree') < 0: 
            treeLines.append(line) 
        elif line.find('SubTree') > -1 and treLines == 1: 
            treLines = 0 
            subTree = 1 
            subTrees.append(line) 
        elif subTree == 1: 
            subTrees.append(line) 
        elif line.find('Evaluation on') > -1: 
            break 
         
 
     
    print 'There are', len(treeLines),'treeLines and',len(subTrees),'subTree lines' 
 
         
    r = open('Starter.py', 'r') 
    top = r.read() 
    r.close() 
     
    for line in treeLines: 
        spc = '    ' 
        var = '' 
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        comp = '' 
        val = '' 
        back = '' 
        cls = '' 
        newLine = '    ' 
        conf = '' 
        subNum = '' 
        f = 'if ' 
 
        if len(line) < 2: 
            print 'SHORT RULE PASS' 
            pass 
        else: 
            sp = '        ' 
            for char in line: 
                if char.isspace() or char == ':' or char == '.': 
                    sp += ' ' 
                    newLine += ' ' 
                    line = line[1:] 
                else: break 
         
            halfs = line.split(':') 
            front = halfs[0].strip() 
            piece = front.split(' ') 
            feat = piece[0].strip() 
             
             
             
            if line.find('<=') > -1: 
                comp = ' <= ' 
            elif line.find('=') > -1: 
                comp = ' == ' 
            elif line.find('>') > -1:  
                comp = ' > ' 
            elif line.find(' in ') > -1: 
                comp = ' in ' 
             
            valu = '' 
            value = piece[2].strip() 
            if value.isdigit(): 
                val = value 
            elif value.startswith('-'): 
                valu = value.strip('-') 
                if valu.isdigit(): 
                    val = value 
            elif value.startswith('(') or value.startswith('['): 
                val = value 
            elif value.isalpha(): 
                val = '"' + value + '"' 
             
            newLine += f + feat + comp + val + ':' 
            linn = line.strip() 
            if linn.endswith(':'): 
                pass 
            else: 
                back = halfs[1].strip() 
                sss = back.split(' ') 
                clss = sss[0].strip() 
                 
                if clss.startswith('['): 
                    pass 
                elif clss.isdigit(): 
                    cls = clss 
                    newLine += ' cls = ' + cls 
                elif clss.isalpha(): 
                    cls = '"' + clss + '"' 
                    newLine += ' cls = ' + cls 
             
             
            if back.find('(') > -1: 
                x = back.find('(') 
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                y = back.find(')') 
                conf = back[x+1:y] 
                newLine += '; conf = ' + conf 
             
            newLine += end 
            newLines.append(newLine) 
            feat = feat + end 
            if feat not in feats: 
                feats.append(feat) 
             
             
            if back.find('[') > -1: 
                q = back.find('[') 
                r = back.find(']') 
                subNum = back[q+1:r] 
                subStart = 0 
                subTreeNum = '-' 
                skipped = 0 
                for sline in subTrees: 
                    cls = '' 
                    var = '' 
                    comp = '' 
                    val = '' 
                    back = '' 
                    conf = '' 
                    print sline 
                    if sline.find('SubTree') > -1 and subStart == 0: 
                        #print 'Found subtree' 
                        v = sline.find('[') 
                        n = sline.find(']') 
                        subTreeNum = sline[v+1:n].strip() 
                        #print 'subNum:', subNum, 'subTreeNum:', subTreeNum 
                        if subTreeNum == subNum: 
                            print 'sumNum match on', subNum 
                            #print sline 
                            subStart = 1 
                    elif subStart == 1 and len(sline) < 2: 
                            skipped += 1 
                            print 'Skipped one' 
                            if skipped == 2: 
                                subStart = 0 
                                skipped = 0 
                                print 'Cycle is over' 
                                break 
                    elif subStart == 1 and skipped == 1: 
                            print 'Processing line' 
                            subLine = sp 
                            for char in sline: 
                                if char.isspace() or char == ':' or char == '.': 
                                    subLine += ' ' 
                                    sline = sline[1:] 
                                else: break 
             
                            halfs = sline.split(':') 
                            front = halfs[0].strip() 
                            piece = front.split(' ') 
                            feat = piece[0].strip() 
             
                            if sline.find('<=') > -1: 
                                comp = ' <= ' 
                            elif sline.find('=') > -1: 
                                comp = ' == ' 
                            elif sline.find('>') > -1:  
                                comp = ' > ' 
                            elif sline.find(' in ') > -1: 
                                comp = ' in ' 
                             
                            valuu = '' 
                            value = piece[2].strip() 
                            if value.isdigit(): 
                                val = value 
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                            elif value.startswith('-'): 
                                valuu = value.strip('-') 
                                if valuu.isdigit(): 
                                    val = value 
                            elif value.startswith('(') or value.startswith('['): 
                                val = value 
                            elif value.isalpha(): 
                                val = '"' + value + '"' 
                                 
                            subLine += f + feat + comp + val + ':' 
 
                            lin = sline.strip() 
                            if lin.endswith(':'): 
                                pass 
                            else: 
                                back = halfs[1].strip() 
                                sss = back.split(' ') 
                                clss = sss[0].strip() 
                                     
 
                                if clss.isdigit(): 
                                    cls = clss 
                                elif clss.isalpha(): 
                                    cls = '"' + clss + '"' 
                                     
                                subLine += ' cls = ' + cls 
                                 
                                 
                            if back.find('(') > -1: 
                                x = back.find('(') 
                                y = back.find(')') 
                                conf = back[x+1:y] 
                                subLine += '; conf = ' + conf 
                     
                            subLine += end 
                            newLines.append(subLine) 
                            feat = feat + end 
                            if feat not in feats: 
                                feats.append(feat)                 
             
 
    FeaturesOut = name + 'Features.txt'   
    t = open(FeaturesOut, 'w') 
    t.writelines(feats) 
    t.close() 
    r = spc + 'return cls, con' 
    newLines.append(r) 
     
    ModuleOut = name + 'Classifier.py' 
    m = open(ModuleOut, 'w') 
    m.write(top) 
    m.writelines(newLines) 
    m.close() 
    print name + 'Classifier.py', 'constructed.' 
    return ModuleOut 
 
 
 
 
def newClassifier(name): 
    lines = [] 
    mlines = [] 
    rules = [] 
    end = '\n' 
    spc = '    ' 
    val = '' 
    end = '\n' 
    f = 'if ' 
    a = ' and ' 
    feats = [] 
    comp = '' 
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    time.sleep(2) 
    modelFile = modelDir + name + '.model' 
 
    r = open(modelFile, 'r') 
    mlines = r.readlines() 
    r.close() 
    print 'Model has',len(mlines), 'lines' 
    start = 0 
 
    for mline in mlines: 
        if mline.find('Rules:') > -1: 
            start = 1 
             
        elif mline.find('Default class:') > -1: 
                break 
 
        elif start == 1: 
            lines.append(mline) 
        else: pass 
    print 'there are ', len(lines), 'lines' 
    r = open('Starter.py', 'r') 
    top = r.read() 
    r.close() 
     
 
    for line in lines: 
 
        line = line.strip() 
        if line.startswith('Rule'): 
            rule = '    ' + f 
        elif line.startswith('->'): 
            things = line.split(' ') 
            cls = things[3].strip() 
            conf = things[5].strip() 
            conf = conf.strip('[]') 
             
            rule = rule.rstrip(a) 
            rule += ': cls = ' + '"' + cls + '"' + '; conf = ' + conf + end 
            rules.append(rule) 
            rule = '    ' + f 
            comp = '' 
            cls = '' 
            val = '' 
            conf = '' 
             
        elif line.find('<') > -1 or line.find('>') >-1 or line.find('=') > -1: 
             
            if line.find('<=') > -1: 
                comp = ' <= ' 
            elif line.find('=') > -1: 
                comp = ' == ' 
            elif line.find('>') > -1:  
                comp = ' > '     
            elif line.find(' in ') > -1: 
                comp = ' in ' 
                 
            parts = line.split(' ') 
            ft = parts[0].strip() 
             
            feat = ft 
             
            ft = ft + end 
            if ft not in feats: 
                feats.append(ft) 
            value = parts[2].strip() 
             
            if value.startswith('-'): 
                value = value.strip('-') 
                if value.isdigit(): 
                    val = value 
            elif value.isdigit(): 
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                val = value 
            elif value.isalpha(): 
                val = '"' + value + '"' 
 
            rule += feat + comp + val + a 
             
                     
        else: 
            pass 
                 
             
    rules.append(end) 
 
    FeaturesOut = name + 'Features.txt'   
    t = open(FeaturesOut, 'w') 
    t.writelines(feats) 
    t.close() 
     
    b = spc + 'else: cls = ' + '"' + 'FRT' + '"' + end 
    rules.append(b) 
    r = spc + 'return cls, conf' + end 
    rules.append(r) 
     
     
     
    ModuleOut = name + 'Classifier.py' 
    m = open(ModuleOut, 'w') 
    m.write(top) 
    m.writelines(rules) 
    m.close() 
    print name + 'Classifier.py', 'constructed.' 
    return ModuleOut 
 
****************************************************** 
# Starter code for the new classification module 
********************************************************* 
 
def classify(line,Header): 
    tab = " " 
    cls = "None" 
    feats = {} 
    vals = line.split(tab) 
    labels = Header.split(tab) 
    count = len(vals) 
    con = 0 
 
    for i in range(count): 
        var = labels[i].strip() 
        val = vals[i].strip() 
        #print var, val 
        if val.isdigit() or val.startswith('-'): 
            stmt = var + ' = int(' + val + ')' 
        else: 
            stmt = var + ' = "' + val + '"' 
        exec stmt 
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APPENDIX 4: TAGLINE TREE CLASSIFIER MODULE 
 
This module is written automatically be the C5.0 module. In the prediction pahse, it applies the 
label to the lines of text that the annotation module uses the information to find semi-structured 
text elements. 
 
Note: This code will not be readable further into this appendix as the code extends far beyond the 
margins of a Word document.  A copy of the code in a text file is available upon request. 
 
 
 
 
def classify(line,Header): 
    tab = " " 
    cls = "None" 
    feats = {} 
    vals = line.split(tab) 
    labels = Header.split(tab) 
    count = len(vals) 
    con = 0 
 
    for i in range(count): 
        var = labels[i].strip() 
        val = vals[i].strip() 
        #print var, val 
        if val.isdigit() or val.startswith('-'): 
            stmt = var + ' = int(' + val + ')' 
        else: 
            stmt = var + ' = "' + val + '"' 
        exec stmt 
 
 
    if QM > 0: 
        if Quest > 0: 
            if LNum > 0: cls = "NQU"; conf = 10 
            if LNum <= 0: 
                if Colons <= 0: 
                    if SLow <= 0: cls = "QUE"; conf = 268 
                    if SLow > 0: cls = "QUF"; conf = 28 
                if Colons > 0: 
                    if UpSlot <= 0: cls = "HQU"; conf = 4 
                    if UpSlot > 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 1 
        if Quest <= 0: 
            if Brack > 0: 
                if FCap <= 0: cls = "QXC"; conf = 7 
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                if FCap > 0: cls = "QXF"; conf = 7 
            if Brack <= 0: 
                if HyPos > 30: 
                    if FCap <= 0: cls = "QFF"; conf = 6 
                    if FCap > 0: cls = "QYT"; conf = 8 
                if HyPos <= 30: 
                    if Colons <= 0: 
                        if FCap <= 0: 
                            if Comma <= 0: cls = "QUC"; conf = 87 
                            if Comma > 0: 
                                if LSpc <= 2: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                if LSpc > 2: cls = "QYN"; conf = 12 
                        if FCap > 0: 
                            if YesNo > 0: cls = "QYN"; conf = 443 
                            if YesNo <= 0: 
                                if Gaps <= 0: cls = "QUA"; conf = 38 
                                if Gaps > 0: cls = "QYN"; conf = 8 
                    if Colons > 0: 
                        if LNum > 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 3 
                        if LNum <= 0: 
                            if Punc <= 3: 
                                if LLen <= 37: cls = "SLV"; conf = 1 
                                if LLen > 37: cls = "QUA"; conf = 2 
                            if Punc > 3: 
                                if LSpc <= 2: cls = "LTX"; conf = 3 
                                if LSpc > 2: cls = "HQU"; conf = 1 
    if QM <= 0: 
        if Slot > 0: 
            if LNum > 0: cls = "NSL"; conf = 49 
            if LNum <= 0: 
                if Bull > 0: cls = "BSL"; conf = 18 
                if Bull <= 0: 
                    if Brack > 0: 
                        if Hyph <= 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 16 
                        if Hyph > 0: cls = "XYF"; conf = 2 
                    if Brack <= 0: 
                        if Colons > 1: 
                            if Paren > 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 9 
                            if Paren <= 0: 
                                if Colons > 2: cls = "HDS"; conf = 6 
                                if Colons <= 2: 
                                    if Date <= 0: cls = "HSV"; conf = 19 
                                    if Date > 0: cls = "DSV"; conf = 1 
                        if Colons <= 1: 
                            if SLow <= 0: 
                                if Caps <= 43: cls = "SLT"; conf = 994 
                                if Caps > 43: 
                                    if LLen <= 56: cls = "SLT"; conf = 1 
                                    if LLen > 56: cls = "NHE"; conf = 2 
                            if SLow > 0: 
                                if Reps > 1: 
                                    if LLen <= 7: cls = "SLT"; conf = 2 
                                    if LLen > 7: cls = "SLC"; conf = 1 
                                if Reps <= 1: 
                                    if Comma > 1: cls = "SLC"; conf = 4 
                                    if Comma <= 1: 
                                        if LSpc > 15: cls = "SLC"; conf = 2 
                                        if LSpc <= 15: 
                                            if SpChar <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 14 
                                            if SpChar > 0: 
                                                if RepPt <= 4: cls = "SLC"; conf = 5 
                                                if RepPt > 4: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
        if Slot <= 0: 
            if Bull > 0: 
                if FBar > 0: cls = "FOB"; conf = 47 
                if FBar <= 0: 
                    if Hyph > 5: cls = "FRT"; conf = 56 
                    if Hyph <= 5: 
                        if Stars <= 3: 
                            if Caps <= 13: cls = "BTX"; conf = 704/3 
                            if Caps > 13: 
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                                if SHE <= 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 4 
                                if SHE > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 12 
                        if Stars > 3: 
                            if LinPos <= 710: cls = "FRT"; conf = 18 
                            if LinPos > 710: 
                                if Title <= 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 5 
                                if Title > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
            if Bull <= 0: 
                if LNum > 0: 
                    if Caps > 17: 
                        if Time > 0: cls = "NSV"; conf = 6 
                        if Time <= 0: 
                            if Paren <= 0: 
                                if Decs <= 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 15 
                                if Decs > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 15 
                            if Paren > 0: 
                                if LSpc <= 3: cls = "MNI"; conf = 510 
                                if LSpc > 3: cls = "MLM"; conf = 2 
                    if Caps <= 17: 
                        if LabCt > 0: 
                            if Decs <= 0: 
                                if LLen <= 66: 
                                    if LabCt <= 1: cls = "NSV"; conf = 138 
                                    if LabCt > 1: cls = "DSV"; conf = 1 
                                if LLen > 66: 
                                    if Med > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf = 1 
                                    if Med <= 0: 
                                        if LSpc <= 1: cls = "NSS"; conf = 18 
                                        if LSpc > 1: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                            if Decs > 0: 
                                if SBeg > 5: cls = "HSV"; conf = 17 
                                if SBeg <= 5: 
                                    if Acro > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 10 
                                    if Acro <= 0: 
                                        if Dec1 <= 22: cls = "VLI"; conf = 55 
                                        if Dec1 > 22: cls = "TBI"; conf = 9 
                        if LabCt <= 0: 
                            if Digs <= 2: 
                                if PSpc > 52: cls = "TBI"; conf = 12 
                                if PSpc <= 52: 
                                    if ParSet > 29: cls = "NMS"; conf = 5 
                                    if ParSet <= 29: 
                                        if Stars > 1: cls = "NMS"; conf = 7/1 
                                        if Stars <= 1: 
                                            if Decs > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                            if Decs <= 0: 
                                                if OneSp <= 9: cls = "NIT"; conf = 235/1 
                                                if OneSp > 9: 
                                                    if LSpc <= 2: cls = "NIT"; conf = 24 
                                                    if LSpc > 2: cls = "NQS"; conf = 21 
                            if Digs > 2: 
                                if SBeg > 0: 
                                    if Paren <= 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 19 
                                    if Paren > 0: 
                                        if LLen <= 69: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                        if LLen > 69: cls = "NIT"; conf = 2 
                                if SBeg <= 0: 
                                    if ParSet > 9: 
                                        if Gaps <= 1: cls = "VLI"; conf = 19 
                                        if Gaps > 1: cls = "TBI"; conf = 6 
                                    if ParSet <= 9: 
                                        if LSpc > 28: cls = "VVV"; conf = 2 
                                        if LSpc <= 28: 
                                            if Wrds > 9: 
                                                if Decs <= 1: cls = "NIT"; conf = 2 
                                                if Decs > 1: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                            if Wrds <= 9: 
                                                if LinPos <= 44: 
                                                    if LLen <= 21: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                    if LLen > 21: cls = "NIT"; conf = 1 
                                                if LinPos > 44: 
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                                                    if PSpc > 17: cls = "TBI"; conf = 
1014/2 
                                                    if PSpc <= 17: 
                                                        if Decs <= 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 
3 
                                                        if Decs > 0: 
                                                            if LinPos <= 914: cls = 
"TBI"; conf = 1 
                                                            if LinPos > 914: cls = "FRT"; 
conf = 2 
                if LNum <= 0: 
                    if Colons > 0: 
                        if Med > 0: 
                            if LSpc > 5: 
                                if LSpc <= 24: cls = "MLI"; conf = 456 
                                if LSpc > 24: cls = "SLV"; conf = 1 
                            if LSpc <= 5: 
                                if UpSlot > 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 3 
                                if UpSlot <= 0: 
                                    if OneSp <= 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 27 
                                    if OneSp > 0: cls = "MLD"; conf = 19 
                        if Med <= 0: 
                            if Time > 0: 
                                if SpChar > 3: 
                                    if Comma <= 0: cls = "VLI"; conf = 452 
                                    if Comma > 0: cls = "VSV"; conf = 3 
                                if SpChar <= 3: 
                                    if SpChar <= 0: 
                                        if LSpc <= 7: cls = "TIM"; conf = 20 
                                        if LSpc > 7: cls = "CLA"; conf = 73 
                                    if SpChar > 0: 
                                        if LSpc > 20: cls = "TDT"; conf = 26 
                                        if LSpc <= 20: 
                                            if Gaps <= 0: 
                                                if Col3 <= 11: cls = "SLV"; conf = 21 
                                                if Col3 > 11: cls = "DSL"; conf = 12 
                                            if Gaps > 0: 
                                                if LinPos <= 528: cls = "VSV"; conf = 65 
                                                if LinPos > 528: 
                                                    if LinPos > 953: cls = "VSV"; conf = 
11 
                                                    if LinPos <= 953: 
                                                        if Hyph <= 1: cls = "TBI"; conf = 
59 
                                                        if Hyph > 1: cls = "VSV"; conf = 
1 
                            if Time <= 0: 
                                if LabCt > 1: 
                                    if LabCt > 2: 
                                        if Col3 <= 32: cls = "TSV"; conf = 2 
                                        if Col3 > 32: cls = "HDV"; conf = 17 
                                    if LabCt <= 2: 
                                        if Mg > 6: cls = "HDV"; conf = 2 
                                        if Mg <= 6: 
                                            if LSpc <= 4: cls = "DSV"; conf = 48 
                                            if LSpc > 4: 
                                                if ParSet > 4: cls = "LDS"; conf = 12 
                                                if ParSet <= 4: 
                                                    if LinPos <= 870: cls = "DSV"; conf = 
1 
                                                    if LinPos > 870: cls = "HSV"; conf = 
1 
                                if LabCt <= 1: 
                                    if LLen > 68: 
                                        if Colons > 1: 
                                            if SLow > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                            if SLow <= 0: 
                                                if PCaps <= 22: cls = "HSV"; conf = 16 
                                                if PCaps > 22: 
                                                    if SHE <= 0: cls = "HDV"; conf = 6 
                                                    if SHE > 0: cls = "DSV"; conf = 3 
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                                        if Colons <= 1: 
                                            if SLow > 0: 
                                                if PSpc <= 10: cls = "SLV"; conf = 1 
                                                if PSpc > 10: cls = "FRT"; conf = 14 
                                            if SLow <= 0: 
                                                if LSpc > 31: cls = "DSL"; conf = 1 
                                                if LSpc <= 31: 
                                                    if Paren > 1: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                    if Paren <= 1: 
                                                        if AllCap > 0: cls = "SLV"; conf 
= 8 
                                                        if AllCap <= 0: 
                                                            if RepPt > 3: cls = "SLV"; 
conf = 7 
                                                            if RepPt <= 3: 
                                                                if Endp <= 0: 
                                                                    if Space <= 6: cls = 
"SLV"; conf = 1 
                                                                    if Space > 6: cls = 
"LTX"; conf = 224 
                                                                if Endp > 0: 
                                                                    if Space <= 8: cls = 
"SLV"; conf = 5 
                                                                    if Space > 8: 
                                                                        if HyPos > 10: 
cls = "SLV"; conf = 3 
                                                                        if HyPos <= 10: 
                                                                            if Comma <= 
2: cls = "LTX"; conf = 19/1 
                                                                            if Comma > 2: 
                                                                                if PSpc 
<= 12: cls = "LTX"; conf = 1 
                                                                                if PSpc > 
12: cls = "SLV"; conf = 2 
                                    if LLen <= 68: 
                                        if Colons > 1: 
                                            if Abs > 0: cls = "HSV"; conf = 33 
                                            if Abs <= 0: 
                                                if UpSlot <= 0: 
                                                    if Gaps <= 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 13 
                                                    if Gaps > 0: cls = "SVV"; conf = 6 
                                                if UpSlot > 0: 
                                                    if AllCap <= 0: cls = "HDV"; conf = 3 
                                                    if AllCap > 0: 
                                                        if Space <= 3: cls = "DSV"; conf 
= 1 
                                                        if Space > 3: cls = "HMS"; conf = 
2 
                                        if Colons <= 1: 
                                            if Brack > 0: 
                                                if Xes > 0: cls = "XYF"; conf = 6 
                                                if Xes <= 0: 
                                                    if FCap <= 0: cls = "NSV"; conf = 3 
                                                    if FCap > 0: 
                                                        if Title <= 0: cls = "DXI"; conf 
= 2 
                                                        if Title > 0: cls = "VLI"; conf = 
1 
                                            if Brack <= 0: 
                                                if Decs > 0: 
                                                    if Space > 18: cls = "SVV"; conf = 8 
                                                    if Space <= 18: 
                                                        if SLow > 0: cls = "ALI"; conf = 
2 
                                                        if SLow <= 0: 
                                                            if TwoSp > 0: cls = "SLV"; 
conf = 20 
                                                            if TwoSp <= 0: 
                                                                if LinPos <= 689: cls = 
"VLI"; conf = 34 
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                                                                if LinPos > 689: cls = 
"SLV"; conf = 3 
                                                if Decs <= 0: 
                                                    if LabCt <= 0: 
                                                        if Wrds <= 0: cls = "VLI"; conf = 
37/1 
                                                        if Wrds > 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 
42 
                                                    if LabCt > 0: 
                                                        if SEnd > 0: 
                                                            if Digs <= 3: cls = "SLV"; 
conf = 27 
                                                            if Digs > 3: cls = "SVV"; 
conf = 15 
                                                        if SEnd <= 0: 
                                                            if SLow > 0: 
                                                                if LSpc <= 1: cls = 
"SLV"; conf = 12 
                                                                if LSpc > 1: cls = "FRT"; 
conf = 6 
                                                            if SLow <= 0: 
                                                                if Date > 0: 
                                                                    if Digs > 10: cls = 
"VLI"; conf = 5 
                                                                    if Digs <= 10: 
                                                                        if PNum <= 26: 
cls = "SLV"; conf = 16 
                                                                        if PNum > 26: cls 
= "DSL"; conf = 3 
                                                                if Date <= 0: 
                                                                    if LSpc > 12: 
                                                                        if PNum <= 6: cls 
= "SLV"; conf = 14 
                                                                        if PNum > 6: cls 
= "VLI"; conf = 12 
                                                                    if LSpc <= 12: 
                                                                        if Gaps > 1: 
                                                                            if Perc <= 0: 
cls = "SLV"; conf = 2 
                                                                            if Perc > 0: 
cls = "TBI"; conf = 2 
                                                                        if Gaps <= 1: 
                                                                            if LLen > 11: 
                                                                                if LSpc 
<= 6: cls = "SLV"; conf = 1695 
                                                                                if LSpc > 
6: 
                                                                                    if 
Abs <= 0: cls = "SLV"; conf = 48/1 
                                                                                    if 
Abs > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 3 
                                                                            if LLen <= 
11: 
                                                                                if Digs > 
3: cls = "VLI"; conf = 2 
                                                                                if Digs 
<= 3: 
                                                                                    if 
LinPos > 230: cls = "SLV"; conf = 79 
                                                                                    if 
LinPos <= 230: 
                                                                                        
if LSpc <= 2: cls = "SLV"; conf = 23 
                                                                                        
if LSpc > 2: cls = "VLI"; conf = 9 
                    if Colons <= 0: 
                        if FBar > 0: cls = "FOB"; conf = 242 
                        if FBar <= 0: 
                            if Box1 > -1: 
                                if Gaps <= 0: 
                                    if Caps <= 4: cls = "XIT"; conf = 143 
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                                    if Caps > 4: cls = "XYF"; conf = 19 
                                if Gaps > 0: 
                                    if Gaps <= 1: cls = "DXI"; conf = 26 
                                    if Gaps > 1: cls = "MXI"; conf = 7 
                            if Box1 <= -1: 
                                if Gaps > 0: 
                                    if Caps <= 25: 
                                        if HyPos > 18: cls = "TBI"; conf = 173 
                                        if HyPos <= 18: 
                                            if RepPt > 4: 
                                                if Abs > 4: cls = "VVV"; conf = 5 
                                                if Abs <= 4: 
                                                    if Brack > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf = 4 
                                                    if Brack <= 0: 
                                                        if Hyph <= 1: cls = "CLA"; conf = 
156 
                                                        if Hyph > 1: cls = "TBI"; conf = 
1 
                                            if RepPt <= 4: 
                                                if Digs <= 0: 
                                                    if PSpc <= 25: 
                                                        if AllCap <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf 
= 4 
                                                        if AllCap > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf 
= 2 
                                                    if PSpc > 25: 
                                                        if SLow > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf = 
4 
                                                        if SLow <= 0: 
                                                            if PCaps > 35: cls = "VVV"; 
conf = 7/1 
                                                            if PCaps <= 35: 
                                                                if LLen <= 24: cls = 
"VVV"; conf = 1 
                                                                if LLen > 24: cls = 
"CLA"; conf = 49/1 
                                                if Digs > 0: 
                                                    if ParSet > 22: cls = "VVV"; conf = 2 
                                                    if ParSet <= 22: 
                                                        if Slash > 1: 
                                                            if Abs <= 0: cls = "CLA"; 
conf = 15 
                                                            if Abs > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf 
= 2 
                                                        if Slash <= 1: 
                                                            if Caps <= 0: cls = "CLA"; 
conf = 11 
                                                            if Caps > 0: 
                                                                if PCaps <= 29: 
                                                                    if Pound <= 1: cls = 
"TBI"; conf = 159/2 
                                                                    if Pound > 1: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                if PCaps > 29: 
                                                                    if FCap > 0: cls = 
"CLA"; conf = 4 
                                                                    if FCap <= 0: 
                                                                        if LinPos <= 495: 
cls = "MLI"; conf = 3 
                                                                        if LinPos > 495: 
cls = "TBI"; conf = 3/1 
                                    if Caps > 25: 
                                        if Gaps > 2: 
                                            if LLen <= 59: cls = "TBI"; conf = 2 
                                            if LLen > 59: 
                                                if Hyph <= 0: cls = "CLA"; conf = 10 
                                                if Hyph > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf = 1 
                                        if Gaps <= 2: 
                                            if Date > 0: cls = "TBI"; conf = 2 
                                            if Date <= 0: 
                                                if LinPos > 717: cls = "CLA"; conf = 2 
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                                                if LinPos <= 717: 
                                                    if Perc > 0: cls = "MLM"; conf = 3 
                                                    if Perc <= 0: 
                                                        if Space > 37: cls = "MLM"; conf 
= 6 
                                                        if Space <= 37: 
                                                            if HyPos > 11: 
                                                                if AllCap <= 0: cls = 
"MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                                if AllCap > 0: cls = 
"MLM"; conf = 5 
                                                            if HyPos <= 11: 
                                                                if Punc > 0: cls = "MLI"; 
conf = 30 
                                                                if Punc <= 0: 
                                                                    if Slash > 0: cls = 
"MLI"; conf = 15 
                                                                    if Slash <= 0: 
                                                                        if Space <= 13: 
cls = "MLM"; conf = 6 
                                                                        if Space > 13: 
                                                                            if LinPos <= 
414: cls = "MLI"; conf = 23 
                                                                            if LinPos > 
414: 
                                                                                if Abs > 
0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 3 
                                                                                if Abs <= 
0: 
                                                                                    if 
LLen <= 58: cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                                                    if 
LLen > 58: cls = "MLM"; conf = 6 
                                if Gaps <= 0: 
                                    if Med > 0: 
                                        if Space <= 7: 
                                            if PCaps <= 8: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                            if PCaps > 8: cls = "MLM"; conf = 152 
                                        if Space > 7: 
                                            if Caps <= 27: 
                                                if PCaps > 20: cls = "MLI"; conf = 39 
                                                if PCaps <= 20: 
                                                    if PNum <= 18: cls = "FRT"; conf = 12 
                                                    if PNum > 18: cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
                                            if Caps > 27: 
                                                if LSpc <= 1: cls = "MLI"; conf = 55 
                                                if LSpc > 1: 
                                                    if LSpc <= 5: cls = "MLD"; conf = 208 
                                                    if LSpc > 5: cls = "MLI"; conf = 15 
                                    if Med <= 0: 
                                        if LSpc > 6: 
                                            if LSpc <= 7: 
                                                if FCap > 0: 
                                                    if Endp <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 15 
                                                    if Endp > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 4 
                                                if FCap <= 0: 
                                                    if PCaps > 5: cls = "MLI"; conf = 
432/1 
                                                    if PCaps <= 5: 
                                                        if LinPos <= 327: cls = "FRT"; 
conf = 7 
                                                        if LinPos > 327: cls = "MLI"; 
conf = 6 
                                            if LSpc > 7: 
                                                if PCaps > 58: cls = "NHE"; conf = 16 
                                                if PCaps <= 58: 
                                                    if LSpc > 30: cls = "CLA"; conf = 32 
                                                    if LSpc <= 30: 
                                                        if Title <= 0: 
                                                            if LSpc <= 18: cls = "FRT"; 
conf = 266/2 
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                                                            if LSpc > 18: 
                                                                if LSpc <= 19: cls = 
"ALI"; conf = 4 
                                                                if LSpc > 19: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 11 
                                                        if Title > 0: 
                                                            if Punc > 0: cls = "CLA"; 
conf = 1 
                                                            if Punc <= 0: 
                                                                if PSpc <= 54: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 3 
                                                                if PSpc > 54: cls = 
"LIT"; conf = 10 
                                        if LSpc <= 6: 
                                            if RX > 0: 
                                                if PCaps > 45: 
                                                    if Space <= 1: 
                                                        if Comma <= 0: cls = "LIT"; conf 
= 11 
                                                        if Comma > 0: cls = "LLI"; conf = 
13 
                                                    if Space > 1: 
                                                        if Space > 7: cls = "MLI"; conf = 
12 
                                                        if Space <= 7: 
                                                            if LSpc <= 3: cls = "MLM"; 
conf = 70 
                                                            if LSpc > 3: cls = "LLI"; 
conf = 1 
                                                if PCaps <= 45: 
                                                    if ICD > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 3 
                                                    if ICD <= 0: 
                                                        if RepPt > 30: cls = "LIT"; conf 
= 3 
                                                        if RepPt <= 30: 
                                                            if Title <= 0: cls = "FRT"; 
conf = 55 
                                                            if Title > 0: 
                                                                if Caps <= 2: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 5 
                                                                if Caps > 2: cls = "LIT"; 
conf = 3 
                                            if RX <= 0: 
                                                if ICD > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 80 
                                                if ICD <= 0: 
                                                    if Caps > 22: 
                                                        if Comma > 3: cls = "LLI"; conf = 
21 
                                                        if Comma <= 3: 
                                                            if LSpc > 1: 
                                                                if HyPos > 22: 
                                                                    if Slash <= 0: cls = 
"LTX"; conf = 16 
                                                                    if Slash > 0: 
                                                                        if LinPos <= 436: 
cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                                        if LinPos > 436: 
cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                if HyPos <= 22: 
                                                                    if Wrds > 9: cls = 
"MLD"; conf = 13 
                                                                    if Wrds <= 9: 
                                                                        if LSpc > 3: cls 
= "FRT"; conf = 9 
                                                                        if LSpc <= 3: 
                                                                            if AllCap <= 
0: 
                                                                                if TwoSp 
<= 3: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                if TwoSp 
> 3: cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
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                                                                            if AllCap > 
0: 
                                                                                if Caps 
<= 47: cls = "MLI"; conf = 45 
                                                                                if Caps > 
47: cls = "MLD"; conf = 1 
                                                            if LSpc <= 1: 
                                                                if Paren > 0: 
                                                                    if FCap <= 0: cls = 
"MLM"; conf = 8 
                                                                    if FCap > 0: cls = 
"QUS"; conf = 6 
                                                                if Paren <= 0: 
                                                                    if Comma > 1: cls = 
"MLM"; conf = 4 
                                                                    if Comma <= 1: 
                                                                        if CPRS <= 0: cls 
= "FRT"; conf = 116 
                                                                        if CPRS > 0: 
                                                                            if Endp > 0: 
cls = "LIT"; conf = 3 
                                                                            if Endp <= 0: 
                                                                                if Wrds 
<= 7: 
                                                                                    if 
Hyph <= 1: cls = "NHE"; conf = 10 
                                                                                    if 
Hyph > 1: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                if Wrds > 
7: 
                                                                                    if 
Perc <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 6 
                                                                                    if 
Perc > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                    if Caps <= 22: 
                                                        if Hyph > 0: 
                                                            if Caps > 18: 
                                                                if AllCap <= 0: 
                                                                    if Comma <= 2: cls = 
"LTX"; conf = 6 
                                                                    if Comma > 2: cls = 
"SHV"; conf = 1 
                                                                if AllCap > 0: 
                                                                    if Slash <= 0: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 9 
                                                                    if Slash > 0: cls = 
"MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                            if Caps <= 18: 
                                                                if HyPos > 12: 
                                                                    if Stars > 0: cls = 
"LIT"; conf = 2 
                                                                    if Stars <= 0: 
                                                                        if Dec1 <= 23: 
cls = "FRT"; conf = 137/2 
                                                                        if Dec1 > 23: 
                                                                            if FCap <= 0: 
cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                            if FCap > 0: 
cls = "LIT"; conf = 2 
                                                                if HyPos <= 12: 
                                                                    if Endp > 0: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 18 
                                                                    if Endp <= 0: 
                                                                        if Title > 0: cls 
= "FRT"; conf = 7 
                                                                        if Title <= 0: 
                                                                            if RepPt > 4: 
cls = "LIT"; conf = 2 
                                                                            if RepPt <= 
4: 
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                                                                                if SLow > 
0: 
                                                                                    if 
HyPos > 4: cls = "FRT"; conf = 13 
                                                                                    if 
HyPos <= 4: 
                                                                                        
if Space <= 6: cls = "SHV"; conf = 2 
                                                                                        
if Space > 6: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                                                if SLow 
<= 0: 
                                                                                    if 
Punc > 1: 
                                                                                        
if SpChar <= 2: cls = "FRT"; conf = 7 
                                                                                        
if SpChar > 2: 
                                                                                            
if Space <= 12: cls = "SHV"; conf = 2 
                                                                                            
if Space > 12: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                    if 
Punc <= 1: 
                                                                                        
if SHE > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                        
if SHE <= 0: 
                                                                                            
if Digs > 9: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                                                            
if Digs <= 9: 
                                                                                                
if SpChar > 3: 
                                                                                                    
if LLen <= 40: cls = "SHV"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                    
if LLen > 40: cls = "LIT"; conf = 2 
                                                                                                
if SpChar <= 3: 
                                                                                                    
if PSpc <= 3: 
                                                                                                        
if LinPos <= 325: cls = "LIT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                        
if LinPos > 325: cls = "SHV"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                    
if PSpc > 3: 
                                                                                                        
if HyPos <= 1: cls = "ALI"; conf = 3/1 
                                                                                                        
if HyPos > 1: cls = "SHV"; conf = 50 
                                                        if Hyph <= 0: 
                                                            if LLen > 39: 
                                                                if RepPt <= 2: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 1062/6 
                                                                if RepPt > 2: 
                                                                    if LLen <= 75: 
                                                                        if Wrds <= 12: 
cls = "FRT"; conf = 143/1 
                                                                        if Wrds > 12: cls 
= "QUS"; conf = 4 
                                                                    if LLen > 75: 
                                                                        if FCap <= 0: cls 
= "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                                                        if FCap > 0: cls 
= "QUS"; conf = 53 
                                                            if LLen <= 39: 
                                                                if Date > 0: 
                                                                    if AllCap <= 0: cls = 
"FRT"; conf = 1 
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                                                                    if AllCap > 0: cls = 
"DAT"; conf = 11 
                                                                if Date <= 0: 
                                                                    if LinPos > 460: 
                                                                        if Pound > 0: cls 
= "MLI"; conf = 3 
                                                                        if Pound <= 0: 
                                                                            if Equal > 0: 
                                                                                if FCap 
<= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                if FCap > 
0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 4 
                                                                            if Equal <= 
0: 
                                                                                if TwoSp 
> 2: 
                                                                                    if 
AllCap > 0: 
                                                                                        
if LinPos <= 525: cls = "CLA"; conf = 1 
                                                                                        
if LinPos > 525: cls = "TBI"; conf = 1 
                                                                                    if 
AllCap <= 0: 
                                                                                        
if Reps > 1: cls = "ALI"; conf = 2 
                                                                                        
if Reps <= 1: 
                                                                                            
if SBeg <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 9 
                                                                                            
if SBeg > 0: cls = "ALI"; conf = 1 
                                                                                if TwoSp 
<= 2: 
                                                                                    if 
PNum <= 4: cls = "FRT"; conf = 695/2 
                                                                                    if 
PNum > 4: 
                                                                                        
if Title <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 24 
                                                                                        
if Title > 0: 
                                                                                            
if TwoSp > 0: cls = "MEF"; conf = 7 
                                                                                            
if TwoSp <= 0: 
                                                                                                
if AllCap <= 0: cls = "NIT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                                
if AllCap > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                                    if LinPos <= 460: 
                                                                        if Endp > 0: cls 
= "FRT"; conf = 166/2 
                                                                        if Endp <= 0: 
                                                                            if LSpc > 0: 
                                                                                if Pound 
> 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 12 
                                                                                if Pound 
<= 0: 
                                                                                    if 
Equal > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 2 
                                                                                    if 
Equal <= 0: 
                                                                                        
if AllCap <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 81 
                                                                                        
if AllCap > 0: 
                                                                                            
if SHE > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 29/1 
                                                                                            
if SHE <= 0: 
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if Digs > 1: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                                
if Digs <= 1: 
                                                                                                    
if TwoSp > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 15 
                                                                                                    
if TwoSp <= 0: 
                                                                                                        
if Xes > 0: cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                        
if Xes <= 0: 
                                                                                                            
if RepPt <= 1: cls = "FRT"; conf = 8/2 
                                                                                                            
if RepPt > 1: 
                                                                                                                
if RepPt <= 2: cls = "MLI"; conf = 4 
                                                                                                                
if RepPt > 2: 
                                                                                                                    
if PSpc <= 23: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                                                                                    
if PSpc > 23: cls = "MLI"; conf = 1 
                                                                            if LSpc <= 0: 
                                                                                if SHE > 
0: 
                                                                                    if 
Title <= 0: 
                                                                                        
if Acro <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 99/1 
                                                                                        
if Acro > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                    if 
Title > 0: 
                                                                                        
if Acro <= 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                        
if Acro > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 12 
                                                                                if SHE <= 
0: 
                                                                                    if 
Wrds <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 25 
                                                                                    if 
Wrds > 0: 
                                                                                        
if FCap > 0: 
                                                                                            
if Abs > 0: 
                                                                                                
if Acro > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 9 
                                                                                                
if Acro <= 0: 
                                                                                                    
if Title <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 7 
                                                                                                    
if Title > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                            
if Abs <= 0: 
                                                                                                
if Perc > 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                
if Perc <= 0: 
                                                                                                    
if Slash > 2: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                    
if Slash <= 2: 
                                                                                                        
if Punc > 2: cls = "FRT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                        
if Punc <= 2: 
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if LinPos <= 362: cls = "LIT"; conf = 215 
                                                                                                            
if LinPos > 362: 
                                                                                                                
if Caps <= 1: cls = "LIT"; conf = 8 
                                                                                                                
if Caps > 1: 
                                                                                                                    
if LLen <= 15: cls = "LIT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                                    
if LLen > 15: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                        
if FCap <= 0: 
                                                                                            
if Title > 0: cls = "MEF"; conf = 1 
                                                                                            
if Title <= 0: 
                                                                                                
if Acro > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 31 
                                                                                                
if Acro <= 0: 
                                                                                                    
if CPRS > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 12 
                                                                                                    
if CPRS <= 0: 
                                                                                                        
if Comma > 0: 
                                                                                                            
if PSpc <= 7: cls = "LIT"; conf = 6 
                                                                                                            
if PSpc > 7: cls = "FRT"; conf = 3 
                                                                                                        
if Comma <= 0: 
                                                                                                            
if PSpc <= 2: 
                                                                                                                
if LLen <= 13: cls = "FRT"; conf = 22 
                                                                                                                
if LLen > 13: cls = "LIT"; conf = 9 
                                                                                                            
if PSpc > 2: 
                                                                                                                
if Decs > 0: cls = "LIT"; conf = 1 
                                                                                                                
if Decs <= 0: 
                                                                                                                    
if LinPos > 18: cls = "FRT"; conf = 74 
                                                                                                                    
if LinPos <= 18: 
                                                                                                                        
if AllCap <= 0: cls = "FRT"; conf = 2 
                                                                                                                        
if AllCap > 0: cls = "NHE"; conf = 2 
    return cls, con 
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APPENDIX 5: TAGLINE ANNOTATION MODULE 
 
This module invokes a set of rules depending on which elemnts are being sought and the actual 
value of the label.  If the user asks for slot-value pairs to be annotated, this module traverses the 
lines of text with their classification labels and looks for labels that indicate membership in this 
category.  For instance, if a the class "TSV" or triple slot value is encountered, the line is sent to a 
function the parse and annotate all three of the slot-value pairs in the line and return the 
annotation.  If  the class SLT or slot is encountered, the line is parsed for the offsets of the slot 
only, and then checks to see if the next line meets the requirement of a filler for that slot.  If the 
next line is free text, then it annotates it as the filler, but if the line has membership in some other 
structural type, it is ignored and the annotation is return as a slot only.  
 
 
from TLUtilities import * 
 
 
tab = '\t' 
pip = '|' 
end = '\n' 
 
 
headers = fileToList(headers) 
def isSHE(line): 
    s = 0 
     
    text = line.strip() 
    for hed in headers: 
        hed = hed.strip() 
        if text.startswith(hed): 
            s = 1 
        elif text == hed: 
            s = 1 
        elif text is hed: 
            s = 1 
        else: pass 
    return s   
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def parseNote(lineText, lineClss, note, options, a): 
    anns = '' 
    #global a 
     
    ops = options.split('|') 
    #ops = options 
    print ops 
    #a = open('Annotations.txt', 'w') 
    for op in ops: 
        if op == 'SF': 
            print 'Trying to get SlotsFillers.' 
            sf = getSlotFiller(lineText, lineClss, note, a) 
            anns += sf 
 
        if op == 'TB': 
            tables = getTables(lineText, lineClss, note, a) 
            anns += tables 
             
      
             
    anns = anns.strip(tab) 
    #a.close() 
     
    return anns 
 
 
def offset(lines,index): 
    o = 0 
    for t in range(0,index): 
        o += len(lines[t]) 
    return o 
 
def getSlotFiller(lineText, lineClss, note, a): 
    sl = '' 
    l = len(lineText) 
    s = 'Slot' 
    f = 'Filler' 
    sf = 'SlotFill' 
    h = 'Header' 
    for i in range(l): 
        #print i, lineClss[i], lineText[i] 
        print 'Line: ', i, ' Class: ', lineClss[i] 
        if lineClss[i] == 'SLV': 
             
            text = lineText[i] 
            if text.find(':') > -1: 
                ref = text.find(':') 
            elif text.find('-') > -1: 
                ref = text.find('-') 
            elif text.find('--') > -1: 
                ref = text.find('--') 
            else:  
                print 'Missed one' 
                continue 
                 
            slot = text[:ref].strip() 
            sstart = text.find(slot) 
            sstart += offset(lineText, i) 
            sstop = sstart + len(slot) 
            sa = s + pip + str(sstart) + pip + str(sstop) + tab 
            sl += sa 
            fill = text[ref:].strip() 
            fstart = text.rfind(fill) + offset(lineText, i) 
            fstop = fstart + len(fill) 
            fa = f + pip + str(fstart) + pip + str(fstop) + tab 
            sl += fa 
            sv = sf + pip + str(sstart) + pip + str(fstop) + tab 
            sl += sv 
            wh = note[sstart:fstop] 
            a.write(str(i+1) + end) 
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            a.write(sf + tab + wh + end) 
            #a.write(sa) 
            #a.write(fa + end) 
            #a.write(sv + end) 
            a.write(s + tab + slot + tab + str(sstart) + tab + str(sstop) + end) 
            a.write(f + tab + fill + tab + str(fstart) + tab + str(fstop) + end + end) 
         
        elif lineClss[i] == 'SLT': 
            text = lineText[i] 
            items = text.split(':') 
            slot = items[0].strip() 
            sstart = text.find(slot) + offset(lineText, i) 
            sstop = sstart + len(slot) 
            sa = s + pip + str(sstart) + pip + str(sstop) + tab 
            sl += sa 
             
            if lineClss[i+1] == 'FRT': 
                 
                fill = lineText[i + 1].strip() 
                fstart = lineText[i+1].rfind(fill) + offset(lineText, i+1) 
                fstop = fstart + len(fill) 
                fa = f + pip + str(fstart) + pip+ str(fstop) + tab 
                sl += fa 
                sv = sf + pip + str(sstart) + pip + str(fstop) + tab 
                sl += sv 
                a.write(str(i+1) + end) 
                #a.write(sa) 
                #a.write(fa + end) 
                wh = note[sstart:fstop] 
                a.write(sf + tab + wh + end) 
                a.write(s + tab + slot + end) 
                a.write(f + tab + fill + end + end) 
            else: pass 
         
        elif lineClss[i] == 'DSV' or lineClss[i] == 'TSV': 
            text = lineText[i].strip() 
            sv = text.split('  ') 
             
            for x in sv: 
                if x == '': 
                    sv.remove(x) 
            if len(sv) < 2: 
                continue 
             
            #print 'items = ', sv 
            items1 = sv[0].strip() 
            items2 = sv[1].strip() 
            if items1.find(':') > -1: 
                items = items1.split(':') 
            elif items1.find('-') > -1: 
                items = items1.split('-') 
            else: 
                print 'Missed One' 
                continue 
            slot1 = items[0].strip() 
            fill1 = items[1].strip() 
            if fill1.isspace() or fill1.strip() == '': 
                hstart = text.find(slot1) + offset(lineText, i) 
                hstop = hstart + len(slot1) 
                head = h + pip + str(hstart) + pip + str(hstop) + tab 
                sl += head 
                a.write(h + end) 
            else: 
                sstart1 = text.find(slot1) + offset(lineText, i) 
                #print 'start:', sstart1 
                sstop1 = sstart1 + len(slot1) 
                #print 'stop:', sstop1 
                fstart1 = text.rfind(fill1) + offset(lineText, i) 
                fstop1 = fstart1 + len(fill1) 
                sa1 = s + pip + str(sstart1) + pip + str(sstop1) + tab 
                sl += sa1 
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                fa1 = f + pip + str(fstart1) + pip + str(fstop1) + tab 
                sl += fa1 
                sv1 = sf + pip + str(sstart1) + pip + str(fstop1) + tab 
                sl += sv1 
                a.write(str(i+1) + end) 
                #a.write(sa1) 
                #a.write(fa1 + end) 
                wh1 = note[sstart1:fstop1] 
                a.write(sf + tab + wh1 + end) 
                a.write(s + tab + slot1 + end) 
                a.write(f + tab + fill1 + end + end) 
            if items2.find(':') > -1: 
                delim1 = items2.find(':') 
                tems = items2.split(':') 
            else: continue 
            slot2 = tems[0].strip() 
            fill2 = tems[1].strip() 
            sstart2 = text.find(slot2) + offset(lineText, i) 
            sstop2 = sstart2 + len(slot2) 
            fstart2 = text.rfind(fill2) + offset(lineText, i) # here 
            fstop2 = fstart2 + len(fill2) 
            sa2 = s + pip + str(sstart2) + pip + str(sstop2) + tab 
            sl += sa2 
            fa2 = f + pip + str(fstart2) + pip + str(fstop2) + tab 
            sl += fa2 
            sv2 = sf + pip + str(sstart2) + pip + str(fstop2) + tab 
            sl += sv2 
            a.write(str(i+1) + end) 
            #a.write(sa2) 
            #a.write(fa2 + end) 
            wh2 = note[sstart2:fstop2] 
            a.write(sf + tab + wh2 + end) 
            a.write(s + tab + slot2 + end) 
            a.write(f + tab + fill2 + end + end) 
             
            if len(sv) == 3: 
                items3 = sv[2].strip() 
                if items3.find(':') > -1: 
                    its = items3.split(':') 
                else: continue 
                slot3 = its[0].strip() 
                fill3 = its[1].strip() 
                sstart3 = text.find(slot3) + offset(lineText, i) 
                sstop3 = sstart3 + len(slot3) 
                fstart3 = text.rfind(fill3) + offset(lineText, i) 
                fstop3 = fstart3 + len(fill3) 
                sa3 = s + pip + str(sstart3) + pip + str(sstop3) + tab 
                sl += sa3 
                fa3 = f + pip+ str(fstart3) + pip + str(fstop3) + tab 
                sl += fa3 
                sv3 = sf + pip + str(sstart3) + pip + str(fstop3) + tab 
                sl += sv3 
                a.write(str(i+1) + end) 
                #a.write(sa3) 
                #a.write(fa3 + end) 
                wh = note[sstart3:fstop3] 
                a.write(sf + tab + wh + end) 
                a.write(s + tab + slot3 + end) 
                a.write(f + tab + fill3 + end + end) 
                 
         
        else: pass 
         
    return sl 
 
 
 
 
def getTables(lineText, lineClss, note, a): 
    t = 'Table' 
    tb = '' 
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    l = len(lineText) 
    lastHeader = 0 
    lastLastHeader = 0 
    tStart = 0 
    tStop = 0 
    startFound = 0 
    firstLine = 0 
    lastLine = 0 
    tableLines = 0 
    missedOne = 0 
    starts = [] 
     
    for i in range(l): 
        lastHeader = 0 
        lastLastHeader = 0 
        cls = lineClss[i] 
        #a.write(i) 
        #a.write(tab + cls + tab) 
 
         
        if cls == 'TBI': 
            tableLines += 1 
            missedOne = 0 
            if tableLines > 1: 
                lastLine = i 
            else: 
                #lastHeader = isSHE(lineText[i-1]) 
                #lastLastHeader = isSHE(lineText[i-2]) 
                #print 'last', lastHeader, 'lastLast', lastLastHeader 
                #print 'line', i, 'cls', cls,'tblLines', tableLines, 'missed',missedOne, 
'first',firstLine,'last',lastLine  
                #print lineText[i-1] 
                #print lineText[i-2] 
                 
                if lastLastHeader == 2: 
                     
                    firstLine = i-2 
                    text = lineText[i-2] 
                    header = text.strip() 
                    tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i-2) 
                    print 'Found SHE:',text 
 
                elif lastHeader == 2: 
                    firstLine = i-1 
                    text = lineText[i-1] 
                    header = text.strip() 
                    tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i-1) 
                    print 'Found SHE:', text 
                     
                else: 
                    firstLine = i 
                    text = lineText[i] 
                    header = text.strip() 
                    tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i) 
         
         
        elif cls == 'CLA': 
             
            if tableLines == 0: 
                firstLine = i 
                text = lineText[i] 
                header = text.strip() 
                tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i) 
                tableLines += 1 
                lastLine = i 
                missedOne = 0 
 
            elif tableLines > 1 and lineClss[i-1] != 'CLA' and lineClss[i-2] != 'CLA': 
                print 'line', i+1, 'cls', cls,'tblLines', tableLines, 'missed',missedOne, 
'first',firstLine,'last',lastLine, 'tStart', tStart 
                print 'tStart =', tStart 
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                text = lineText[lastLine] 
                tStop = len(text) + offset(lineText, lastLine) 
                table = t + pip + str(tStart) + pip + str(tStop) + tab 
                a.write(end) 
                ta = note[tStart:tStop] 
                a.write(t + end) 
                a.write(ta + end + end + end + end) 
                tb += table 
                 
                text = lineText[i] 
                header = text.strip() 
                tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i) 
                tStop = 0 
                firstLine = i 
                lastLine = i 
                missedOne = 0 
                tableLines = 1 
            else: 
                lastHeader = isSHE(lineText[i-1]) 
                #lastLastHeader = isSHE(lineText[i-2]) 
                #print 'last', lastHeader, 'lastLast', lastLastHeader 
                #print 'line', i, 'cls', cls,'tblLines', tableLines, 'missed',missedOne, 
'first',firstLine,'last',lastLine  
                #print lineText[i-1] 
                #print lineText[i-2] 
                 
                if lastLastHeader == 2: 
                    tableLines = 3 
                    firstLine = i-2 
                    text = lineText[i-2] 
                    header = text.strip() 
                    tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i-2) 
                    print 'Found SHE:',text 
 
                elif lastHeader == 1: 
                    tableLines = 2 
                    firstLine = i-1 
                    text = lineText[i-1] 
                    header = text.strip() 
                    tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i-1) 
                    print 'Found SHE:', text 
                     
                else: 
                    tableLines += 1 
                    lastLine = i 
                 
        else: 
            missedOne += 1 
            if tableLines > 1: 
                if missedOne > 1: 
                    text = lineText[lastLine] 
                    tStop = len(text) + offset(lineText, lastLine) 
                    table = t + pip + str(tStart) + pip + str(tStop) + tab 
                    a.write(end) 
                    ta = note[tStart:tStop] 
                    a.write(t + end) 
                    a.write(ta + end + end + end + end) 
                    tb += table 
                    lastLine = 0 
                    firstLine = 0 
                    tStart = 0 
                    tStop = 0 
                    missedOne = 0 
                    tableLines = 0 
                 
                elif missedOne == 1: 
                    SHE = isSHE(lineText[i]) 
                    if SHE == 1: 
 
                        text = lineText[lastLine] 
                        tStop = len(text) + offset(lineText, lastLine) 
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                        table = t + pip + str(tStart) + pip + str(tStop) + tab 
                        a.write(end) 
                        ta = note[tStart:tStop] 
                        a.write(t + end) 
                        a.write(ta + end + end + end + end) 
                        tb += table 
                        text = lineText[i] 
                        header = text.strip() 
                        tStart = text.find(header) + offset(lineText, i) 
                        firstLine = i 
                        lastLine = i 
                        tStop = 0 
                        missedOne = 0 
                        tableLines = 1 
                 
                else: lastLine = i 
                     
                    
            else: 
                lastLine = 0 
                firstLine = 0 
                missedOne = 0 
                tableLines = 0 
                tStart = 0 
                tStop = 0  
 
                 
 
 
    return tb 
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APPENDIX 6: TAGLINE LEVENSHTEIN MODULE 
 
This module provides all of the functionality for coding lines of text, making comparisons and 
calulating the edit distance and similarity score, building reference pattern look-up tables and 
making comaprisons against a set of reference patterns and returning a line label class value.  The 
actual Levenshtein fucntionality is called from a Python package called NLTK, the Natural 
Language Tool Kit.   
 
 
 
from Levenshtein import * 
 
tab = '\t' 
doc = 'RefPats.txt' 
refPats = {}[124] 
LevRef = 0 
 
# Reads pattern dictionary from file 
def fileToDict(doc): 
    d = {}[125] 
    r = open(doc, 'r') 
    lines = r.readlines() 
    r.close() 
     
    for line in lines: 
        items = line.split(tab) 
        key = items[1] 
        val = items[0] 
        val = val.strip() 
        d[key] = val 
    return d 
 
 
# codes a line of text  
def code(text): 
    codeText = '' 
    for char in text: 
        if char.isalpha(): 
            data = 'A' 
        elif char.isdigit(): 
            data = 'N' 
        elif char.isspace(): 
            data = '*' 
        else:  
            data = char 
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        codeText = codeText + data 
    return codeText 
 
 
 
# returns the classification of a line of text using cut-point 
def getLevCls(line,RefPats): 
    Ref = .95 
    cls = 'FRT'   
    highest = 0 
    p = code(line) 
 
    for pat in RefPats.keys(): 
        score = ratio(p, pat) 
 
        if score > highest: 
            highest = score 
            cls = RefPats[pat] 
 
    if highest >= Ref: 
        return cls 
    else: 
        return 'FRT' 
         
 
 
# returns the classification for a line if text - no cut-point 
def getLevenCls(line,RefPats): 
    cls = 'FRT' 
    highest = 0 
    p = code(line) 
 
    for pat in RefPats.keys(): 
        score = ratio(p, pat) 
 
        if score > highest: 
            highest = score 
            cls = RefPats[pat] 
 
    return cls 
 
 
 
# uniform function call for either method 
def classify(line): 
    cls = 'FRT' 
     
    coded = code(line) 
    cls = getLevCls(coded, RefPats) 
    #cls = getLevenCls(coded, RefPats) 
    return cls 
     
     
# builds pattern dictionary - not sim score used 
def getCodedPats(lines,clsIndex, SIndex ): 
    pats = {} 
    count = 0 
    if SIndex > 0: 
        for line in lines: 
            count += 1 
            if SIndex == count: 
                count = 0 
                items = line.split(tab) 
                cls = items[clsIndex] 
                text = items[textIndex] 
                codedText = code(text) 
                if codedText in pats: 
                    pass 
                else: 
                    pats[codedText] = cls 
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                    #print len(pats), 'patterns' 
            else: pass 
    else: 
     
        for line in lines: 
            cls = line[clsIndex] 
            text = line[textIndex] 
            codedText = code(text) 
            pats[codedText] = cls 
    return pats 
 
 
 
# Builds pattern dictionary with sim score 
def getCodedRefs(lines, clsIndex, textIndex ): 
    pats = {} 
    p = .98 
    count = 0 
    over = 0 
 
    for line in lines: 
 
        items = line.split(tab) 
        cls = items[clsIndex] 
        text = items[textIndex] 
        codedText = code(text) 
        if codedText in pats: 
            pass 
                     
        else: 
            for pattern in pats.keys(): 
                over = 0 
                sim = ratio(codedText,pattern) 
                if sim > p: 
                    over = 1 
                else: pass 
            if over == 1: 
                pass 
            else: 
                pats[codedText] = cls 
            #print len(pats), 'patterns' 
 
 
    return pats 
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APPENDIX 7: DOCUMENT ELEMENT'S LABELS AND DEFINITIONS 
This table shows the ontology-like definitions of the semi-structured text elements that have been 
identified in VHA progress notes.  Some structures are stand alone types and others can be a part 
of other structures.  There are hierachical relationships modeled in this ontology.  The model is 
young, however and is considered a living document.  There will be refinements made as work in 
this area progresses. 
 
Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Document A document is composed of 
document elements.  This is 
the root class of the ontology.  
This class itself is not an 
annotation, but is useful to 
have to define document 
types based on its contents. 
Root document 
elements 
 
Document 
Element 
A document element is an 
annotation or physical zone 
within a document that has 
some cohesive and contiguous 
nature to it.  Examples of a 
document element include 
sections, tables, and figures. 
Annotation   
Paragraph A paragraph is a collection of 
contiguous sentences.   
Document 
Element 
sentences This definition aligns with the 
CHIR NLP Model labels.  
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Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Sentence A sentence is a group of 
phrases forming a syntactic 
unit that expresses an 
assertion, a question, a wish, 
or the performance of an 
action, that in writing usually 
begins with a capital letter 
and concludes with 
appropriate end punctuation.  
In this context, a sentence 
should include a verb and 
subject and/or an object. 
Document 
Element 
phrases This definition aligns with the 
CHIR NLP Model labels.  The 
sentence is being used within 
this ontology rather than the 
more general Utterance label 
because of its stereotypical 
relationship as a component of 
a paragraph.  
Phrase A phrase is a term (usually 
labeled as the head word) and 
the set of modifiers to that 
term.   
Document 
Element 
 This definition aligns with the 
CHIR NLP Model labels. 
Many document elements are 
defined by the existence of one 
or more phrases. 
Figure Not further defined here. Document 
Element 
  
Content Content is a collection of 
other document elements that 
make up some syntactically or 
semantically cohesive zone.  
For example, the paragraphs 
that cover the zone for a 
section is the content of the 
section.   
Document 
Element 
contents Sections, slot values both have 
content to them. However, the 
elements within each of these 
contents are different. 
Section A section is a zone of 
contents that usually contains 
a content header, and content 
where that content is either a 
set of paragraphs, sentences, 
or a list.  There is usually a 
delimiter between the header 
and the content. The delimiter 
is either a colon, hyphen or a 
newline. 
Document 
Element 
content 
header 
delimiter 
content 
It might be useful to further 
subtype sections by either the 
elements found within, or by 
common section headings.   
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Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Slot Value A slot value is a zone that 
contains a content header, a 
delimiter and content that is a 
short value such as a single 
phrase.   The delimiter is 
typically a colon or hyphen, 
but could also be a fixed 
number of spaces or a 
newline. 
Document 
Element 
slot value 
content 
header 
delimiter 
content 
These can be further subtyped 
by either the elements found 
within, and by common 
headings.  For example, 
defining Date, phone number 
and signature slot values make 
it possible to define a letter 
header zone. 
Date A date. Not further defined. Slot Value  Element needed to define a 
letter header. 
Phone 
Number 
A phone number. Not further 
defined. 
Slot Value  Element needed to define a 
letter header. 
Signature A signature word or phrase 
seen at the bottom of a letter. 
Examples include Sincerely,  
FirstName Last Name. 
Here it useful to note that the 
comma is the delimiter 
between the signature and the 
name of the person. 
Slot Value  Element needed to define a 
letter footer. 
Transcriber A slot value commonly seen 
as the footer to many medical 
documents detailing who 
transcribed the document and 
when. 
This is a particular kind of a 
slot value where it might 
include two phrases, one for 
the name and one for the date 
and time. 
Slot Value slot value 
content 
header 
delimiter 
name content 
date/time 
content 
Element needed to define a 
letter footer. 
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Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Content 
Heading 
A content heading is an 
explicit label for content to 
follow.  
Content headings are usually 
simple noun phrases.  Content 
headings begin at the start of 
a line, are either in all upper 
case, or in camel case. 
Content headings are 
terminated a delimiter which 
is usually a colon or hyphen, 
but could also be a newline.  
The delimiter is not 
considered to be part of the 
content header. Content 
headings show up in sections, 
slot value pairs, figures, 
tables, and document titles. 
Document 
Element 
  
Document 
Heading 
A kind of content heading that 
shows up at the beginning of 
a document. 
Content 
Heading 
 Discharge Summary 
 
Figure 
Heading 
A kind of content heading that 
shows up as part of a figure. 
Content 
Heading 
 Figure 1 
Slot Value 
Heading 
A kind of content heading that 
shows up as part of a slot 
value pair. 
Content 
Heading 
  
Table 
Heading 
A label for the entire table. Content 
Heading 
 Table 4 
Question A question is an abstract class 
that includes check boxes and 
yes/no questions observed in 
documents within this corpus.  
Document 
Element 
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Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Check Box A question in the form of a 
single or multiple-choice that 
the author has to mark.  The 
marked choice is the asserted 
finding, and the unmarked 
choices are not considered 
factual statements.  There can 
be multiple checkboxes on a 
line. 
Question  Male [ ] Female[X] 
[x] Discharged 
Yes No 
Question 
A yes/no question is a 
question where the author is 
required to either assert or 
negate the question.   
Question   
List A list is a set of phrases or 
sentences that define a 
collection of something.   
Document 
Element 
 Lists are common elements 
within this corpus, and describe 
collections of medications, 
instructions, observations and 
other clinically relevant 
information. 
Unstructured 
List 
Unstructured lists are comma 
delimited collections, where 
multiple elements appear on 
the same line.  The list might 
be a component of a sentence 
(i.e., there exists a sentence 
delimiter at the end of the 
list). Unstructured lists could 
also include a conjunction 
delimiting the last element of 
the list. 
List  He had fever, chills, and a 
headache. 
Structured 
List 
Structured lists are lists that 
include characters marking 
each element. Structured lists 
include delimiters between 
elements.  Structured lists 
could include more complex 
elements than terms or 
phrases found in unstructured 
lists such as paragraphs. The 
delimiter between list 
elements is a newline. 
List   
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Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Delimited 
List 
A structured list where the 
marker is 0 or more spaces or 
tabs followed by a bullet such 
as an asterisk 
Structured 
List 
  
Table A collection of elements 
arranged in rows that contain 
columns that contain the 
elements.  A table could 
contain a table heading, a set 
of headings that define each 
row, and a set of headings that 
define each column. 
Document 
Element 
table heading 
row headings 
column 
headings 
table rows 
 
Table Cell A document element that 
semantically is interpreted in 
context with the correctly 
indexed row and column 
heading. 
Document 
Element 
cell contents  
Table Row A collection of table cells. Document 
Element 
columns Not expected to have a human 
annotate at this level, but a 
machine could. 
Letter 
Header  
A collection of document 
elements found at the top of a 
letter.  These elements include 
an address, date phone 
number, and salutation.  
Document 
Element 
address 
date 
phone 
number 
salutation 
 
Salutation A greeting found in letters.  A 
salutation includes the 
greeting, a name, and a 
comma or colon. 
Document 
Element 
greeting 
addressee 
salutation 
marker 
 
Dear Dr. Jones, 
To Whom it May 
Concern: 
I’m not sure the semantics of 
the salutation marker.   
Letter Footer A collection of document 
elements found at the bottom 
of a letter.  These elements 
include a valediction,  an 
author, possibly who 
authenticates the 
correspondence, and who 
transcribed it. 
Document 
Element 
valediction 
author 
authenticator 
 transcriber 
Sincerely,  
    John Smith 
Signed by: John Smith 
Reviewed by: JS 
Transcribed by: JS 
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Label Definition Parent 
Class 
Features Notes and Examples 
Address 
Block 
A valid set of address 
elements that could be used to 
send a correspondence via the 
US postal service.  The group 
of address elements includes 
an addressee, the location at 
the address, the street, city, 
state and zip code.  Each of 
these elements are typically 
on separate lines, and block 
formatted. 
Document 
Element 
addressee 
location at 
address 
street 
city state zip 
 
Addressee The person the 
correspondence is addressed 
to.   
Document 
Element 
  
Street 
Number And 
Name 
The street number and street 
name.   
Document 
Element 
street number 
street name 
 
There are 20+ synonyms for a 
street including Route, Avenue, 
P.O Box, Highway.  The Street 
number can include letters, and 
fractions.  91/2 
Street names can be modified 
by direction (N, S, E, W) 
Location At 
Address 
A location within a complex 
such as a building number, 
the name of a building or 
organization, a room, suite, 
floor, wing, ward, department. 
Document 
Element 
building, 
room, suite 
Dept., or 
ward 
 
City State 
Zip 
A city, state, and zip code, 
usually all within one line, 
delimited by commas. 
Document 
Element 
city 
State 
zip 
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APPENDIX 8: TEXT CLASSES AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS 
 
This table shows all of the classes and their descripotions that are applied to lines of text in 
TagLine.  The 'part of' column shows the relation ship to other larger structures if it exists.  The 
classes were derived from the text base on it's membership in the text element ontology.  Classes 
were kept mutually exclusive to eliminate ambiguity, but some actual text spans don't always 
conform to the classes available.  This is why so many classes were defined. 
 
 
Note:  Not all classes were retained for use. 
 
 
Label ISA part of Description 
DXI CheckBox Question Double Xed Items 
MXI CheckBox Question Multiple Xed Items 
XIT CheckBox Question Xed item 
XYF CheckBox Question Xed item with YES/NO - freetext 
HLL List List Line list with Header 
LLI List List Line List -  a comma seperated list on a line 
ALI Phrase Phrase Alpha Labeled Item - one line 
ALT Phrase Phrase Alpha Labeled Text - continues 
HLI ListHead List Header: and a List Item 
LHE ListHead List List Header 
NIT ListItem List Numbered Item 
NMS ListItem List Numbered Stem - text truncated 
MEF TableFooter Table Medication Footer 
MLD TableRow Table Medication List Directions 
MLI TableRow Table Med List Item (not numbered) 
MLM TableRow Table Medication List Medication name and dose 
MNI TableRow Table Med Numbered Item 
SLI ListItem List SubList Item - a list that falls under a list item 
BTX Phrase Phrase Bulleted Text 
DAT Date Date Date 
DSL SlotVal SlotVal Date Slot:Value 
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FOB None None Formatting Bar 
LDS SlotVal SlotVal Label <space> double slot:values 
LTX SectHead SectHead Labeled Text - first of multple lines on text 
TIM Time Time Time 
NHE DocHeader DocHeader Note Header 
BQS Question Question Bulleted Question Stem 
HQS Question Question Header with Questions Stem 
HQU Question Question Header: with question end w/? 
NQS Question Question Numbered Question Stem 
NQU Question Question Numbered Question, end with ? 
QAF Question Question Question? And answer fragment 
QQH Question Question Qouted Question with a header 
QUA Question Question Question (ends w/?) and answer 
QUC Question Question Question Completer w/? And answer 
QUE Question Question Question, ends with ? 
QUF Question Question Question Finisher 
QUS Question Question Question Stem 
QXC Question Question Question Completer w/? And X answer 
QXF Question Question Question w/X Box Answer Fragment  
QYN Question Question Question (ends w/?) answered with Yes or No 
QYT Question Question Question YN with text after 
SQU Question Question Header: Question, end with ? 
SHE SectHead SectHead Section Header 
BSV SlotVal SlotVal Bulleted Slot:Value 
BSL SVHead SlotVal Bulleted Slot: 
DSD SlotVal SlotVal Double Slot with Date 
DST SlotVal SlotVal double slot: slot: (no values) 
DSV SlotVal SlotVal Double Slolt/Value  
HDS SlotVal SlotVal Header:   Slot:Value  Slot: 
HDV SlotVal SlotVal Header: Slot:Value  Slot:Value 
HMS SlotVal SlotVal Header w/ Multiple Slots 
NSL SVHead SlotVal Numbered Slot: 
NSS SlotVal SlotVal Numbered Slot: Stem, value text truncated 
NSV SlotVal SlotVal Numbered Slot:Value 
SFR SVHead SlotVal Slot Fragment - finishes a slot from pre line 
SHV SlotVal SlotVal Slot Hyphen Value 
SLC SlotVal SlotVal Slot completer:  end of long SLT from last line 
SLT SVHead SlotVal Slot only with : Filler on next line 
SLV SlotVal SlotVal Slot/Value uses a colon to separate  Name:Value 
SVC SlotVal SlotVal Slot:Value with colon in the slot name 
SVF SlotVal SlotVal Slot:Value finisher 
SVS SlotVal SlotVal Slot:Value Stem - text truncated 
SVV SlotVal SlotVal Slot Value Value, Vs seperated by spaces 
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TSV SlotVal SlotVal Triple Slot/Value 
XIS CheckBox Question Xed item slot: 
CLA RowHead Table Column Label 
TBH TableHead Table Table Header 
TBI RowItem Table table Item 
TDT TabDate Table Table Date, Just a date in a table 
VVV TableRow Table Values seperated by space 
HSV SectHead SlotVal Header and Slot/Value   
VLI SlotVal List VitalsListItem 
SVD SlotVal SlotVal Slot:Value Date 
LIT ListItem List List Item 
VOL List List Vitals - on one line 
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APPENDIX 9: RESULTS BY CLASS FOR FUZZY STRING MATCHING 
 
This table shows the precision recall and F-measure for each of the possible classes at the line 
level.  Poor performance tended to be the lower prevelance classes. 
 
Class Count Precision Recall F-Measure 
FRT 1116 0.7877 0.8244 0.8056 
SLV 705 0.8825 0.8312 0.8561 
TBI 497 0.9899 0.9859 0.9879 
MLI 403 0.9160 0.8933 0.9045 
SLT 343 0.9322 0.9621 0.9469 
BTX 252 0.8701 0.7976 0.8323 
VLI 214 0.9767 0.9813 0.9790 
MNI 177 0.9227 0.9435 0.9330 
LIT 157 0.5812 0.7070 0.6379 
QYN 146 0.9865 1.0000 0.9932 
CLA 139 0.9851 0.9496 0.9670 
NIT 106 0.7912 0.6792 0.7310 
FOB 88 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
MLM 86 0.8511 0.9302 0.8889 
MLD 83 0.7895 0.9036 0.8427 
QUE 83 0.9432 1.0000 0.9708 
LTX 78 0.6164 0.5769 0.5960 
NSV 44 1.0000 0.9773 0.9885 
XIT 42 1.0000 0.9048 0.9500 
HSV 33 0.8824 0.4545 0.6000 
QUC 29 0.9231 0.8276 0.8727 
VSV 25 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QUS 25 0.7391 0.6800 0.7083 
DSV 20 0.8333 0.5000 0.6250 
LLI 19 0.9474 0.9474 0.9474 
SHV 18 0.5333 0.4444 0.4848 
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QUA 14 0.7500 0.8571 0.8000 
SVV 14 0.8750 1.0000 0.9333 
DXI 11 1.0000 0.7273 0.8421 
NHE 11 0.7778 0.6364 0.7000 
NSL 11 0.5882 0.9091 0.7143 
TDT 11 0.8462 1.0000 0.9167 
QUF 11 0.7692 0.9091 0.8333 
XYF 10 0.9091 1.0000 0.9524 
HDV 10 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000 
BSL 9 0.8333 0.5556 0.6667 
NQS 8 1.0000 0.6250 0.7692 
NSS 7 1.0000 0.1429 0.2500 
ALI 6 0.8571 1.0000 0.9231 
LDS 6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NQU 4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
TIM 4 1.0000 0.7500 0.8571 
VVV 4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
DAT 3 0.7500 1.0000 0.8571 
DSL 3 0.6000 1.0000 0.7500 
QXF 3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
HMS 2 ---- 0.0000 ---- 
MEF 2 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000 
NMS 2 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000 
QFF 2 1.0000 0.5000 0.6667 
QXC 2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
HDS 1 0.5000 1.0000 0.6667 
HQU 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QYT 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
SLC 1 0.5000 1.0000 0.6667 
TXI 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
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APPENDIX 10: FEATURE DEFINITIONS 
 
These are all of the features that were originally developed for Tagline.  Not all features 
remained in Tagline.  Some were deemed not useful by repeated model building and 
some were not computationally efficient, such as the concept based features. 
 
 
Name Data Type Definition 
LinPos Continuous Position in note expressed as a percentage whole number top to bottom 
LLen Continuous Length of the line in characters 
ICD Dichotomous Presence of the string 'ICD' 
DSM Dichotomous Presence of the string 'DSM' 
Med Dichotomous Presence of terms found in RXNorm 
SHE Dichotomous Line is Section Header - as found in look-up. 
FCap Dichotomous First word is capitolized 
AllCap Dichotomous All characters are uppercase 
Caps Continuous Number of chars uppercase 
PCaps Continuous percent of chars are uppercase 
Slot Dichotomous line ends with colon 
UpSlot Dichotomous All caps and ends with colon 
Title Dichotomous Line is in Title case 
Digs Continuous number of digits 
PNum Continuous percent of chars are digits 
Space Continuous number of spaces in line 
PSpc Continuous percemt of line is space 
LSpc Continuous number of leading spaces 
OneSp Continuous single space occurances 
TwoSp Continuous two space occurances 
Gaps Continuous three space occurances 
SLow Dichotomous line starts with lowercase 
Bull Dichotomous line is bulleted with - or * at beginning 
LNum Continuous line number - how many lines down 
Mg Dichotomous presence of string "Mg" 
Sig Dichotomous presence of string "Sig" 
FBar Dichotomous Formatting Bar - all ** 
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QM Dichotomous Presence pf question mark 
QPos Continuous number offset for "?" position in line 
Quest Dichotomous line ends with ? 
Endp Dichotomous line ends with . 
ParSet Continuous Count of () 
Colons Continuous count of : 
Col1 Continuous offset of first : 
Col2 Continuous offset of 2nd : 
Col3 Continuous offset of 3rd : 
Date Dichotomous presence of date 
Time Dichotomous presence of timestamp 
Fone Dichotomous presence of phone num pattern 
YesNo Dichotomous line ends with yes or no 
Slash Continuous count of / 
Hyph Continuous count of - 
HyPos Continuous offset of - 
Boxes Dichotomous presence of [] 
Box1 Continuous offset of 1rst [ 
Box2 Continuous offset of 2nd [ 
Box3 Continuous offset of 3rd [ 
Decs Continuous count or decimal nums 
Dec1 Continuous offset of 1rst Decimal 
Dec2 Continuous offset of 2nd decimal 
Dec3 Continuous offset of 3rd decimal 
Bang Continuous count of ! 
At Continuous count of @ 
Pound Continuous count or # 
DS Continuous count of $ 
Perc Continuous count of % 
Amp Continuous count of & 
Plus Continuous count of + 
Equal Continuous count of = 
Stars Continuous count of * 
Apost Continuous count of ' 
Comp Continuous count or < > 
Comma Continuous count of , 
Punc Continuous count of any puntuation chars 
SpChar Continuous count od special chars 
Xes Continuous count of X 
Paren Continuous count of ( or ) 
Brack Continuous count of [ or ] 
SBeg Dichotomous presemce of Sent begin 
SEnd Dichotomous presence of sent end 
Abs Continuous count of abreviations 
Acro Continuous count of acronyms 
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Reps Continuous count this line found in note 
Token Continuous count of tokens 
Wrds Continuous count of words 
CPRS Continuous count of words in CPRS dict 
UWord Continuous count od unusual words 
LabCt Continuous count of words ending in : 
Sect Category Section of note line is in 
RX Continuous count of rx terms 
ConCt Continuous count of SNOMED concepts 
Conc Category first concept found 
SType Category symantic type in line 
SGrp Category symatic group in line 
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APPENDIX 11: FEATURE LIST AFTER WINNOWING WITH IMPORTANCE 
 
This is the complete list of features retained by the  C5.0 decision tree induction after each was 
evaluated for improtance.  The are listed in order of importance.  Importance is the percent error 
increase that would results without that feature. 
20 attributes winnowed 
Estimated importance of remaining attributes: 
 
    835%  Colons 
    264%  LNum 
    255%  Slot 
    179%  LSpc 
    166%  Bull 
    150%  Med 
    148%  Gaps 
    139%  QM 
    137%  Caps 
    127%  Time 
    105%  LLen 
     74%  Quest 
     67%  LabCt 
     67%  LinPos 
     66%  FBar 
     52%  SpChar 
     50%  FCap 
     42%  Space 
     40%  Box1 
     37%  HyPos 
     25%  PSpc 
     24%  RX 
     22%  Digs 
     22%  Decs 
     19%  PCaps 
     19%  SLow 
     18%  ICD 
     16%  Paren 
     16%  RepPt 
     15%  AllCap 
     11%  Wrds 
     11%  Endp 
     11%  Acro 
      9%  YesNo 
      9%  Comma 
      8%  Title 
      8%  Abs 
      8%  SHE 
      8%  Box2 
      7%  Stars 
      6%  Slash 
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      5%  TwoSp 
      5%  SBeg 
      5%  OneSp 
      5%  CPRS 
      4%  Mg 
      4%  Col3 
      4%  Pound 
      4%  Brack 
      3%  SEnd 
      3%  Date 
      3%  Xes 
      2%  PNum 
      2%  Reps 
      2%  ParSet 
      2%  Hyph 
      1%  UpSlot 
      1%  Dec1 
      1%  Punc 
     <1%  Equal 
     <1%  Perc 
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APPENDIX 12: ATTRIBUTE USAGE STATISTICS FOR DECISION TREES 
 
Features retained by the C5.0 algorithm list by their usage percentage - percentage of cases where 
the feature was used for classification. The presence of a question mark was used in every case. 
Attribute usage: 
 
     100%  QM 
      94%  Slot 
      93%  Bull 
      90%  LNum 
      79%  Colons 
      63%  LSpc 
      59%  Med 
      57%  Caps 
      53%  Gaps 
      46%  FBar 
      39%  Box1 
      37%  LLen 
      28%  Hyph 
      28%  LabCt 
      26%  Brack 
      26%  Time 
      25%  SLow 
      25%  RX 
      24%  Date 
      24%  ICD 
      20%  LinPos 
      18%  Decs 
      14%  RepPt 
      13%  SEnd 
      13%  Digs 
      12%  Wrds 
      11%  HyPos 
      11%  PSpc 
      11%  FCap 
      10%  ParSet 
       9%  PCaps 
       9%  Endp 
       8%  SBeg 
       8%  Stars 
       7%  Pound 
       7%  Paren 
       7%  Comma 
       7%  Space 
       6%  Quest 
       6%  Equal 
       6%  TwoSp 
       6%  SpChar 
       5%  PNum 
       5%  Title 
       5%  SHE 
       4%  Abs 
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       4%  AllCap 
       3%  Slash 
       3%  YesNo 
       3%  Punc 
       2%  Acro 
       2%  Perc 
       2%  OneSp 
       2%  CPRS 
       1%  Dec1 
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APPENDIX 13: FINAL DECISION TREE FOR TAGLINE 
 
This is the final decision tree as constructed by the C5.0 algorithm.  The number in parathesis is 
the number of cases that used that branch.  If there is a second number, it is the number of 
incorrect classifications out of the total for that branch.  This was an extensive tree and could not 
be presented on the width of one page, so some wrapping will be found. 
 
 
Produced by C5.0 
 
Decision tree: 
 
QM > 0: 
:...Quest > 0: 
:   :...LNum > 0: NQU (10) 
:   :   LNum <= 0: 
:   :   :...Colons <= 0: 
:   :       :...SLow <= 0: QUE (268) 
:   :       :   SLow > 0: QUF (28) 
:   :       Colons > 0: 
:   :       :...UpSlot <= 0: HQU (4) 
:   :           UpSlot > 0: SLV (1) 
:   Quest <= 0: 
:   :...Brack > 0: 
:       :...FCap <= 0: QXC (7) 
:       :   FCap > 0: QXF (7) 
:       Brack <= 0: 
:       :...HyPos > 30: 
:           :...FCap <= 0: QFF (6) 
:           :   FCap > 0: QYT (8) 
:           HyPos <= 30: 
:           :...Colons <= 0: 
:               :...FCap <= 0: 
:               :   :...Comma <= 0: QUC (87) 
:               :   :   Comma > 0: 
:               :   :   :...LSpc <= 2: FRT (2) 
:               :   :       LSpc > 2: QYN (12) 
:               :   FCap > 0: 
:               :   :...YesNo > 0: QYN (443) 
:               :       YesNo <= 0: 
:               :       :...Gaps <= 0: QUA (38) 
:               :           Gaps > 0: QYN (8) 
:               Colons > 0: 
:               :...LNum > 0: NIT (3) 
:                   LNum <= 0: 
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:                   :...Punc <= 3: 
:                       :...LLen <= 37: SLV (1) 
:                       :   LLen > 37: QUA (2) 
:                       Punc > 3: 
:                       :...LSpc <= 2: LTX (3) 
:                           LSpc > 2: HQU (1) 
QM <= 0: 
:...Slot > 0: 
    :...LNum > 0: NSL (49) 
    :   LNum <= 0: 
    :   :...Bull > 0: BSL (18) 
    :       Bull <= 0: 
    :       :...Brack > 0: 
    :           :...Hyph <= 0: NIT (16) 
    :           :   Hyph > 0: XYF (2) 
    :           Brack <= 0: 
    :           :...Colons > 1: 
    :               :...Paren > 0: SLV (9) 
    :               :   Paren <= 0: 
    :               :   :...Colons > 2: HDS (6) 
    :               :       Colons <= 2: 
    :               :       :...Date <= 0: HSV (19) 
    :               :           Date > 0: DSV (1) 
    :               Colons <= 1: 
    :               :...SLow <= 0: 
    :                   :...Caps <= 43: SLT (994) 
    :                   :   Caps > 43: 
    :                   :   :...LLen <= 56: SLT (1) 
    :                   :       LLen > 56: NHE (2) 
    :                   SLow > 0: 
    :                   :...Reps > 1: 
    :                       :...LLen <= 7: SLT (2) 
    :                       :   LLen > 7: SLC (1) 
    :                       Reps <= 1: 
    :                       :...Comma > 1: SLC (4) 
    :                           Comma <= 1: 
    :                           :...LSpc > 15: SLC (2) 
    :                               LSpc <= 15: 
    :                               :...SpChar <= 0: FRT (14) 
    :                                   SpChar > 0: 
    :                                   :...RepPt <= 4: SLC (5) 
    :                                       RepPt > 4: FRT (3) 
    Slot <= 0: 
    :...Bull > 0: 
        :...FBar > 0: FOB (47) 
        :   FBar <= 0: 
        :   :...Hyph > 5: FRT (56) 
        :       Hyph <= 5: 
        :       :...Stars <= 3: 
        :           :...Caps <= 13: BTX (704/3) 
        :           :   Caps > 13: 
        :           :   :...SHE <= 0: MLI (4) 
        :           :       SHE > 0: FRT (12) 
        :           Stars > 3: 
        :           :...LinPos <= 710: FRT (18) 
        :               LinPos > 710: 
        :               :...Title <= 0: LIT (5) 
        :                   Title > 0: FRT (1) 
        Bull <= 0: 
        :...LNum > 0: 
            :...Caps > 17: 
            :   :...Time > 0: NSV (6) 
            :   :   Time <= 0: 
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            :   :   :...Paren <= 0: 
            :   :       :...Decs <= 0: NIT (15) 
            :   :       :   Decs > 0: MLI (15) 
            :   :       Paren > 0: 
            :   :       :...LSpc <= 3: MNI (510) 
            :   :           LSpc > 3: MLM (2) 
            :   Caps <= 17: 
            :   :...LabCt > 0: 
            :       :...Decs <= 0: 
            :       :   :...LLen <= 66: 
            :       :   :   :...LabCt <= 1: NSV (138) 
            :       :   :   :   LabCt > 1: DSV (1) 
            :       :   :   LLen > 66: 
            :       :   :   :...Med > 0: TBI (1) 
            :       :   :       Med <= 0: 
            :       :   :       :...LSpc <= 1: NSS (18) 
            :       :   :           LSpc > 1: FRT (1) 
            :       :   Decs > 0: 
            :       :   :...SBeg > 5: HSV (17) 
            :       :       SBeg <= 5: 
            :       :       :...Acro > 0: MLI (10) 
            :       :           Acro <= 0: 
            :       :           :...Dec1 <= 22: VLI (55) 
            :       :               Dec1 > 22: TBI (9) 
            :       LabCt <= 0: 
            :       :...Digs <= 2: 
            :           :...PSpc > 52: TBI (12) 
            :           :   PSpc <= 52: 
            :           :   :...ParSet > 29: NMS (5) 
            :           :       ParSet <= 29: 
            :           :       :...Stars > 1: NMS (7/1) 
            :           :           Stars <= 1: 
            :           :           :...Decs > 0: FRT (2) 
            :           :               Decs <= 0: 
            :           :               :...OneSp <= 9: NIT (235/1) 
            :           :                   OneSp > 9: 
            :           :                   :...LSpc <= 2: NIT (24) 
            :           :                       LSpc > 2: NQS (21) 
            :           Digs > 2: 
            :           :...SBeg > 0: 
            :               :...Paren <= 0: NIT (19) 
            :               :   Paren > 0: 
            :               :   :...LLen <= 69: FRT (3) 
            :               :       LLen > 69: NIT (2) 
            :               SBeg <= 0: 
            :               :...ParSet > 9: 
            :                   :...Gaps <= 1: VLI (19) 
            :                   :   Gaps > 1: TBI (6) 
            :                   ParSet <= 9: 
            :                   :...LSpc > 28: VVV (2) 
            :                       LSpc <= 28: 
            :                       :...Wrds > 9: 
            :                           :...Decs <= 1: NIT (2) 
            :                           :   Decs > 1: FRT (1) 
            :                           Wrds <= 9: 
            :                           :...LinPos <= 44: 
            :                               :...LLen <= 21: FRT (2) 
            :                               :   LLen > 21: NIT (1) 
            :                               LinPos > 44: 
            :                               :...PSpc > 17: TBI (1014/2) 
            :                                   PSpc <= 17: 
            :                                   :...Decs <= 0: NIT (3) 
            :                                       Decs > 0: 
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            :                                       :...LinPos <= 914: TBI (1) 
            :                                           LinPos > 914: FRT (2) 
            LNum <= 0: 
            :...Colons > 0: 
                :...Med > 0: 
                :   :...LSpc > 5: 
                :   :   :...LSpc <= 24: MLI (456) 
                :   :   :   LSpc > 24: SLV (1) 
                :   :   LSpc <= 5: 
                :   :   :...UpSlot > 0: SLV (3) 
                :   :       UpSlot <= 0: 
                :   :       :...OneSp <= 0: NIT (27) 
                :   :           OneSp > 0: MLD (19) 
                :   Med <= 0: 
                :   :...Time > 0: 
                :       :...SpChar > 3: 
                :       :   :...Comma <= 0: VLI (452) 
                :       :   :   Comma > 0: VSV (3) 
                :       :   SpChar <= 3: 
                :       :   :...SpChar <= 0: 
                :       :       :...LSpc <= 7: TIM (20) 
                :       :       :   LSpc > 7: CLA (73) 
                :       :       SpChar > 0: 
                :       :       :...LSpc > 20: TDT (26) 
                :       :           LSpc <= 20: 
                :       :           :...Gaps <= 0: 
                :       :               :...Col3 <= 11: SLV (21) 
                :       :               :   Col3 > 11: DSL (12) 
                :       :               Gaps > 0: 
                :       :               :...LinPos <= 528: VSV (65) 
                :       :                   LinPos > 528: 
                :       :                   :...LinPos > 953: VSV (11) 
                :       :                       LinPos <= 953: 
                :       :                       :...Hyph <= 1: TBI (59) 
                :       :                           Hyph > 1: VSV (1) 
                :       Time <= 0: 
                :       :...LabCt > 1: 
                :           :...LabCt > 2: 
                :           :   :...Col3 <= 32: TSV (2) 
                :           :   :   Col3 > 32: HDV (17) 
                :           :   LabCt <= 2: 
                :           :   :...Mg > 6: HDV (2) 
                :           :       Mg <= 6: 
                :           :       :...LSpc <= 4: DSV (48) 
                :           :           LSpc > 4: 
                :           :           :...ParSet > 4: LDS (12) 
                :           :               ParSet <= 4: 
                :           :               :...LinPos <= 870: DSV (1) 
                :           :                   LinPos > 870: HSV (1) 
                :           LabCt <= 1: 
                :           :...LLen > 68: 
                :               :...Colons > 1: 
                :               :   :...SLow > 0: FRT (3) 
                :               :   :   SLow <= 0: 
                :               :   :   :...PCaps <= 22: HSV (16) 
                :               :   :       PCaps > 22: 
                :               :   :       :...SHE <= 0: HDV (6) 
                :               :   :           SHE > 0: DSV (3) 
                :               :   Colons <= 1: 
                :               :   :...SLow > 0: 
                :               :       :...PSpc <= 10: SLV (1) 
                :               :       :   PSpc > 10: FRT (14) 
                :               :       SLow <= 0: 
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                :               :       :...LSpc > 31: DSL (1) 
                :               :           LSpc <= 31: 
                :               :           :...Paren > 1: FRT (2) 
                :               :               Paren <= 1: 
                :               :               :...AllCap > 0: SLV (8) 
                :               :                   AllCap <= 0: 
                :               :                   :...RepPt > 3: SLV (7) 
                :               :                       RepPt <= 3: 
                :               :                       :...Endp <= 0: [S1] 
                :               :                           Endp > 0: [S2] 
                :               LLen <= 68: 
                :               :...Colons > 1: 
                :                   :...Abs > 0: HSV (33) 
                :                   :   Abs <= 0: 
                :                   :   :...UpSlot <= 0: 
                :                   :       :...Gaps <= 0: SLV (13) 
                :                   :       :   Gaps > 0: SVV (6) 
                :                   :       UpSlot > 0: 
                :                   :       :...AllCap <= 0: HDV (3) 
                :                   :           AllCap > 0: 
                :                   :           :...Space <= 3: DSV (1) 
                :                   :               Space > 3: HMS (2) 
                :                   Colons <= 1: 
                :                   :...Brack > 0: 
                :                       :...Xes > 0: XYF (6) 
                :                       :   Xes <= 0: 
                :                       :   :...FCap <= 0: NSV (3) 
                :                       :       FCap > 0: 
                :                       :       :...Title <= 0: DXI (2) 
                :                       :           Title > 0: VLI (1) 
                :                       Brack <= 0: 
                :                       :...Decs > 0: 
                :                           :...Space > 18: SVV (8) 
                :                           :   Space <= 18: 
                :                           :   :...SLow > 0: ALI (2) 
                :                           :       SLow <= 0: 
                :                           :       :...TwoSp > 0: SLV (20) 
                :                           :           TwoSp <= 0: [S3] 
                :                           Decs <= 0: 
                :                           :...LabCt <= 0: 
                :                               :...Wrds <= 0: VLI (37/1) 
                :                               :   Wrds > 0: SLV (42) 
                :                               LabCt > 0: 
                :                               :...SEnd > 0: 
                :                                   :...Digs <= 3: SLV (27) 
                :                                   :   Digs > 3: SVV (15) 
                :                                   SEnd <= 0: 
                :                                   :...SLow > 0: [S4] 
                :                                       SLow <= 0: 
                :                                       :...Date > 0: [S5] 
                :                                           Date <= 0: 
                :                                           :...LSpc > 12: [S6] 
                :                                               LSpc <= 12: 
                :                                               :...Gaps > 1: 
[S7] 
                :                                                   Gaps <= 1: 
[S8] 
                Colons <= 0: 
                :...FBar > 0: FOB (242) 
                    FBar <= 0: 
                    :...Box1 > -1: 
                        :...Gaps <= 0: 
                        :   :...Caps <= 4: XIT (143) 
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                        :   :   Caps > 4: XYF (19) 
                        :   Gaps > 0: 
                        :   :...Gaps <= 1: DXI (26) 
                        :       Gaps > 1: MXI (7) 
                        Box1 <= -1: 
                        :...Gaps > 0: 
                            :...Caps <= 25: 
                            :   :...HyPos > 18: TBI (173) 
                            :   :   HyPos <= 18: 
                            :   :   :...RepPt > 4: 
                            :   :       :...Abs > 4: VVV (5) 
                            :   :       :   Abs <= 4: 
                            :   :       :   :...Brack > 0: TBI (4) 
                            :   :       :       Brack <= 0: 
                            :   :       :       :...Hyph <= 1: CLA (156) 
                            :   :       :           Hyph > 1: TBI (1) 
                            :   :       RepPt <= 4: 
                            :   :       :...Digs <= 0: 
                            :   :           :...PSpc <= 25: 
                            :   :           :   :...AllCap <= 0: FRT (4) 
                            :   :           :   :   AllCap > 0: TBI (2) 
                            :   :           :   PSpc > 25: 
                            :   :           :   :...SLow > 0: TBI (4) 
                            :   :           :       SLow <= 0: 
                            :   :           :       :...PCaps > 35: VVV (7/1) 
                            :   :           :           PCaps <= 35: [S9] 
                            :   :           Digs > 0: 
                            :   :           :...ParSet > 22: VVV (2) 
                            :   :               ParSet <= 22: 
                            :   :               :...Slash > 1: 
                            :   :                   :...Abs <= 0: CLA (15) 
                            :   :                   :   Abs > 0: TBI (2) 
                            :   :                   Slash <= 1: 
                            :   :                   :...Caps <= 0: CLA (11) 
                            :   :                       Caps > 0: 
                            :   :                       :...PCaps <= 29: [S10] 
                            :   :                           PCaps > 29: [S11] 
                            :   Caps > 25: 
                            :   :...Gaps > 2: 
                            :       :...LLen <= 59: TBI (2) 
                            :       :   LLen > 59: 
                            :       :   :...Hyph <= 0: CLA (10) 
                            :       :       Hyph > 0: TBI (1) 
                            :       Gaps <= 2: 
                            :       :...Date > 0: TBI (2) 
                            :           Date <= 0: 
                            :           :...LinPos > 717: CLA (2) 
                            :               LinPos <= 717: 
                            :               :...Perc > 0: MLM (3) 
                            :                   Perc <= 0: 
                            :                   :...Space > 37: MLM (6) 
                            :                       Space <= 37: 
                            :                       :...HyPos > 11: [S12] 
                            :                           HyPos <= 11: [S13] 
                            Gaps <= 0: 
                            :...Med > 0: 
                                :...Space <= 7: 
                                :   :...PCaps <= 8: FRT (1) 
                                :   :   PCaps > 8: MLM (152) 
                                :   Space > 7: 
                                :   :...Caps <= 27: 
                                :       :...PCaps > 20: MLI (39) 
                                :       :   PCaps <= 20: 
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                                :       :   :...PNum <= 18: FRT (12) 
                                :       :       PNum > 18: MLI (1) 
                                :       Caps > 27: 
                                :       :...LSpc <= 1: MLI (55) 
                                :           LSpc > 1: 
                                :           :...LSpc <= 5: MLD (208) 
                                :               LSpc > 5: MLI (15) 
                                Med <= 0: 
                                :...LSpc > 6: 
                                    :...LSpc <= 7: 
                                    :   :...FCap > 0: 
                                    :   :   :...Endp <= 0: FRT (15) 
                                    :   :   :   Endp > 0: MLI (4) 
                                    :   :   FCap <= 0: 
                                    :   :   :...PCaps > 5: MLI (432/1) 
                                    :   :       PCaps <= 5: 
                                    :   :       :...LinPos <= 327: FRT (7) 
                                    :   :           LinPos > 327: MLI (6) 
                                    :   LSpc > 7: 
                                    :   :...PCaps > 58: NHE (16) 
                                    :       PCaps <= 58: 
                                    :       :...LSpc > 30: CLA (32) 
                                    :           LSpc <= 30: 
                                    :           :...Title <= 0: 
                                    :               :...LSpc <= 18: FRT (266/2) 
                                    :               :   LSpc > 18: [S14] 
                                    :               Title > 0: 
                                    :               :...Punc > 0: CLA (1) 
                                    :                   Punc <= 0: [S15] 
                                    LSpc <= 6: 
                                    :...RX > 0: 
                                        :...PCaps > 45: 
                                        :   :...Space <= 1: 
                                        :   :   :...Comma <= 0: LIT (11) 
                                        :   :   :   Comma > 0: LLI (13) 
                                        :   :   Space > 1: 
                                        :   :   :...Space > 7: MLI (12) 
                                        :   :       Space <= 7: 
                                        :   :       :...LSpc <= 3: MLM (70) 
                                        :   :           LSpc > 3: LLI (1) 
                                        :   PCaps <= 45: 
                                        :   :...ICD > 0: LIT (3) 
                                        :       ICD <= 0: 
                                        :       :...RepPt > 30: LIT (3) 
                                        :           RepPt <= 30: 
                                        :           :...Title <= 0: FRT (55) 
                                        :               Title > 0: [S16] 
                                        RX <= 0: 
                                        :...ICD > 0: LIT (80) 
                                            ICD <= 0: 
                                            :...Caps > 22: 
                                                :...Comma > 3: LLI (21) 
                                                :   Comma <= 3: 
                                                :   :...LSpc > 1: 
                                                :       :...HyPos > 22: [S17] 
                                                :       :   HyPos <= 22: [S18] 
                                                :       LSpc <= 1: 
                                                :       :...Paren > 0: [S19] 
                                                :           Paren <= 0: [S20] 
                                                Caps <= 22: 
                                                :...Hyph > 0: 
                                                    :...Caps > 18: 
                                                    :   :...AllCap <= 0: [S21] 
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                                                    :   :   AllCap > 0: [S22] 
                                                    :   Caps <= 18: 
                                                    :   :...HyPos > 12: [S23] 
                                                    :       HyPos <= 12: [S24] 
                                                    Hyph <= 0: 
                                                    :...LLen > 39: [S25] 
                                                        LLen <= 39: 
                                                        :...Date > 0: [S26] 
                                                            Date <= 0: 
                                                            :...LinPos > 460: 
[S27] 
                                                                LinPos <= 460: 
[S28] 
 
SubTree [S1] 
 
Space <= 6: SLV (1) 
Space > 6: LTX (224) 
 
SubTree [S2] 
 
Space <= 8: SLV (5) 
Space > 8: 
:...HyPos > 10: SLV (3) 
    HyPos <= 10: 
    :...Comma <= 2: LTX (19/1) 
        Comma > 2: 
        :...PSpc <= 12: LTX (1) 
            PSpc > 12: SLV (2) 
 
SubTree [S3] 
 
LinPos <= 689: VLI (34) 
LinPos > 689: SLV (3) 
 
SubTree [S4] 
 
LSpc <= 1: SLV (12) 
LSpc > 1: FRT (6) 
 
SubTree [S5] 
 
Digs > 10: VLI (5) 
Digs <= 10: 
:...PNum <= 26: SLV (16) 
    PNum > 26: DSL (3) 
 
SubTree [S6] 
 
PNum <= 6: SLV (14) 
PNum > 6: VLI (12) 
 
SubTree [S7] 
 
Perc <= 0: SLV (2) 
Perc > 0: TBI (2) 
 
SubTree [S8] 
 
LLen > 11: 
:...LSpc <= 6: SLV (1695) 
:   LSpc > 6: 
:   :...Abs <= 0: SLV (48/1) 
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:       Abs > 0: MLI (3) 
LLen <= 11: 
:...Digs > 3: VLI (2) 
    Digs <= 3: 
    :...LinPos > 230: SLV (79) 
        LinPos <= 230: 
        :...LSpc <= 2: SLV (23) 
            LSpc > 2: VLI (9) 
 
SubTree [S9] 
 
LLen <= 24: VVV (1) 
LLen > 24: CLA (49/1) 
 
SubTree [S10] 
 
Pound <= 1: TBI (159/2) 
Pound > 1: FRT (1) 
 
SubTree [S11] 
 
FCap > 0: CLA (4) 
FCap <= 0: 
:...LinPos <= 495: MLI (3) 
    LinPos > 495: TBI (3/1) 
 
SubTree [S12] 
 
AllCap <= 0: MLI (1) 
AllCap > 0: MLM (5) 
 
SubTree [S13] 
 
Punc > 0: MLI (30) 
Punc <= 0: 
:...Slash > 0: MLI (15) 
    Slash <= 0: 
    :...Space <= 13: MLM (6) 
        Space > 13: 
        :...LinPos <= 414: MLI (23) 
            LinPos > 414: 
            :...Abs > 0: MLI (3) 
                Abs <= 0: 
                :...LLen <= 58: MLI (1) 
                    LLen > 58: MLM (6) 
 
SubTree [S14] 
 
LSpc <= 19: ALI (4) 
LSpc > 19: FRT (11) 
 
SubTree [S15] 
 
PSpc <= 54: FRT (3) 
PSpc > 54: LIT (10) 
 
SubTree [S16] 
 
Caps <= 2: FRT (5) 
Caps > 2: LIT (3) 
 
SubTree [S17] 
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Slash <= 0: LTX (16) 
Slash > 0: 
:...LinPos <= 436: MLI (1) 
    LinPos > 436: FRT (1) 
 
SubTree [S18] 
 
Wrds > 9: MLD (13) 
Wrds <= 9: 
:...LSpc > 3: FRT (9) 
    LSpc <= 3: 
    :...AllCap <= 0: 
        :...TwoSp <= 3: FRT (3) 
        :   TwoSp > 3: MLI (1) 
        AllCap > 0: 
        :...Caps <= 47: MLI (45) 
            Caps > 47: MLD (1) 
 
SubTree [S19] 
 
FCap <= 0: MLM (8) 
FCap > 0: QUS (6) 
 
SubTree [S20] 
 
Comma > 1: MLM (4) 
Comma <= 1: 
:...CPRS <= 0: FRT (116) 
    CPRS > 0: 
    :...Endp > 0: LIT (3) 
        Endp <= 0: 
        :...Wrds <= 7: 
            :...Hyph <= 1: NHE (10) 
            :   Hyph > 1: FRT (1) 
            Wrds > 7: 
            :...Perc <= 0: FRT (6) 
                Perc > 0: MLI (1) 
 
SubTree [S21] 
 
Comma <= 2: LTX (6) 
Comma > 2: SHV (1) 
 
SubTree [S22] 
 
Slash <= 0: FRT (9) 
Slash > 0: MLI (1) 
 
SubTree [S23] 
 
Stars > 0: LIT (2) 
Stars <= 0: 
:...Dec1 <= 23: FRT (137/2) 
    Dec1 > 23: 
    :...FCap <= 0: FRT (1) 
        FCap > 0: LIT (2) 
 
SubTree [S24] 
 
Endp > 0: FRT (18) 
Endp <= 0: 
:...Title > 0: FRT (7) 
    Title <= 0: 
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    :...RepPt > 4: LIT (2) 
        RepPt <= 4: 
        :...SLow > 0: 
            :...HyPos > 4: FRT (13) 
            :   HyPos <= 4: 
            :   :...Space <= 6: SHV (2) 
            :       Space > 6: FRT (2) 
            SLow <= 0: 
            :...Punc > 1: 
                :...SpChar <= 2: FRT (7) 
                :   SpChar > 2: 
                :   :...Space <= 12: SHV (2) 
                :       Space > 12: FRT (1) 
                Punc <= 1: 
                :...SHE > 0: FRT (1) 
                    SHE <= 0: 
                    :...Digs > 9: FRT (2) 
                        Digs <= 9: 
                        :...SpChar > 3: 
                            :...LLen <= 40: SHV (1) 
                            :   LLen > 40: LIT (2) 
                            SpChar <= 3: 
                            :...PSpc <= 3: 
                                :...LinPos <= 325: LIT (1) 
                                :   LinPos > 325: SHV (1) 
                                PSpc > 3: 
                                :...HyPos <= 1: ALI (3/1) 
                                    HyPos > 1: SHV (50) 
 
SubTree [S25] 
 
RepPt <= 2: FRT (1062/6) 
RepPt > 2: 
:...LLen <= 75: 
    :...Wrds <= 12: FRT (143/1) 
    :   Wrds > 12: QUS (4) 
    LLen > 75: 
    :...FCap <= 0: FRT (3) 
        FCap > 0: QUS (53) 
 
SubTree [S26] 
 
AllCap <= 0: FRT (1) 
AllCap > 0: DAT (11) 
 
SubTree [S27] 
 
Pound > 0: MLI (3) 
Pound <= 0: 
:...Equal > 0: 
    :...FCap <= 0: FRT (1) 
    :   FCap > 0: LIT (4) 
    Equal <= 0: 
    :...TwoSp > 2: 
        :...AllCap > 0: 
        :   :...LinPos <= 525: CLA (1) 
        :   :   LinPos > 525: TBI (1) 
        :   AllCap <= 0: 
        :   :...Reps > 1: ALI (2) 
        :       Reps <= 1: 
        :       :...SBeg <= 0: FRT (9) 
        :           SBeg > 0: ALI (1) 
        TwoSp <= 2: 
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        :...PNum <= 4: FRT (695/2) 
            PNum > 4: 
            :...Title <= 0: FRT (24) 
                Title > 0: 
                :...TwoSp > 0: MEF (7) 
                    TwoSp <= 0: 
                    :...AllCap <= 0: NIT (3) 
                        AllCap > 0: FRT (2) 
 
SubTree [S28] 
 
Endp > 0: FRT (166/2) 
Endp <= 0: 
:...LSpc > 0: 
    :...Pound > 0: LIT (12) 
    :   Pound <= 0: 
    :   :...Equal > 0: LIT (2) 
    :       Equal <= 0: 
    :       :...AllCap <= 0: FRT (81) 
    :           AllCap > 0: 
    :           :...SHE > 0: FRT (29/1) 
    :               SHE <= 0: 
    :               :...Digs > 1: FRT (3) 
    :                   Digs <= 1: 
    :                   :...TwoSp > 0: MLI (15) 
    :                       TwoSp <= 0: 
    :                       :...Xes > 0: MLI (1) 
    :                           Xes <= 0: 
    :                           :...RepPt <= 1: FRT (8/2) 
    :                               RepPt > 1: 
    :                               :...RepPt <= 2: MLI (4) 
    :                                   RepPt > 2: 
    :                                   :...PSpc <= 23: FRT (2) 
    :                                       PSpc > 23: MLI (1) 
    LSpc <= 0: 
    :...SHE > 0: 
        :...Title <= 0: 
        :   :...Acro <= 0: FRT (99/1) 
        :   :   Acro > 0: LIT (3) 
        :   Title > 0: 
        :   :...Acro <= 0: LIT (3) 
        :       Acro > 0: FRT (12) 
        SHE <= 0: 
        :...Wrds <= 0: FRT (25) 
            Wrds > 0: 
            :...FCap > 0: 
                :...Abs > 0: 
                :   :...Acro > 0: LIT (9) 
                :   :   Acro <= 0: 
                :   :   :...Title <= 0: FRT (7) 
                :   :       Title > 0: LIT (1) 
                :   Abs <= 0: 
                :   :...Perc > 0: FRT (1) 
                :       Perc <= 0: 
                :       :...Slash > 2: FRT (1) 
                :           Slash <= 2: 
                :           :...Punc > 2: FRT (1) 
                :               Punc <= 2: 
                :               :...LinPos <= 362: LIT (215) 
                :                   LinPos > 362: 
                :                   :...Caps <= 1: LIT (8) 
                :                       Caps > 1: 
                :                       :...LLen <= 15: LIT (1) 
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                :                           LLen > 15: FRT (3) 
                FCap <= 0: 
                :...Title > 0: MEF (1) 
                    Title <= 0: 
                    :...Acro > 0: LIT (31) 
                        Acro <= 0: 
                        :...CPRS > 0: LIT (12) 
                            CPRS <= 0: 
                            :...Comma > 0: 
                                :...PSpc <= 7: LIT (6) 
                                :   PSpc > 7: FRT (3) 
                                Comma <= 0: 
                                :...PSpc <= 2: 
                                    :...LLen <= 13: FRT (22) 
                                    :   LLen > 13: LIT (9) 
                                    PSpc > 2: 
                                    :...Decs > 0: LIT (1) 
                                        Decs <= 0: 
                                        :...LinPos > 18: FRT (74) 
                                            LinPos <= 18: 
                                            :...AllCap <= 0: FRT (2) 
                                                AllCap > 0: NHE (2) 
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APPENDIX 14: PERFORMANCE BY CLASS FOR DECISION TREES 
 
This table shows the precision, recall and F-measure for each class predicted at the line level.  
Lower prevelance classes tended to be the worst performers.  This is only on the 5103 lines in the 
test set. 
 
 
Class Count Precision Recall F-Measure 
FRT 934 0.9789 0.9936 0.9862 
TBI 900 0.9944 0.9878 0.9911 
SLV 508 0.9882 0.9882 0.9882 
MLI 362 0.9564 0.9696 0.9630 
SLT 273 1.0000 0.9963 0.9982 
BTX 260 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
MNI 202 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
LIT 195 1.0000 0.9385 0.9683 
VLI 194 0.9897 0.9948 0.9923 
CLA 193 0.9742 0.9793 0.9767 
QUE 170 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NIT 122 0.9917 0.9836 0.9877 
MLM 120 0.9820 0.9083 0.9437 
MLD 116 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
LTX 95 0.9896 1.0000 0.9948 
QYN 73 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
FOB 48 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
HSV 28 0.8750 1.0000 0.9333 
SHV 28 0.8710 0.9643 0.9153 
XIT 25 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NSV 22 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NSL 21 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QUC 19 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
VSV 19 0.9444 0.8947 0.9189 
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TDT 15 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QUS 14 1.0000 0.8571 0.9231 
BSL 13 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
DSV 9 1.0000 0.8889 0.9412 
QUA 7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
SVV 7 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
ALI 6 0.8333 0.8333 0.8333 
HDV 6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NSS 6 0.8571 1.0000 0.9231 
DXI 5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QUF 5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
DSL 4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NQS 4 0.8000 1.0000 0.8889 
NQU 4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
NMS 3 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 
TIM 3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
LDS 2 0.6667 1.0000 0.8000 
NHE 2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QFF 2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
QYT 2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
SLC 2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
VVV 2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
DAT 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
HQU 1 0.5000 1.0000 0.6667 
MEF 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
MXI 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
XYF 1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
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APPENDIX 15: SUMMARY OF TEXT ELEMENTS IN TEST NOTES. 
 
Shows a simple count of the tables, slots and fillers found in each note of the test data.  Notes 
were selected based on the prevelance of these structures.  This will not be typical of a random 
selection of notes in CPRS. 
 
 
NoteID Tables Slots Fillers 
1354 2 11 7 
1361 2 10 6 
1365 0 5 5 
1372 3 10 6 
1464 0 85 69 
1658 0 85 72 
3348 0 1 0 
4595 0 5 3 
4597 0 0 0 
4607 0 0 0 
5230 0 1 0 
6396 1 8 4 
6406 0 1 1 
6424 0 1 1 
6428 0 2 2 
6961 1 13 8 
6962 0 20 13 
7048 0 4 4 
7049 8 22 11 
7344 2 50 36 
8191 5 25 22 
8281 4 26 24 
8283 5 21 22 
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9501 3 17 11 
10253 1 16 11 
10742 3 22 15 
13218 8 21 13 
13288 5 20 12 
13474 3 26 13 
16187 0 2 2 
16204 5 7 5 
16208 5 9 6 
18937 0 6 4 
18939 5 27 18 
19329 1 7 6 
22563 3 25 19 
24085 3 13 10 
24092 2 16 12 
24179 2 4 3 
24183 0 8 6 
24184 2 17 13 
24283 2 4 3 
24291 2 4 3 
24316 2 10 9 
24334 4 29 22 
24342 0 44 30 
24472 2 10 4 
Total 96 770 566 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
